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the 18 and the 60
are the leaders
of the newline
of AC electric
RCA R ad iol as
Radiolas of the new "60” series—highly refined
Super-Heterodynes—will now compete for public
favor with the sensational Radiola 18.
The "18” is already established as the most popular broadcast receiver of its type ever designed.
Its amazing performance, with simplified A. C.
electric operation, has revolutionized the radio
industry.
The new Radiola 60 combines the simplicity and
dependability of operation of the nationally pop¬
ular "18” with the unrivalled selectivity and
sensitivity of the famous RCA Super-Heterodyne.
It is the finest and newest product of the labora¬
tories of General Electric, Westinghouse and the

RCA RADIOLA 18-Most
popular type Radiola ever
built. Finely-designed re¬
ceiver of broad range and
capacity for simplified A. C.
lighting - current operation.
Wonderful tone fidelity. IIluminated tuning dial. Solid
mahogany cabinet, walnut
finish. $95 (less Radiotrons)
RCA Loudspeaker 100A $29
RCA RADIOLA 60—The
famous super - selective and

Radio Corporation of America.

Points of Superiority
of the new

Radiola Super-Heterodynes
("60” Series)
1. The simplicity and dependability of A. C. electric
operation, so successfully utilized in the nation¬
ally popular Radiola 18 type of receiver.
2. The unrivalled super-selectivity and high sensi¬
tivity of the Super-Heterodyne circuit—sharply
separating nearby stations, and clearly bringing
in distant stations.
3. Fidelity of tone and breadth of musical range
never before achieved in radio.
4. A new method of high amplification without
distortion.
5. New control features never before used in radio.

6. Beautifully designed and finished cabinets select¬
ed by a special committee of artists and cabinet¬
makers.
Any RCA Radiola Dealer will gladly
demonstrate a Radiola in your own
home and tell you how you may con¬
veniently purchase it on the RCA Time
Payment Plan.

Buy with confidence where you tee this tipu
NEW YORK - CHICAGO ■ ATLANTA - DALLAS - SAN FRANCISCO
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SUCCESS
IN MUSIC

THE ETUDE

Founded by Theodore Presser, /SS3

“Music for Everybody’

ALBERT

Success in Music is easy—it
is

merely

week,

each

the

adding

month,

a

each
little

more knowledge, a little more
skill through properly direct¬
ed study and training.

Thou¬

sands of good musicians are
standing still—are “in a rut”
—because they have gone as
far as their training in music
will permit.
Is this your case?

If so, then

the solution is a simple and
easy one. More money, great¬
er

recognition,

higher

posi¬

tions are ready and waiting
for you, just as soon as you
are ready for them.
LET US HELP YOU
For 25 years this great Musical
Organization has been helping am¬
bitious musicians help themselves.
Thousands of letters from enthusi¬
astic students and graduates testify
to the great value and profit of our
musical training.
In your spare time, right in your
own home, and at a trifling cost,
you can gain a musical training
that will be the best and most
profitable investment you have
ever made.
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
AND SAMPLE LESSONS
-FREE
If you are really ambitious to suc¬
ceed in music; if you have faith in
yourself, by all means clip the cou¬
pon and send it back. We will send
you full details of our wonderful
Home-Study Method of musical
training, and also a number of
sample lessons from the course
checked. Send today.

University Extension Conservatory
Langley Ave. & 41st Street
Chicago
University Extension Conservatory
Department B-21
Langley Ave. & 41st Street
Chicago
Please send me free and without any
obligation full details of your remark¬
able Home Study Method, and also
sample lessons from the course I have
checked.
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O MATTER how far up and down the keyboard his
fingers fly—you hear what he plays.

CONVERSE COLLEGE ,
SHENANDOAH COLLEGE

DITVn ANNATOMLINSON (put'l I I.wcbetitty)
Kllll I >nrtv Normal
I - Plano Hand
development and Teaching Hoglnners and
Advanced Pupils. Lists of music to develop each step
a™™ ***nl«al|v"ni1 Intcrpretlvelv. >5.75. Teacher!
Vnlveralty ICgtenslon Conservatory.
640LyonAHealyHide . Chicago.

"CHICAGO

KNOX

When the mighty tuba, deep-voiced giant of the orchestra,
growls among the basses, you follow it down into the very
earth. When the violin, skylarking on the heights, shames
even the birds with its acrobatics, you follow it up to the
last elusive note.
The deep richness you like. The silvery clearness you
like. The whole range of broadcast music . . . the overtones
so hard to capture before—it’s all here now—complete—
natural—no exaggeration—no skimping—just real!
Now you can pick out each individual instrument. Now
the human voice, singing or speaking, comes closer to the
listener. Radio becomes more intimate!
You just cannot realize what the Electro-Dynamic At¬
water Kent is doing to increase the nation’s enjoyment of
radio until you give it a personal hearing. And even then,
you can hardly believe that so gloriously vital an instrument
can be had for so small a sum.

CINCINNATI a=s
DETROIT:_

But it’s a fact. Listen a moment to the finest reception
you have ever heard.

h
On the air—every Sunday night—
Atwater Kent Radio Hour—

-

‘"lch M Matthay, Etal, P

SEE England, fiermony. Austria, France.
- S«iUerland.
Prices to suit all.
| Send for Booklet. LeRoy B. Campbell. Warr

I
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A. Atwater Kent, President
4719 Wissahickon Avenue
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WRITE US TO-DAY FOR THIS NEW
FREE 1929 “WHOLE WORLD” CATALOG
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IE Musical Home Reading 15able
Anything and everything, as long as it is
Instructive and Interesting

Just off the press, this booklet will be of in¬
finite service to you in the selection of music
collections. One of the most attractive cata¬
logues ever issued of standard music for
piano, voice, violin, organ and other instru¬
ments.

Every book illustrated, and de¬

scribed, together with its complete contents.
If you are a teacher, student or lover of
music, be sure to write us today—a postcard
brings it. (Not sent to Canada or European
countries.)

THIS NEW FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS
DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTENTS OF ALL THESE BOOKS
for the pianist
Piano Pieces .
Modern Piano Pieces
.W '
Light Piano Pieces
Recital Piano Pieces . . .
Concert Piano Pieces (Paper)
(Cloth)'
Schubert _
Tschaikowsky a.
Piano Duets \ .
Dance Music ..

Light Opera at
Modern Opera Selections':;.'. 125
Gilbert & Sullivan at Home
1.25
for the home vocalist
Ballads Whole World Sings ...
si 25
hoie wond
Songs Swigs,
WholeWWorld
Sings sings .::: ill
1 on
sacred Music . .
for young people

Modern Violin Pieces. o
Light Violin Pieces .
9
Violinist's Book of Songs
. 2
Concert Violin Solos ..... . 3
Standard Violin Concertos . q
Operatic Violin Pieces.
.f
Encyclopedia of the Violin.5

Conducted* by

A. S. Garbett

children’s longs .Pleces;:;;;;;;;;;;
miscellaneous books
Srgan Fieces (Paper) . . . .$3.00
Standard Organ Pieces (Cloth) .
*5 00
Saxophone Pieces .|
American Home Album
5.00
n Canada) or sent direct on receipt
I prices

When Wagner Shot a (Rabbit
Wagner’s well-known love of animals When the teacher came to give the boy
began in childhood, as we learn from a his lesson, he noticed a peculiar, disagree- •
able odor. Investigation brought to light, in 1
the great composer.
Richard’s bureau, a whole family of young
F. Avenarius, the son of Wagner’s half- rabbits. ‘The poor things would have
sister, has preserved two anecdotes which died,’ was the boy’s excuse. He had made
show that a love of animals, like a love an air-hole for them, and his sister had
of nature, was a trait of Wagner’s child¬ provided the food.
hood, says Finck. “The boy went all over
“Only once in his life did he kill an
town hunting for good natured dogs and animal for amusement. He had joined a
forming friendship with them. One day party of young hunters and shot a rabbit
he heard whining sounds in a ditch and Its dying look mpt his eyes and so moved
found a young puppy. Knowing that no him to pity that nothing could have in¬
such addition to the large family at home duced him ever to go hunting again. The
would receive official approval, he secretly impression then made on him is echoed
smuggled it into his bedroom where he fed in the libretto of his early opera, The
it and kept it warm until he was^ betrayed Fairies, where the doe is hit by the ar¬
by its whining. On another occasion his row: ‘Oh see! the animal weeps; a tear
mother heard peculiar squeaking sounds is in its eye., Oh how its broken glances
m his room, but could not locate them.

Jeffrey Pulver’s life of Brahms gives
some revealing information about this
composer. We learn with interest that
Brahms survived being run over by a hansom-cab, and was apparently none the
worse for it.
“His earliest years passed uneventfully,”
we learn “He grew up into a sturdy,
“‘Vf.-set boy who escaped all the usual
childish ailments, with the exception of
severe headaches, from which he suffered
(as did his sister) until he reached early
manhood
His father’s house escaped
the terrible fire which raged from the 5th
to the 8th of May, 1842, and which de¬
stroyed quite a third of the old quarter of
the town. At the age of ten he emerged
from a greater danger. He was run over
by a cab on his way to school, the wheels
passing over his chest. It was six weeks
before he recovered from the accident, but
his well-budt frame saved him from any
deleterious consequences. At six years of

phonies written by Mozart in 1788-th
hi,’ GIM'n0!'’ and tbe “Jupiter”—are
best orchestral works, but few of us k„
the trying conditions under which th
masterpieces were written. Mozart v
heavily pressed by debt at the time a
m an age when insolvent debtors were i

TECHNIC TALES
By LOUISE ROBYN
A most attractive book of easy pieces and exercises for children
Copiously illustrated. Descriptive interlined text.

ft^rtas--sf^c£^corSSn.",h
&

TECHNIC TALES

Teacher’s Manual to
Price, each book, 75cents

OLIVER DtITSON COMPANY 179 Tremont St

Rost™

Chas. H. Ditson & Co., 10 East 34th 1“ New York
Try Your Music Store First
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers

^

rougliout Paderew«_ _
tore are only one or two passages marked
•ed.” (2) When none are marked how ran
e know when to use the pedalt (3) How

Jj

■Brahms as a Schoolboy
age he was sent to an indifferent private
school managed by Heinrich Friedrich
Voss, and later to Hoffmann’s school in
the ABC-strasse. . . .
“The thirst for knowledge and the love
!X3oks came car'y to Johannes
(Brahms). Almost as soon as he could
read he knew of Mattheson and Handel,
and the Bach who was Cantor at Ham¬
burg, and Lessing and Haydn and Bee¬
thoven. He gazed into bookshop windows
and rummaged among the heterogeneous
colleptions on the second-hand bookstalls.
Thus early in life came the desire to form
a great library and to amass wealth in the
shape of sage words, musical autographs
and tales of romance. A small boy of
Winsen, one Aaron Lowenhcrz—whose
mother presided over the small lending
library that supplied the local needssmuggled volumes out for the bribe of a
groschcn each.
These books were de¬
voured by Johannes and LieschenJ’

'Mozart s Poverty

To carry on the thousands of pupils who have been
enjoying WHAT TO DO FIRST AT THE PIANO.
Price, each book, 75 cents

s a figure or part of a
self. In actual use it
_y be. Its last note Is played
i staccato, to mark the punctua¬
te the rule that the last note of
worth only half the value of its

Mozart shows himself d
, ,
writing begging letters. * HeW ^
flattering references to T “glns Wl1

■
’
*
’
•
j

his affairs (which are, of course, only temPbtarily deranged) in order, so that he
maT be able to work better, and in cqnsequence to earn more. At last he comes
to the real point, which is that—supposing
the larger sum cannot be conveniently
lent—the writer must have 200 florins at
once in order to -pay off an impatient
creditor. This creditor was Mozart’s late
landlord. He had just moved from his
lodgings in Vienna and had taken others
outside the city. This, he explains, will
mean a saving in expenditure and in time
which might otherwise be wasted in social
amusements.
“Puchberg sent the 200 florins, and re¬
ceived ten days later a further appeal for
help. Mozart confesses that he cannot re¬
pay the debt already incurred, and says
that he is in urgent need of more money—
things will soon be better and then the debt
will be repaid. But alas! a few weeks
later a brief note informs the merohant
of Mozart’s continued insolvency. We do
not know what reply was made to these
(Continued on page 231)

Notes marked

j

>, JJ J

staecatissimo.

be played t Those

marked - - ? U)Is there a book pub¬
lished containing all the music played by
Paderewski at his recitals, together with in¬
formation on pianoforte playing by Pader¬
ewskit (5) Why cannot there be an aug¬
mented third, as well as a second t My har¬
mony book gives seconds as minor, major,
augmented; thirds as minor, major, diminished. Since both the normal intervals are
major, I fail to understand this. (6) What
is a good book to study after the first year's
work in Harmony f—W. E., Cuthbert, Georgia.
A. (1) No; you must use your own judg¬
ment. (2) The pedal may or may not be
used, according to the effect you wish to ob¬
tain ; but the pedal should not be continued
through Chords not harmonically related, be¬
cause of the resulting discords. (3) Notes
so marked should be played with greater fin¬
ger-pressure touch and with a slightly slower
heat.

In the August number of The Etude, ... _,
at top of page, is this statement: ‘-Where the
-—md theme (IS) opens, the J] chords
•e the arm weight which involves a
l arm, from the shoulder down." 51...
referred to is an Andante from a Schusonata. The part is a loud chord with
t over it. Is that the staccato somei staccato t” Please describe
’ully.—“Puzzled.”
A. (a) Whenever you feel that the use
of the damper-pedal will enhance the value of
your last interpretation, use the pedal, but
only on condition that you do not keep it
down during change of harmonies (chords),
for it would then cause a clash of discords.
■In other words, the damper-pedal nun '
used at any time, provided that it does
cause a confusion of sounds, that it does
produce discords, that it does not des_„
staccato effect, that it does not detract from
the composer’s evident Intention.
C '
I/istesso (Italian) means “the same.” n
necessarily “the same time” which is Pistes
tempo. It may refer to anything that h
preceded it. (c) The correct name is sen
Apropos of this there are thr
inds of if-s
- m “dash” staccato.

and

J

should be

played similarly, but without any connecting
legato between them, as if written (t'.f ,
(4) The name
“book” does not oc¬
cur ro rue write to various mnsic publish¬
ers for information. (5) Augmented thirds
and augmented sevenths are not used in har¬
mony. Other augmented intervals form dis¬
cords, whereas an augmented third gives a
perfect fourth and an augmented seventh
gives a perfect octave or a concord. In this
connection, read the “Philosophy of Music,” bv
w- P°le. ail|( “Sound and Music,” by
Sedley Taylor. (6) The question, “What is
a good book to study after the first year’s
work in harmony?” is too ambiguous for a
You quite understand that
do in a year may be accomnjBg| 'll six months or
,
,
r three years to
acquire what
it yyou have mastered in one. If
. - indly state just how much you
know of harmony I shall be glad to advise
you. But, assuming that you have, in your
first year, completely mastered Tonic Har¬
mony with its inversions, Dominant Har¬
mony to the chord of the 13th with inver¬
sions, Chromatic Chords, Enharmonic Modu¬
lation, writing freely in four parts vou
should proceed to master the study of Coun¬
terpoint, Simple and Double. If your work
has been well directed, you should already
have studied simple Counterpoint while
learning Harmony, for the laws governing
the progression of parts belong to counter¬
point.
Works recommended:
“Counter¬
point,” “Double Counterpoint.” both bv Dr
Bridge (Music Primer Series) : also “Ha£
mony, its Theory and Practice," by E. Prout.

one-fourth
itaccato,

e being worth

p

IIf ^

JJJ

one-half ( j* *1
nezzo-ataccato

fj ■

each note being worth

j'

J*

('iJ)

f )_■ semi- or
, each note being

h three-quarters of its n

(J'AJ'AJ'A)4

Tourist
THIRD CABII
It is said that experience is a

of the m
from tin .
“Wen-tempered Clavichord f” (Here’ follow
some other questions.)—I. M., B. C., Canada.
Measure 8 from end.

great teacher. Perhaps that is
why so many experienced travel¬
ers enjoy Tourist Third Cabin.

is a big item in modern traveL

ic life and of their knowledge of

Round-trips cost from $184.50
up.

After all, if one goes about a
bit, a home atmosphere that is

In our fleets we offer youachoice
of such famous liners as the

informal and comfortable has
its advantages.

Majestic, world’s largest ship,

Evening decollete and dinner
According to Bach’s own directions.
>r other answers, please see letter.
Diatonic and Chromatic.
Q. Kindly inform me: (i) What is the di
between diatonic and chromatic
(n) What is the difference between a diaton
semi-tone and a. chromatic semitone?—C. S
Mostaganem, Algeria.
A. (i) Diatonic consists of the reguls
notes of any one scale : that is, C, D, F, A i
the key of C would be a diatonic passag
whereas, in the key of D, it would be chr.
S* tlCreSecaiISe fi?1? key requires a C# and a
FJ. Thus the diatonic notes of a key are tt
unaltered notes of that key.

describes why the seasoned trav¬
eler to Europe often prefers this
class. Then, it has the feature
ofbeingvery inexpensive, which

They are proud of their nomad¬
how it should be accomplished.

Izzirnto 11 nd the Damper-pedal;
(h)
(ii) The diatonic semitones are
a the se
1, istesso; Portamento-Touch.
tones
tunes occurring in tne
the reg„.„.
regular construct
Q (ni) In
In pieces
nter-ea described
tl„„
,, Ot
of Ua SCflle
scale:: thllS
thus P-f
e-f ill
in the Kenle
scale nf
of P
C i,
is an di
-- _n anything to
tonic semitone, whereas e-ft| in the scale of
I have never
is
a
chromatic
semitone,
because
the scale
the damper-pedal is to be used.
you suggest? (b, nnui is
meaning of G requires an ff. Any diminution or at
“Pistesso?" My dictionary
“the same mentation of a diatonic scale-note changes
time." Is that right? (c) What s the cor¬ to a chromatic degree. The chromatic not
(intervals) in the scale of C are Cf, Di{ (E
fnniel
n?iC)’ major
Fi% G*'scales
AS (Bmay
to C
di
Other
be istak<
rect name for 0 ^ ^ ? Some refer to it as tome).
minor s iThe regl,lar intervals of the regul
the “portamento-touch I" What is itt (d)

....j.

limited
budgets, choose

coats are not a requisite when
one travels to Europe Tourist
Third Cabin. That pretty well

Olympic, Homeric, Belgenland,
Lapland, etc.—and two remark¬
able steamers, Minnekahda and
Minnesota that carry Tourist
Third Cabin passengers exclusively.

s102f„|? OKIE WAY
Accommodations are reserved exclusive¬
ly for American vacationists—the sort
of people you will enjoy traveling with.

WHITE /UR

LINE

RED /TAR TINE-ATEANTIC TRAN/PORT LINE
INTERNATIONAL

MERCANTILE

MARINE

COMPANY

Address Tourist Third Cabin Dept., No. 1 Broadway, New York,
our offices elsewhere or authorised steamship agents.
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AN INTERESTING REVIEW

Educational Works
That oAre

A Group of Publications Selected from New Works Issued Since January
First, 1928—These New Helps to Teachers, Students and Active Music
Workers Already Have Won Places as Outstanding “Best Sellers”

Undisputed Successes
“Tried and Tested” works
that teachers use by the
thousands.

// You Are a Teacher Just Ask for Any of These Works for Examinations or “On Sale”
Music Play for
Every Day
THE GATEWAY TO
PIANO PLAYING
Price $1 25

Priscilla’s Week
seven little characteristic pieces
Mathilde Bilbro
Price, 75c
Thousands of little students already have been thrilled
and delighted with these little pieces and their popularity

A new piano book for the
very first instruction of the
youngest piano beginners.
In one season this book has
become the greatest success
of all Elementary Educa¬
tional Music Works.

Ftcle students in the future. Each little number has
a cute verse and alsoa Really juvenile illustration.
Studies in Musicianship

STEPHEN HELLER
HELLER
PHILIPP
Book One—Price, £1.25
The truly earnest and thorough piano pedagog will
pedate this splendid volume which is the first issued

“dythif use o^S booITtiff
rrs. It is also published in fo

most useful of all of Stephen Heller’s finest studies? com¬
piled, edited and arranged by Isidor Philipp.
Playtime Book
Price, 75c
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Tuneful Tasks
B TWENTY LITTLE TUNES IN ETUDE FORM
This* is a ve^" fine "l td
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1

f
Price> ?5c
is of elementary technic,
most practical and most
ry and because he is a
g material his normal

Primary Pieces

Piano Dialogs
By Helen L. Cramm
Price, 75c
unique and helpful little
in enscmbie piayYouthful Joys
SIX VE^FoEASYEWANOFORTEpRECREATIONS
By Georges Bernard

pricei 75c

A Book of Indoor Marches
Price, 75c
This book of 22 marches has a „c„
n
up into high school and college ^mnasiums^o0 $ °h
S. bugle calls, signai

Keyboard Adventures
By A. Louis Scarmolin
d •
Ten unique little earlv n
Pr,ce> 60c
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,
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to
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v
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maice its acquaintance.
0 Voluntaries
Price, £1.00

Album of Cross-Hand Pieces
Price, 75c

First Folk Songs for Violin
By Mabel Madison Watson
T^e'm’ y"1;11 Part’ 5°C; Pkno Pa«, £1.00
cquaintance ofthis^wmk Me^iiM™ ,aIf.eady made the

TheV‘auih playing.’ e*,ther for private f°/
instruction
all over the
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fascinating fiecesjor

These cAre
T remendously Popular
With Piano Teachers
Piano pieces so regularly
used by leading teachers
everywhere as to indicate
possession of great teach¬
ing merits.

<7he

Musical Home

FIRST GRADE PIECES
11876 The First Lesson, Krog-

CHARMANTE!
MAZURKA SOUVENIR

In Mazurka rhythm, briskly accented.
Grade 3£

9632 Maj Day Walir, Bug19685 Three ’' Small' Bears!
Wright.
9631 Maypole Dance, Bnybee
19690 The Owl, Wright.
23337 Sandman, Weddle
19688 The Ghost, Wright...
18484 Song of the brum.
Ruber
The Bi Bass Singer;
16338 The^Big

,

Allegro moderato

22786 Son^ of the ' Pines'. '2i
SECOND GRADE PIECES
16653 Little Indian Chief,
Strickland.
$o 25
7235 Rose Petals, U
an
22530 Captain Kidd. Blake . '30
7236 Ripples, Valine. Uw. 3
*JS? Sib'r1* Gaiop. Bet hier !30
18528 Wing Foo, Burleigh
30
23348 Playing lacks. Rithcr. fi
43 6 Br/Tam,e
Wl‘‘2,
22659 A Hayride Party, Rerih .'Ij
22545 Through, the Air. Ar17720 Salutc"m 'the' Colors.

'3°

22639 CajjtainVoodfMarch'.

'

3450 Miy*D^, Rath bit,, . .'40
THIRD GRADE PIECES
11938 A Dream Song, For3860 Two" Flowers.' knelling*0'.30
23138 Forest Echoes. Right
Hand Alone, Bliti.
.30
23361 Fields in May Pn-tt .i: 50
17919 Bobolink Polka. Wot23565 Glows
8952 No "s

r every pupil to b
racy. The 21 pieces indfishn u
grace
suable media f£gain?'^UchIP” *
these pieces are in the Lm i,.
t e?cy'
grades.
they progress weil up too the*!
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\}ey '
lg3« Moonlight" Revels.
4584 On the Lake, Williams .40
fourth grade pieces
Moon Dawn' Friml -50.50
um SSK-^c-s" '50
_ ,
Anthony .... ’ 50
23048 Sea Gardens, Cooke.. .35
A New Piano Collection
Every Teacher Should Know
SOYS’ OWN BOOK OF
PIANOFORTE PIECES
Price, 75c
n„^ja£:hei? ■ a"d parents will find
“OdittcuUaej.in keeping boys inthe
‘5 pia7° «udy when in
-gra^c' if *is book is
rprri iud,CIOUSly for study and
recreation at the keyboard. These
we full of color, novelrv anri char.

OP rr *
ANY GRADES
MU<;r£IASJmcATIONS OF
^pt^HEERFULLY SENT
FREE on REQUEST
Teachers should also ask lot in-

m.m.
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THE SKATERS

In effective “cross-hand” style. Grade 3.

Allegretto vivace

LUDWIG RENK

ARPEGGIO PIECE
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Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured
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IN A ROSE GARDEN

Very graceful, in modern
gavotte rhythm. Grade 3|.

Allegro con grazia

M. M.

J

intermezzo
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MONTAGUE EWING
M-

TWILIGHT VISIONS

A drawing-room piece of
lighter character. Grade 3.

Andante moderato

_

WALTER ROLFE

REVERIE
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Conyright 192." by Theodore Presser Co.
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g
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a
vfcFrom here go back to the beginning and play to Fine; then play Trio.

International Copyright secured
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MASTED.
PI AM I STS
WHO PLAY THE BALDWIN

bACHAD S
GIESE14I1MG
DE PACHMANM
\A EGE LE
M
U
M
Z —
CAHIkEHAS^S

Unlike the violinist or cellist who can
carry his priceless instrument with
him, the concert pianist must build
his career upon pianos available in
those cities where he is to appear.
His piano must always be perfect in
tonal purity and response in order to
express his interpretations faithfully.
Hence the preference of the world’s
master pianists for Baldwin — in con¬
cert and at home — because of the
uniformly superior qualities in each
model and in each instrument.
With Baldwin

ownership you,

will enjoy the ultimate in

too,

artistic

beauty and musical excellence. Bald¬
win Grands are priced from $1450.
The Baldwin Piano Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Copyright 1925 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured
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“SCHOENHUT”

SUMMY’S

CORNER

THE ART OF PIANISM

Qm You *13ell?

No. 2?

2. What is a Key Signature?

CAL and TECHNICAL development.

3. For what is Accent used?
.
c .
,
4. In what year was the Royal Philharmonic Society of

It is the teacher’s duty not alone to develop digital dexterity and muscular con¬
trol, but to inculcate ideals of good taste, style, and beauty of tone and musical
thought.
It is of the utmost necessity then, that teaching material offer not only the op¬
portunity of working out technical problems, but that it be musically stimulating
as well.
New numbers for the younger and older pupil which measure up to this high
standard of teaching material are:
THREE LITTLE PIECES FOR YOU. $0.60
GOOD MORNING ..Gr. 1
PLAYTIME .
Gr. 2
SNOW FAIRIES .Gr. 2
Lacour, Marie D.
A RICKSHAW RIDE .Gr. 2.40
Tenney, Albert Seward
.40

LITTLE HUMORESQUE .Gr. 3.30
Terry, Frances
A TOAST FOR PIERROT .Gr. 3.30
A HEMP SPINNER OF CARTAGO .Gr. 3.30
AN INQUISITIVE MOSQUITO .Gr. 4.60
LAS CASADAS .Gr. 3.30
Evans, Marie Louise
MENUETTO .Gr. 4.40
Brinkman, Joseph
TREASURE ISLAND .Gr. 5.90
ORIENTAL MARCH FANTASTIC .Gr. 5-6... .60
Klauber, Ruth

429 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
eachers will find our Thematic Catalogues of great help in selecting their teachinj

WORLD - FAMOUS COLLECTIONS
Book of a Thousand Songs
A collection of all the standard songs (words
and music) which everybody knows and loves.
Contains more than one thousand favorite home,
operatic, sacred, patriotic, sentimental, college,
plantation and many other kinds of songs. The
imost complete collection in the world. 536 pages.
Beautiful green cloth edition, $3.00. Paper edition,
$2.00.
Masterpieces of
Piano Music
t collection of more
man two hundred wellknown compositions, including classic, modern,
light operatic and sacred numbers! Ideal for the
average player, as it contains all the music which
could be played in years.
536 pages. Beautiful redcloth binding, $3.00. Paper
The Child’s
Own Music Book
The most complete child’s music book pub¬
lished, containing nursery rhymes, songs, games
and a series of piano pieces and duets for juve¬
niles. A book which can be used by children
of all ages. 536 pages.
Beautiful blue-cloth
binding, $3.00. Paper binding, $2.00.
For sole where good music is sold. If your
dealer cannot supply you we will send postpaid on
receipt of priee. Money cheerfully refunded if
not entirely satisfied. (NOT SOLD IN CANADA.)
MAIL COUPON FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER WITH CONTENTS
___ __ /ork, N. Y. ( ) Masterpieces of Piano Music.
Enclosed find $. for which
( ) Child’s Own Music Book.
please send the books cheeked.
< ) PAPER
( ) CLOTH
( ) PLEASE SEND FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER WITH CONTENTS.

in the Home

TOY ORCHESTRA BELLS
XYLOPHONES AND UKULELES
Just the Instrument for
“Kinder Symphony”

Conducted by
Margaret Wheeler Ross

flats in the signature.
- 6. Who wrote a great Hailstone Chorus and in what work?

Ho questions will be answered in Thb Etude unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.

|

7. Identify the following theme:

For ^Musical ^Mothers
8. Who wrote the well-known song, In the Land of the Skyblue Water?
9. What was the first opera, written entirely in America, to
come to public performance?
10. When was the first pipe organ brought to America?
TURN TO PAGE 236 f D CHECK UP YOUR AN8WERS.
_
in each issue of Tub Etude Music Maoaune u
Save these queetior
ve Hne entertainment material wl
after mpnth, and y<
a scrap book of thr- **“1—

_

m*=
How Finc\ Discovered MacDowell

The late Henry T. Finck’s “Golden Age
of Music” is a gold mine of information
and entertainment for musical book lovers.
Here is his account of the part he played
in discovering America’s most celebrated
composer.
At the time when I became professor
of musical history at the National Conservatory it had a most efficient secretary
in the person of Mrs. MacDowell, mother
of the young man who was destined to
become America’s foremost cpmposer.
She was extremely bright and amusing,
and I often stopped for a chat with her.
On one of these occasions I saw lying
on her desk a collection entitled ‘Eight
“
s
* saU picking it up.
My sons latest compositions,’ she
replied.
Take them home if you like.’
1 did so, and when I played them
over on our Stemway I felt like shouting

A

Garster
‘Hats , off, a genius!’—as Schumann did
when he first came across a piece by
Chopin.
“From that day I became the cham- .
pion, the panegyrist, the high priest, of
Edward MacDowell. I needed no one to
confirm my opinion that America at last
had a musical creator ranking with the
great ones in Europe. The music told me
that: and from year to year, as his genius
matured, I grew more enthusiastic. I am
not so foolish as to think 1 made MacDowell famous. His music did that. But
my glowing comments and my bold claims
for him greatly accelerated the growth of
that fame_1 once asked Mrs. Mac¬
Dowell how many MacDowell Clubs there
were throughout the country. ‘About one
hundred and fifty,’ she replied. I am
vain enough to believe that my enthusiastic comments accounted for the existence
of some of those clubs.”

Pupil’s Repertoire

By George Coulter
Teachers should assist their pupils to
compile a private repertoire of pieces
learned by listing them in a note-book and
giving a line and a number to each’. If
desired, the' date when the piece is finished
might be added. Students, both young
and old, are pleased to contemplate a cata¬
logue of their pianistic achievements and
are stimulated to keep adding to the di
mensions of the list. At the same time
they should make it a rule to keep those
pieces in playing condition, not allowing
them, as is too often the case, to slip into
forgetfulness and disuse, so that they might
almost as well have never been learned.

Too many pupils discard their pieces i
rapidly as they are learned, with the r<
suit that they can play well only one t
two of the pieces in use at the momer
Should they be asked to play they are a
ways at a loss, having neglected to ke<
the old numbers up to form and knowir
only the “plummy bits” from perhaps
score of compositions.
The teacher should consult this registi
now and then and ask for this or th:
piece to be played, for it is likewise to h
interest that his protege should be able c
demand to give a good account of himse
as a practical musician.

Name .
Address .
City . State ..

TOY PIANOS

Musical Education

K.

London founded?
.
5. Spell the Subdominant Triad in the minor key with four

By S. A.
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o
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1. What is meant by Diatonic Tones?

Can be produced only by the perfect co-ordination of MUSI¬

THE CUCKOO CLOCK ^Transcription) .Gr. 2-3...
Grant-Schaefer, G. A. .

»•,,

ful and hopeful menf'whawnt'dhLl'fe have alway* been chcerfaces and took the changes and rL
b“stncss ™th a smile on their

T

HIS DEPARTMENT has been
casting about for some time to find
a few practical and definite things
that The Etude mothers might do to en¬
courage their children in their music-study,
awaken interest in the subject for them¬
selves and contribute to the development
of music in the community.
Without doubt your children will make
more progress in a given subject if you are
personally interested with them, and also
without doubt your own interest will grow
with the effort to know more of the sub¬
ject.
With the coming of the spring season,
when everything is budding out and new
life is awakening in every direction, when
every good mother is cleaning house, reno¬
vating wardrobes and making plans for
new activities in the home circle, we are
offering some concrete suggestions, any
one of which, if followed out, will further
the cause of music in your home and com¬
munity and will add zest and interest in
your own life.

sons who were responsible for the music.
But there is so much more to music study
than notes and instruments!”
This letter offers a suggestion to an
interested mother. Is your child familiar
with the faces of the great musicians, and
does it know anything about their every¬
day life or the period of history in which
they lived?
You might visit your public schools and
find but the type of music teaching pro¬
vided and the character of teachers em¬
ployed to administer the subject. You
might find need for improvement. If your
school is without instruction in the sub¬
ject, begin an active campaign to put it in
at the coming Fall session, and use the
vacation months to bring it to fruition.
Call the mothers of the community to¬
gether. Put the matter before them and
appoint a committee to visit the members
of the school board and urge the intro¬
duction of it into your schools. If you
find your schools are not adequately pro¬
vided with a radio and reproducing instru¬
ments for the study of music-appreciation,
you might start a movement in this direc¬
Unique Richland Center Boys' Band
jC'ROM THE BULLETIN of the Na- tion, or, if they already have the instru¬
L tional Federation of Music Clubs we ments, begin a campaign for new rolls
take the following: “The Richland Center, and records. Organize the mothers, plan
Wisconsin, High School Band, comprised recitals, give teas and parties. All this
of one hundred boys under the direction will arouse interest and will make money
of Peter Michelson and supported by the to give your children and those of the com¬
city, is one of the most unusual organiza¬ munity a broader vision of music than they
tions in the country and has gained a high can get from an ordinarily restricted pub¬
standing in the matter of performance, so lic school course.
.that it succeeds in winning first place in all
Increasing the Supply of Boo\s
state contests. One of the secrets of the
success of this amazing organization is that 'T’TIRKF. AVENUES may be found
a band of women calling themselves the
■*- through which you can increase the
“Band Mothers” have adopted the band supply of books upon music in your com¬
and see that instruments and everything munity, the public library, the Parentnecessary is provided.”
Teacher shelf and the Woman’s Club
Here is a wonderful opportunity for a library. Look over the catalogs of these
group of active mothers. Why not follow institutions in your community and find
this example and see that your town sup¬ out how fully the subject of music biogra¬
ports a boys’ band? Call a meeting of in¬ phy, history and appreciation are covered.
terested mothers and start the movement Remember the quality of musicianship lies
and endeavor to get the cooperation of your not merely in your being able to execute on
' city authorities.
some instrument or to manipulate your
vocal muscles. General musical knowledge
Those Dear Familiar Faces
can tie gained only by reading and studying
NE OF the interested Etude readers books on the subject, and small town chil¬
recently wrote this department as fol¬ dren often lose out in competition with
lows :
those from larger cities just because of re¬
“Have you seen the beautiful sets strictions in this direction.
If your town supports a Rotary and Kiof famous musicians that are to be ob¬
wanis
club, interest them in raising the en¬
tained? I have a cousin teaching music.
She has a large class. As my ‘bit’ to¬ dowment for a worthy and gifted High
wards National Music Week I sent a set School Student to be sent to the National
of these pictures to her to use with her Orchestra Camp next summer. You could
pupils. I think it makes the study of music easily grow enthusiastic if you looked into
more interesting to know something of the this seriously, and it would be great sport
composers—how they looked, how they to mother such a movement and see it
lived and where. When I studied music come to maturity.
Finally, remember you are responsible
many years ago my teacher kept me ham¬
mering away on notes, never pausing to for the character of music heard in your
tell me anything interesting about the per¬
(Continued on page 231)

T

11E great musicians, the great ar¬
chitects, the men and women
whose names illumine every pro¬
fession, first showed their genius in
their play when they were children.
The gift of a little piano or an inter¬
esting set of building blocks may
awaken a talent that will shape the
career of a girl or boy ever afterSchoenhut musical
toys are most interesti n g and instructive.
The Schoenhut Toy
Piano has great educa¬
tional value. It teaches
familiarity with the
standard piano key¬
board, for even the smallest model has
keys spaced correctly and is tuned ac-

curately. There are forty different mod¬
els including both Baby Grand and
Upright Pianos, ranging from live keys
to three full octaves with half notes.
Priced from 50c to $35.00 each.
New this year,
Schoenhut’s Toy Pi¬
anos in “De Luxe
Finish”,—Old Ivory,
also Jade Green, in
two-tone effect. Ask
your dealer to show
them to you.
Be sure that the name SCHOEN¬
HUT appears on the front of the pia¬
no you buy; any other name appearing
designates that it is not a Schoenhut.
Schoenhut’s also make a full line of
Toy Jazz-Orchestra Bells—Metallaphones and Xylophones. They have an
extra fine tone and delight the ear of
the boy or girl musically inclined. Two
beaters and an instruction come with
each instrument.
And the toy Ukuleles! Every boy
and girl wants one of these, for they
are beautifully made and can be played
like the more expensive instruments.
There is the Ukulele Banjo for $1.00
and up, and the Hawaiian Ukulele for
$1.00 and $1.50 each.

LOOK FOR THE NAME “SCHOENHUT” APPEAR1NG ON
EVERY TOY OR LABEL
For Sale At All Toy and Departmen t
Stores. Send for Illustrated
Booklet

THE A. SCHOENHUT COMPANY
2186 East Hagert Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

The
Original

Thompson
Books
THE most popular and
progressive piano teacher
in America today is John
Thompson.' We publish all
of the works which originally
brought him fame. To
know him well, our books
are necessary.
ORIGINAL THOMPSON BOOKS for PIANO
The Introduction to the Piano. 1.00
Keyboard Frolics.
First Studies in Velocity, Op 30.
In two books
{Gotham Edition, Nos. jj and S4).75
24 Sketches in all Keys. For the Development ot Velocity and Style,
Op. 23. {Gotham Edition, No. 39). . .75
Guide to Scale and Arpeggio Playing. {Gotham Edition, No. 6) . <75
Miniature Classics. (Gotham Edition, No. 62). ,75
Bach’sTwo-Part Inventions. AnalyticalEdition. {GothamEdit:on,No.6T) .75
50 Selected Studies. From the works of Burgmueller, Czerny, Gurlitt.
etc {Gotham Edition, No. 60). ljOO
Book of Etudes for Boys. {Gotham Edition, No. 63) .75
Seven Musical Travelogues {Very Neu>). 1.00
Any or all of the above works may be had for examination.
Use this ad for an order form and check those you want.
SCHROEDER and GUNTHER,
17 East 45th Street

Inc.
New York

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
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Music and Madness
✓pxHiUP the Fifth of Spain had the chronic blues or, pathC
ologically speaking, melancholia. He sat in his sumptuous
JL palace at Madrid brooding over the loss of Gibraltar, the
Spanish Netherlands, Milan, Sardinia and Naples. He saw
his kingdom dissolving before a flood of enemies he was unable
to stop. Now, apparently, his mind was ebbing in a fog of irre¬
pressible gloom.
The court, in consternation, tried every thinkable remedy.
Doctors, quacks, priests, alchemists, wise men, jesters and every¬
one failed to bring back
the reason of the monarch.
Then someone suggested
music as a last resort.
The most famous
singer of the time (1736)
was. Carlo Broschi, better
known by his stage name of
Farinelli, a male soprano,
born in Naples in 1705.
Farinelli was a pupil of the
great Porpora. He had a
large repertoire of operas
in which he made historic
successes. Indeed, we may
almost say that we have to
thank Farinelli for Handel’s
“Messiah” and the other
Handel oratorios. It came
about in this way. During
the opera war in London
Farinelli joined the ranks of
Handel’s enemies and by
reason of his unlimited suc¬
cess defeated Handel so
badly that the great com¬
poser turned his attention
from opera to oratorio.
Philip’s advisors sent
for Farinelli. In a compara¬
tively short time his art so
fascinated the deranged
king that His Majesty was
restored to mental health.
No one knows just what
Farinelli’s musical thera¬
peutics were, what tonal
remedies he employed. The
fact remains that, whatever
he did, it worked, and
worked marvelously.
Philip retained him in Ma¬
drid at the fabulous annual
salary of 50,000 francs, a
worthy fee for a doctor,
musical or otherwise.
Through the centuries, we have fragmentary records of the
innumerable human attempts to relieve darkened minds through
the employment of music. Just how much benefit the harp play¬
ing and the psalm singing of David may have been to King Saul,
no one can tell, because the medical men of that day were little
above the level of voodooism. Indeed, even at this hour, there
is nothing that even approaches a specific use of the tone-art for
scientific therapeutic results.
All that we know is that the marvelous phenomenon called
music has at certain times an uncanny influence upon mental
conditions normal and abnormal. After the great war there
were reported numerous instances of shell-shocked men who had
been brought back to normal conditions through careful medical
attention and through recollections of their former selves first

march, 1929

established through hearing some well-known musical .theme.
Thus music at the time was given great credit for mental cures
in which it played a part.
All this was followed by well-meaning but often scientif¬
ically untrained zealots, who sought to exploit music as a panacea
for all manner of ills. Men of science, however, always reticent
in admitting discoveries until proved beyond all doubt, were
forced now and then to witness some results, achieved through
the employment of music, which pointed to progress.
The subject of disor¬
dered minds is interesting to
all of us, because we instinc¬
tively realize that heredity,
an injury to the skull, a
ruptured blood vessel, an
unnatural mental or emo. tional strain or even an
overload'of microbes in the
system, might put any one
of us behind the intermin¬
able series of locked doors
which separate the mindsick from society. Added
to this, we are more than
ordinarily interested to dis¬
cover whether we have in
music something which will
help us all to.set free those
emotions which, if re¬
pressed, may lead to brain
collapse. When we remem¬
ber that the barrier between
sanity and insanity often is
only paper thin, we realize
how vital to all of us this
subject may be.
The oft-disputed philos¬
ophy of Dr. Sigmund Freud
of Vienna has commanded
the attention of the world
and bewildered the masses.
All that they have been
able to make of it is that
some great savant has been
trying to tell them that de¬
sires, emotions and ambi¬
tions, ruthlessly repressed
by whatever cause, might
result in mental and physi¬
cal illness. Immediately cer¬
tain psychologists and mu¬
sicians have reasoned that
through musical expression
many emotions are freed,
and, therefore, music might
really be used as a beneficial treatment in hospitals for mental
hygiene, to say nothing of the millions of cases of people with
disturbed minds, who make up no small part of the fabric of
modem society.
Let it be noted that such terms as “Mad House,” “Lunatic
Asylum” and “Insane Asylum” have been very generally dis¬
carded as casting a cruel opprobrium upon the mind-sick unfor¬
tunates who tenant them. Instead they are called “Hospitals
for Mental Hygiene” or some similar term. They mark the
difference between the old-time methods of curing the insane
and the modern. Doubtless you have seen the famous painting
of a courtyard in an ancient madhouse with the victims,
chained to posts, being disciplined by a ferocious keeper with a
leather knout. This condition existed in many parts of the
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world up to the middle of the last century. It was succeeded
by the more humane repressive tools such as the padded cell,
the leather muff and the straight'jacket.
Will it surprise you to learn that, in the modern institutions,
the padded cell, the leather muff and the straight'jacket have
given way to music, games and warm baths? Instead of cruelly
restricting and repressing the patient, he is urged to employ
any healthy form of expression.
One of the men who have helped in bringing about this great
change is Dr. Willem Van de Wall of the Department of
Welfare of the state of Pennsylvania. Dr. Van de Wall is a
musician of distinguished attainments. He has played in sev¬
eral of the great symphony orchestras of the world, his instru¬
ment, Lord bless you, being that of King David, the harp. A
humanitarian and altruist of extraordinarily self-sacrificing out¬
look, he trained himself for this great work. Dr. Van de Wall
saw that one of the things that mankind needed most was mental
poise and life development through expression. He wisely
realized that whatever he did in his work with the abnormal
mind would have to be done in conjunction with and under the
supervision of the trained physician. Thus he has given years
of his life to working out his theories, in hospitals of mental
hygiene, in association with some of the most experienced psy¬
chiatrists of the world.
He has no panacea, no “cure all,” no specific for special cases.
There can be no question, however, that what Dr. Van de Wall
has done has helped to make thousands of unfortunates happy
and has restored some to normal lives in the great outside world.
Recently we went with him to the so-called violent ward of that
model institution, the “State Homeopathic Hospital” at Allen¬
town, Pennsylvania. In past years few observers were ever
admitted to such parts of a hospital. Even now it is far from
a pleasant experience. Yet in the old days, when repression in¬
stead of expression was the rule, most of the raving maniacs
were people who raved merely because they were bound down
and trying to get free. Now, when the victim is seized with a
violent spell, he is gently but firmly led to a warm bath and kept
there until relaxed. Then he is taken out and dried oif and led
to the music room and game room where a teacher earnestly and
actively sings and plays with a persistence that baffles the or¬
dinary observer. Singing, playing the piano, playing instruments
of the toy symphony type, dancing, or anything to develop in¬
terest through play, melody and rhythm is used. The results
are so infinitely more humane that there is no comparison with
the old, semi-barbaric methods. Of course there are some cases
that are beyond help or even being interested in such treatment.
Others show improvement entitling them to promotion toward

a cure We heard one group sing, very creditably, complicated
chond numbers; and, upon another occasion, we saw given upon
the stage? under Dr. Van de Walls direction and with surprising
effectiveness, a musical revue which lasted a whole evening
Following is an extract from the sixteenth annual official
(1928) report of Dr. Henry I. Klopp, M.D., F. A. C P., Super¬
intendent of the Allentown State Hospital. Dr. Klopp is one
of the most distinguished psychiatnsts in America; and his
attitude toward the results achieved through music under Dr.
Van de Wall’s direction is one of the most interesting evidences
of progress in the treatment of mental disease.
“The Music Department was recognized in January, 1927,
and placed in charge of an experienced and competent director,
since which time there has been definite and satisfactory progress.
“Music in the Allentown State Hospital is classed not as a
therapy but a diversion: nevertheless it has a certain amount of
therapeutic value. Instances can be cited where patients have
been helped directly or indirectly by music. A Patients Choral
Class” was organized, consisting of thirty members. They made
their first public appearance in a concert of }Jegro Spirituals on
April 6, 1927, following which they also gave a radio concert in
Allentown. Hjne of this number are on furlough. Music alone
is not responsible for this condition but it was an aid in making
it possible. The same may be said in regard to plays and pageants
given by the patients at the Christmas season and at other times.
“The past tpuo years, out-door pageants staged for the
benefit of the patient-audiences have been repeated for the
benefit of the public. The systematic training and appearance
before the public gives the patient self-control and poise. Patients
often come to the music room in a depressed or disturbed state
of mind; for these music has a beneficial effect. The depression
disappears or the disturbed patient becomes quiet and eventually
joins in the singing or playing with manifest interest. The same
applies in the ward group singing; generally the most disturbed
patients become quiet and listen or ta\e part in the singing. One
morning each wee\ a trained mixed quartet visits the bed patients
who loo\ forward to their coming. Some of these patients aslj
for boo\s and join in the singing, while a majority request their
favorite selections. It has'been of interest to note that “jazz" is
seldom requested, the patients preferring a higher tvpe of

THE PIANO IN THE
HE piano to-day has a wholly new and higher significance
in the home.
Every day we are made speechless by some new electrical
acoustical or mechanical marvel which is contributing to our
happiness
The talking machine, the radio, the mechanical
piano, and other devices, are contributing so much to this age
of music that we are wholly without adjectives to express our
delight at the glorious prospect. Daily we give thanks to the
Almighty for having been born in this wonderful age Life
musically speaking, was not nearly so delightful twenty-five
years ago.

T

All this, however, adds vast importance to the piano The
piano is rightly the heart of the home of culture. The radio
and the sound reproducing instruments have increased its
delights immensely. Conversely, the piano, which is the high¬
way to musical understanding, may increase one’s musical
appreciation and comnrehension so that everything that is

7\[ew Worlds for SXtusic Lovers and VYCusic Students
The Eminent Conductor-Composer
Walter Damrosch
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Millions of people have heard the voice of Walter Damrosch but have
never seen him in person. All this has come about in a little over five years.
The world is just wa\ing up and rubbing its eyes over the wonder of it all.'
More than this, they have heard right in their own homes a large number of
concerts of the great masterpieces of the foremost composers, directed by this
famous musician. Dr. Damrosch, who made his debut as a conductor in the
early eighties, had been directing great orchestras, famous choruses, and leading
opera companies, not only in FJew Yor\ but also upon tours which too\ him
during forty years to every part of the United States and many parts of Europe.
Thousands had heard these performances and enjoyed them. Then suddenly
the doors were flung open by the radio, and millions more were admitted to
these concerts over the air. Recently he has been conducting an extensive series
of morning educational concerts for school children.
He has been one of the
strongest protagonists for the educational value of the radio. What bearing
has this renaissance upon the ivor\ of the average teacher? Dr. Damrosch’s
‘‘\T O MATTER: how continuously
X >1 one works in association with
the radio, it is impossible to get
over the marvel of this astounding means
of disseminating sound in all directions,
over invisible wires of ether. Edward
Bellamy, in his ‘Looking Backward,’ pre¬
dicted years ago that this would come to
pass. In the eighties it was looked upon
as the fanciful dream of the romancer.
Now it is as firmly entrenched in the
American home as the kitchen stove. It
has become one of the necessities of life.
The family without a radio receiving set
of some kind is poor indeed.
“The manner in which the American
public appropriated the radio is one of the
most vivid and dramatic episodes in our

history. It took years to introduce the
telephone, the. electric light, the automo¬
bile and other wonderful inventions for
the delight of mankind. In the case of
the radio, however, the whole country was
swept by storm; and before anyone knew
it there were hundreds of millions of dol¬
lars worth of radio equipment distributed
in homes all over the land. How can one
account for such a remarkable occurrence?
The marvel of the thing is doubtless re¬
sponsible for part; but I have not the
least doubt that the hunger for music, par¬
ticularly good music, was the main reason
for the literal tidal wave of interest which
made all this possible. It is undeniable
that music forms the chief phase” of inter¬
est in this wonderful movement, notwith¬

comments upon the subject will prove illuminating and stimulating to everyone.
Through co-operation with the Radio Corporation of America, Dr. Dam¬
rosch has prepared one of the most unusual series of educationdl programs ever
issued. The twenty-four programs, given over WJZ, TJew Yor\, and twentysix affiliated stations, include compositions from a large number of the great¬
est masters. The series commenced October 26, 1928, and was given on Friday
mornings, in different series, at 11.00 A. M. and at 11.30. ' The Teacher’s
Manual, which was prepared by Dr. Damrosch for this Educational Hour and
which can be procured by teachers only, on application to the division of Edu¬
cation of the Radio Corporation of America, at 233 Broadway, Kfew Yor\, is a
sixty-four page boo\ of questions and answers of great practical interest. A
valuable list of all of the compositions recorded for reproduction on the Victor,
Duo-Art, Edison, Ampico, Brunswic\, and Columbia, enables the teacher to
\now what music is available to be rendered over and over again for study pur¬
poses in the class room.
standing occasional elections, prize fights, tomed to do at my Children’s Symphony
and football games. Take music away Concerts. I was told not to shout into
from the radio, and ask yourself what re- the microphone but to. speak in my ordi¬
nary tone of voice. Then one of the offi¬
“The letters that have poured into me. cials came running in and told me that I
from thousands all over the country, are had an unusually fine radio voice. Since
from people who pour out their hearts in many others have said the same thing, I
gratitude for the opportunity to hear for have to believe that it is true. Some
the first time in their lives a wealth of voices seem to carry unusually well qVer
concerts of great music. These people are the radio. This is possibly due to the fact
amazed at the new worlds which the radio that the speakers take great pains to', pro¬
has opened to them. The results are as¬ nounce clearly and articulately without
tounding beyond belief.
artificial effort and at the same time color
their vowels so that the effect is full rather
The First Concert
than flat when the voice is received in the
“AT THE FIRST CONCERT one of home. Another reason is the lack of ex¬
xx the officials asked me to say a few aggeration. One may speak softly, with
words in comment such as I. was accus¬ the lips close to the microphone, and attain
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a far better effect than if one spoke vo¬
ciferously a few feet away. Political ora¬
tions heard over the radio are sometimes
very trying when the speaker has the
task of speaking at the same time in a
large hall where no provision has been
made for local amplification.
How Will the Radio Affect Ordinary
Concerts?
**/\T FIRST my concerts over the air
were regarded in a spirit of an¬
tagonism by my colleagues. There was
unquestionably a widespread prejudice
against them. This, however, is the atti¬
tude toward all pioneer work. Blazing
the way requires the courage to go ahead,
notwithstanding obstacles.
I was even
looked upon as an enemy to good music.
One artist even said :
No decent and self-respecting musician
of prominence should ever perform over
the radio, because it will ruin the business
interests of musicians. The radio, by cre¬
ating a large public of its own, which can
hear music for nothing and mil no longer
go to concerts at which admission is
charged, will bring about incalculable losses
to artuts everywhere.
“The first loom, the first cotton gin, the
first iron steamship, even the automobile,
met with similar opposition. People do
not seem to understand that these mar¬
velous inventions come and that it is the
public that decides whether it wants them
or not. In the case of the radio the public
decided unanimously and instantaneously.
What is the result? Millions of people are
hearing fine music for the first time in
their lives. They are being educated to
the best at one hundred times the ratio
possible through any other means.
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Musical (Research
Orchestra at Chicago last' spring was a
musical educational triumph that one could
have hardly imagined ten years previously.
This great organization of three hundred
and more young people, brought together
by Mr. Joseph E. Maddy from high
schools all over the country, gave me one
of the greatest thrills' of my life. The
quality of tone, the rhythm, the eagerness,
the quickness with which they took hints,
bespoke an advance in musical educational
work in our public schools that is so dra¬
matic that it scarcely seems real.
“My duty as a conductor is primarily
to instill a love for the best music. This
begets a desire for knowledge. It whets
the appetite for music study. Musical edu¬
cation will become more diversified in the
future. That is, instruments other than
the piano and the violin will become popu¬
lar. There will be, without doubt, as many
piano students as ever; but in addition to
these there will be a vast number of
additional students of the other instru¬
ments of the orchestra. The time is
coming, if it is not already here, when the
young person who is incapable of playing
some legitimate instrument, and playing it
well, will be regarded as illiterate, just as
though he were unable to read or write.
The Practical Piano
tt'T'HE GREAT ADVANTAGE of
•*- the piano is that it is the most
practical, the most complete, of all the in¬
struments. When one is alone, musically
speaking, the piano is sufficient in itself.
This is not the case with the instruments
of the orchestra, which demand the back¬
ground of the harmonic fabric as ah ac¬
companiment. Every music student, no
matter what instrument he plays, should
also study the piano. In many European
conservatories this is compulsory. It is
my conviction that the enormous interest
stimulated by the radio will create a huge
demand for music study and that in the
future teachers of the various instruments,
notably the piano, will benefit immeasur¬
ably.
“Radio transmission is improving so
rapidly that it is difficult to keep pace with
it. This is not due entirely to electrical
science but to a better understanding of
artistic conditions of transmission. For
instance, my assistant in the operating
room listens attentively to the performance
and then to the result over a receiving set
in another room. Then the positions of
the instruments are carefully adjusted so
that the effect reproduces that actually
heard by the auditor in person. Great care
is taken in the preparation of every detail
of every program, because the responsi¬
bility of playing for a radio-audience, with
its millions of listeners, is surely as great
as that of playing for a few thousand in
a metropolitan music hall.
"It is notable that people everywhere are
taking more serious interest in great music.
They want to know more about musical
history and the science of music. While
music may be enjoyed without such knowl¬
edge of it, there is no doubt that the pleas¬
ures of music are enhanced enormously
for those who have taken the trouble to
become acquainted' with the art in a prac¬
tical manner.”

Growth of.Interest
<4'T'0 MY WAY of thinking, the radio
-*■ is manufacturing musical interest
so fast that the desire to attend concerts
in person, to hear the artists who are
known to this radio audience, will be so
great that- musicians will rejoice at the
result. For the time being, the American
public is determining, as never before, just
what musical wares they propose to pur¬
chase. They will have a chance to deter¬
mine in advance which concerts they de¬
sire to attend, upon the merits of the
artists rather than upon fictitious reputa¬
tions and the advice of press agents.
“An experience I had two years ago em¬
phasizes this conviction. When making
a tour with the New York Symphony Or¬
chestra one of the Sunday Afternoon Con¬
certs was in the Music Hall at Cincinnati.
The auditorium was completely sold out.
The manager said to me: ‘Mr. Damrosch,
it is fourteen years since you have been
in Cincinnati. There are thousands in the
hall who have heard your voice but who
have never seen you. They have heard
you every Saturday night over the radio,
and I think that they would like to hear
you speak in person.’ When I came out
to conduct the second part of the program
I addressed the audience with the same
greeting and the same tone of voice I nat¬
urally use over the radio: ‘Ladies and
gentlemen.’ A loud laugh of delight burst
from the audience. Then it was that I
realized that a great part of the audience
had perhaps come to see the orchestra and
"Municipal authorities all over the coun¬
the conductor they had heard so often
try recognise that a city is measured largely
invisibly.
by its attitude toward art and that, while
fine paving, impressive buildings, and beau¬
Concerts for Juveniles
ttnpHE CHILDREN’S CONCERTS I tiful parks are things to be desired, yet un¬
am now conducting regularly each less an administration develops the aesthetic
week are not in any way intended to sup¬ as well as the physical side of the city and
plant musical education, as given direct by leaves its residents better citizens with
teachers, but to supplement it. The interest higher ideals of intellectual enjoyment; it
in music in our public schools has reached has neglected a great part of its duty.”
a peak that never existed before. It calls
—Frederick R. Huber,
for supplementary work on a very large
Municipal Director of Music,
scale. The great National High School
Baltimore, Maryland.

Music on the

By Leonora Sill Ashton
forms of music may be considered as the
,r a fact on paper with one’s own
ig a fact on p
the history ?f subject of research.
hands as well as looking up
Then, viewed historically, the various
dances, the plain song, the many-voiced
music, the oratorio, the sonata and the
!,f this psychological asset in the teaching
playing piece gain added interest to the
performer.
0fo“Vse, too much of this work even
The task of obtaining this synthetic
though it is of a musical character cannot
knowledge is not a hard one. In every
be done in connection with the lesson. Re¬
member, your pupils are brought to you teacher’s home there should be a musical
encyclopedia and dictionary of musical
first to learn to play. But once a month
is not too often to ask for a short musical terms: and it will be a simple matter for
the pupil to consult these once a month, or
essay from each scholar.
The subjects of these essays need not oftener, if possible.
Above all things, however, the student
always be ones of musical biography, a
though, of course, these should have a should not be allowed to copy the history
place in your program. The history of or description from the book. Let him read
it
once, twice, three times and then write
the different marks and symbols of nota¬
tion is a fruitful theme reaching back into the knowledge he lias gained with his own
the early ages of man’s musical intelligence. hand and in his own manner
The subjects may broaden out indefi¬
Such a knowledge, clearly obtained and
secured in the mind, is a great aid to sight nitely to the history of the different musical
reading. The key and time signatures, the instruments, to the music of different coun¬
tries
and to secular as di-tinct from re¬
different kinds of notes, the clefs them¬
selves, will stand out thenceforth with the ligious music. All these topics may be
clear cut lines of interest and understand- treated in the manner of research.
Then not only will a good knowledge of
ing.
_. ‘ ••
Embellishments, with their different signs the facts of music be planted in the schol¬
and symbols, so often a tantalizing sight ar’s mind, but that mind will also be un¬
consciously
trained to a detailed, compre¬
on the music page, should next be con¬
hensive and therefore firm grasp of under¬
sidered in their historical aspect.
As time and the pupil progress, different standing.

Tjriplets

Ex.2 ^_

it can readily be seen that the second of
the two eighth notes should be played onesixteenth after the second note of the
triplet.
When the triplet is written to one-eighth
note and an eighth rest to each group,
as found in some arrangements of the
Ex.l
IValt: from Gounod’s “Faust,” they are
played the same as the above example,
the rest falling one-sixteenth behind the
second note of the triplet.
If the first note in each triplet is slight¬
ly accented, it will be found a great deal
where, instead of the conventional quarter
easier to hold the rhythm.

By W. B. Bailey
To succeed in music do more real orac
the sounds they ought to give before J
ticrng and less mere “strumming.”
The real effort must be yours You are satisfied. Practice implies study s
cannot be taught unless you want to learn careful and constant attention.
Be sure you feel constantly the rhytl
Practice can be done without thought'
of the selection you are practicing. E'
^.Se ^°Ur braln during every minute of the
prachce time. L.sten to the sounds you to untrained persons a strong rhythm lei
life and vitality to a piece. When rhyt
make and compare them with the
your .magination tells you should L „o- is lax and tempo-continuity is broken
duced .... make your fingers
piece is dead. Good, strong rhythm is
heartbeat of music.
“The value of music in
Probably, after the three R’s
-l* Can hardly be over-estimai
other subject. / bdieve th’'™,c"of greater practical value than <
that as many as possible should hr , '^ "
bc taught to sing c
mcnC-Dr. John J. T.gert
Ugh‘ ,0
on some musical inst
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<By James Francis Cooke
LA CASCADE DU CHATEAU AT NICE
APPRECIATION
For months the daily mail of the Editor of The Etude Music Mag¬
azine has been peppered with enthusiastic letters from Etude readers
who have gone out of their way to express their appreciation of these
intimate travel articles. Tour Editor desires in turn to than\ those
who have written and to assure them that the pleasant effort in pre¬

ute the man’s schizoid tendencies to the
severe discipline of his youth. Father Pa¬
HE POET may as well have called
ganini was a clerk of a shipping firm. He
it the “Kissed by sun-beams,” be¬
saw that music was a means by which the
cause nowhere in the world does
family fame might be exalted. He played
old Sol shine with more kindly, yet spark¬
the mandolin and was his son’s first
ling, refreshing iridescence than along
teacher. Any lack of interest upon the
the Cote d’Azur—coast of blue. Why is it
boy’s part was punished with whippings
called the Coast of Blue? Surely the
and starvation. His mother, on the other
sapphire and turquoise tints of the Mediter¬
hand, had a dream in which an angel ap¬
ranean are only part of the kaleidoscope
peared to her and told her that the boy
of colors with which the entire Riviera is
would become the greatest violinist in the
painted, from Genoa to Marseilles. But,
world.
She accordingly mitigated the
withal, this magic spot is never more allur¬
father’s harshness with all possible kind¬
ing than tvhen the moon throws its veil
nesses. At the age of nine Paganini made
of mystery over a dreamland of poets, a distinguished debut and was thereafter
painters, musicians and, alas, gamblers.
obliged to play a solo in church every
Often as the word “Riviera” pops up in
Sunday.
the press, very few people who have not
actually been there have any idea what
Paganini Traditions
it really is. The word “Riviera” is simply
HE CAREER of the great Paganini
the Italian term for “coast.” In fact, the
has often been celebrated in fiction
Riviera is a ribbon of semi-tropical Para¬
dise running between the Mediterranean and in drama. His teachers were, con¬
and the Maritime Alps (the Apennines) secutively, Servetto, Giacomo Costa, Rolla
properly between Genoa and Nice, but and Ghiretti. The violinist’s life seems
actually between Genoa and Marseilles. to have been shadowed with incidents of a
Here, to a pathway lined with nature’s highly theatrical character. For instance,
loveliest floral frescoes, come millions of when’bis father took the boy to study with
people to renew their youth in a land of Rolla, they found the Maestro sick in bed.
On the table in the anteroom was a re¬
reveries.
cently completed concerto by Rolla. Father
Paganini bade his son take up his violin
Romantic Genoa
and play the new work. The sick teacher
CAVE FOR PAGANINI, the city of demanded to know who was the professor
^ Genoa, our starting point on the trip playing his work. When he was told it
to the Riviera, is little known to musi¬ was a boy he rushed from bed to witness
cians.
This is very singular, because the spectacle, declaring that there was
Genoa is a city of extraordinary magnifi¬ nothing remaining to teach the child. De¬
cence, portraying the huge prosperity of spite this, he did take the little Paganini
the maritime merchant princes of other as a pupil for several months.
years. Music and art usually follow such.
A touch of comedy was added later when
These powerful gentry lived in buildings a Swedish amateur, obsessed with a de¬
resembling the great modern banking sire to play the bassoon, requested Paga¬
houses in our American cities—in the wake nini to write a series of solos for. the in¬
of riches—but in Genoa there is a strange strument. The bassoon is an indispensable
paucity of musical history such as that color on the orchestral palette; but, as a
which has made Naples, Rome, Venice, solo instrument in the hands of an ama¬
Florence, Milan and even Bologna immor¬ teur, it bears all the charm of a coloratura
tal. Paganini and his haunts are still re¬ duck. Nevertheless, the good Swede was
vered in the city of his birth (Oct. 27, so delighted with the compositions that he
1782). Probably half of what has been pulled the improvident Paganini out of a
written about this gaunt genius is apocry¬ hole with a handsome reward.
phal.
Meanwhile the thirteen-year-old child
Paganini’s father is blamed for much was being ceaselessly exploited by his mer¬
of his son’s queemess in after life. The cenary father. He longed to be free, and
modern psychologist would readily attrib¬ a few years later we find him breaking
“Fair Riviera Kissed by Moon-beams"

notes, one hand plays eighth notes while
the other takes the triplets.
Let us use a little simple arithmetic on
it. The least common multiple of three
and two being six, let us make over the
group of three notes in the triplet If
they lie written as a group of six six¬
teenth notes, thus:

7

ixth
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By T. A. Hitchings
“What are those?” detnanded a small
pupil of her teacher, pointing to a whole
row of triplets she had unearthed. She
was always finding something of the kind
to ask about, although she was not far
enough advanced to receive them in her
regular lessons.
“Those are triplets,” the teacher in¬
formed her blandly. Seeing a puzzled
frown on her face he explained further,
“You see, they are arranged into groups
of three. Each group has a small nu¬
meral placed under or over it, as the case
may require, so that you will know they
are triplets just as soon as you see them.”
“Yes,” said the cross-examiner, “But—
how do you play ’em?”
This seemingly simple question, “How
do you play ’em ?” becomes most perplex¬
ing, even for those far advanced in music
when they stumble onto some such puz¬
zling arrangement as this:

Moon'Kissed Riviera

T

paring these articles has been more than repaid by their generous ap¬
preciation. His experiences abroad were the inspiration for the great
“Trip to Musical Europe” prize contest. He hopes to be able to con¬
gratulate the luc\y winner of the first prize and the winners of the
many other prizes, as soon as the contest is decided.

from his stern parent and going through
the experiences that all too often overtake
youths who have been severely repressed
for years.
A Dissipated Youth

THE YOUTHFUL Paganini soon be¬

came an accomplished libertine, the
associate of card “sharks” and ladies and
gentlemen of questionable behavior. He
sowed his wild oats with unremitting en¬
ergy and accompanying disaster, for years.
After one debauch at the card table he
gambled away his violin. The next day at
Leghorn he was at a loss to secure an in¬
strument on which to play. A kindly
French merchant lent him a valuable
Guarnerius. After the concert Paganini
sought to return it; but the merchant re¬
fused to accept it. It was this violin that
became Paganini’s proudest possession for
life. When he was racing with death, in
1840, this violin was his companion. Those
who heard his ante mortem improvizations describe them as wonderful beyond
description. On May 27th of that year
the gaunt hands reached out for the Guar¬
nerius and clasped it to his breast. The
great Paganini was no more. He willed
the instrument to Genoa; and there it may
be seen in a glass case in the Sala Rossa
of the Municipal Palace.
When you set out from Genoa to Nice
you will find yourself in the land of ever¬
lasting spring. As your journey proceeds
the scenery becomes more and more beauti¬
ful. Names of towns flit by and fade
into memories. Perhaps you will stop at
lovely San Remo, the Italian Nice. When
you come to Ventimiglia (twenty miles)
you will stop with a bump, for there you
encounter the niceties of the Italian and
the French customs.
As a good American citizen you will
think of your blessings, and thank your
stars that every time you go from New
York to New Jersey or from Illinois to In¬
diana, or cross any state border you do
not have to review your whole life his¬
tory, suffer ridiculous inspections, have
your currency changed and wait indefi¬
nitely until all of the high contracting par¬
ties are satisfied that you are worthy to
cross the invisible line. This would not
be so bad if your fellow passengers were
not for the most part Latins whose idea

of order is a juvenile riot. You are pushed
and jostled and scolded and admonished
while you try to keep an eye on your goods
and chattels.
When it is done, you wonder what it
was all about. Everybody smiles in happy
congratulatory fashion, as though just re¬
covering from the measles, and boards the
train to complete the journey. Of course,
.while boarding the train you may encounter
another scrimmage which suggests the in¬
spiration of the nightly subway outrages in
New York City. High admiration as our
French and Italian brothers may merit in
many ways, you wonder how they can en¬
dure such a melee when it could be man¬
aged in an orderly, comfortable, systematic
fashion.
The Land of Flowers
'"THEN YOU DISCOVER that the
A fault is all your own. You should
not have gone “first class,” but should have
paid an additional fee for Pullman accom¬
modations. The French and Italian Pull¬
man cars are palaces, which make our own
Pullmans look ridiculously cheap. In them
you ride as in the private car of a prince.
Instead of disembarking at the border and
having your baggage and your character
dissected, the officials come through the
car, smile benignly upon you, and that is all
there is to it. Moral: When crossing a
border in Europe, always take a Pullman.
The cost is slightly more, but the comfort
unbelievable—especially in the case of la¬
dies. However, the scenery is all so bewilderingly beautiful that you soon forget the
disturbance.
After Ventimiglia, you float into Men¬
tone, then Monte Carlo, then Nice, and, if
you go farther, Cannes and San Raphael—
to say nothing of dozens of places you
have seen mentioned in fashionable novels.
You are shocked by the profusion of flow¬
ers. It is all true, the picture postcards
you have seen with the gorgeous colors,
the olive gardens, the ilex, the hedges of
roses, the pomegranates, the cypress, the
myrtles, the azaleas, the magnolias—a hor¬
ticultural burst of pyrotechnics you had
thought impossible.
(Part II of Music on the Moon-Kissed
Riviera will appear in April.)
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How the Young Liszt Loaught
A. Study in Subjugation

<By Charlotte Lyman Reed

Poco Lento e grazioso

be
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termed the universal
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language

art,

“Music

'Dvoraks Humores\e

A

NTON DVORAK was born at Nelahozeves. near
Prague, on September 8, 1841, and died in Prague,
May 1, 1904. After preliminary studies at home, he went
to Prague in 1857, placing himself under noted teachers at
the “Organ School.” We hear very little as to whether he
was an assiduous student, but the amount of theoretical mat¬
ter—and actual music itself—which he absorbed during
these years, show that Dvorak must have been far from
being an idler.
Leaving the “Organ School” he accepted a position
in the Czech National Theater; and also, to increase his
slender revenue, he taught music. His early writings were

still “derivative.” That is, they were far less original than
imitative of other composers, such as, for example, Robert
Schumann. Gradually now Dvorak found himself; gradu
ally his message became intensely personal, intensely original.
Following the cue of Friedrich Smetana, he decided to uti¬
lize Czech melodies and rhythms with the purpose of creat¬
ing nationalistic music.
While Dvorak was living in the United States he
composed the famous “New World Symphony"—which is
a favorite with orchestra enthusiasts—and also a set of
Humores\es of which Number 7, reproduced above, has
become one of the most admired of modern piano pieces.
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gible to all.”—Liszt.

of beauty.”—Liszt.

FRANZ LISZT
From a Recent Copper Plate Engraving by W. Peek
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OU may recall that during the first year of Robert
Schumann’s married life he composed a very large
number of songs, many of which are among the best ex¬
amples of his work in this line. Something the same thing
is true of Stephen Collins Foster (1826-1864). The latter
was married in 1850, and, during this year and the first part
of 1851, he published about fifteen songs. Among these
was Old Fol\s at Home, one of the most widely-known
and loved songs in the world. Its beauty and pathos are
too obvious to need comment. “Breathing the very soul of
the people”- as Harold Vincent Milligan has said- it ac¬
tually partakes of the nature of a folk-song.

It is thought that Foster
royalties for this song
amounted to nearly twenty tho
published under the title of 1 and doUars. It was first
•
Sung by Christy’s Minstrels;
',u" Ethi°pian Melody, as
nr‘Srr
ntte" and Composed by
t-LulT d,°“ars Fostcr had given
» latter’s n
0 USC the S°ng but
- latter S name appear on the copy
Y negated this second,
' composer was Stephen
doubt.
the manuscript book

_
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ITH A FLOUNCE of her starched
skirt and a triumphant flourish of
her tri-color, the word “freedom”
bounced into our vocabulary. But in the
cold, gray dawn of a supposedly “new
day” the damp mists of rationalism and
cynicism crept upon her. After all, what
mean a few votes, a convention here and
there? Who is really free? Thus, her
finery wet and bedraggled, “freedom” cow¬
ered back into the dictionary, pulled the
pages over her head with a shiver and had
a sign hung on her front door, “Obsolete.”
No need to investigate the varieties of
pins which were produced to pick the bub¬
ble. There is but one pin in which we
are at present interested. “Who is not en¬
slaved, in some way or other, by the force
of a dominant personality?”
Most often we are captivated by one who
has taken up permanent residence on the
very heights to which we aspire. By that
I do not mean to imply the common wor-.
ship of success. It is the person himself
who holds the attraction for us. The up¬
per and lower rungs of the ladder, though
widely separated, have one common bond.
They are both on the way to the same ul¬
timate goal. The little girl in pink socks
who fumbles painfully over her scales will
sit in the gallery and worship at the shrine
of the master pianists.
Of this we have scores of examples,
from peasant to king, and of this Franz
Liszt was an example in his youth. As
a mere child, when asked what he wanted
to be when he grew up, he replied that he
wanted to be like “him”—pointing to a
picture of Beethoven. Later, after the first
time Beethoven had heard him play, the
commendation of his idol meant more to
him than all the effusions of the musical
public of Vienna, though at the moment
Beethoven was out of fashion.
Descending to the pupils of the masters,
we find in them the same attitude.

In the Throne Room
HERE HAS recently been published
in France a book which draws back
the studio curtain and shows us Liszt upon
his throne (the piano bench) while two
devotees suffuse the atmosphere with the
fragrance of their adoration. To com¬
plete the introductions, let me present
Madame Auguste Boissier, herself a com¬
poser, and her daughter, Mile. Valerie, the
pupil of Liszt.
In December of 1831, when Liszt was
but twenty years old, Mme. Boissier took
her daughter to him for lessons. From
the time of the seventh lesson, she was so
fired with enthusiasm for the boy that she
must needs pen the incidents of each sub¬
sequent lesson, a sustained eulogy in glow¬
ing terms.'
With natural curiosity, after what we
have already heard and read of Liszt, we
look first, of course, for further evidence
of the primary attribute of the artist—
temperament. We are not disappointed.
The record of the twentieth lesson begins,
“A worse than mediocre lesson. Liszt was
in a bad humor, cross, refractory, in low
spirits.” The following account begins, “A
perfect lesson. Liszt was witty; no one
can be more gracious, more pleasant, more
attractive than he, when he takes the
trouble.” Her contrasting adjectives “ador¬
able,” and “abominable,” which alternate
throughout the book, depend not at all upon
the preparation or rendition by the pupil
but upon the mood of the master.
His attacks of temperament seem al¬
ways to follow upon the heels of his
mundane successes and take the form
neither of rage nor of sulkiness, but of a
cool aloofness, a frigid courtesy, which
by turns irritates and desolates the also
emotional Mme. Boissier. The interac¬
tion of these personalities is a study.

Blac\ Moods
ISZT was extending his successes in
every direction. After a reception of
great acclaim at Rouen, he fell into one
of his black moods, casting a cloud over
his audience of two. “Sadness,” said Mme.
Boissier upon one such occasion, “forms
closer links than does good fortune.” The
next evening he would come to call upon
her at her home, making himself perfectly
charming and playing for her her own
compositions—much to their improvement,
I presume.
In the midst of an attack like this Mme.
Boissier once told Liszt that he was down¬
right contrary, no less, and, like a child
after a good spanking, manifested after
one of his moody spells the disposition of
an angel.
Liszt’s first gesture had captivated Mme.
Boissier. He was modest about his abil¬
ity as a teacher, polite but indifferent about
accepting MUe. Valerie as a pupil, and
recommended certain other masters to her.
Imagine the effect 1 Yet I should not call
this a gesture, for Mme. Boissier is most
emphatic on the point that Liszt’s modesty
was sincere, that he insisted, first and fore¬
most, upon being natural.
In seeming paradox to this tenet of sim¬
plicity, he developed an incomparable tech¬
nic even while living up to his theory. He
saw that it is necessary to reduce the read¬
ing and the execution of notes to the ut¬
most mechanical perfection, in order that
the mind be free to absorb impressions of
harmony and to interpret them. In his
own words: Pour exprimer tout ce qu’on
sent, il faut etre entrave par rien, il faut
avoir les doigts tcllement dcvcloppes, si
supple, avee une telle c cholic de nuances
toute prete de les doigts que le coeur puisse
s'emouvoir ct cheminer sans que les doigts
soient jamais tin obstacle. (“To express
everything one feels one must be wholly

unimpeded. One must have the fingers so
developed, so supple, with such a variety
of expression ready at their tips, that the
emotions may be given full play with no
obstacle being presented by the fingers.”)
Seeding Self-Expression
T T WAS his chief tenet that music was
from one’s self and even for one’s self.
In this way he never sought conscious
brilliance of execution, and he was con¬
stantly warning Valerie not to put too
much playing into her music. He was
seeking only self-expression. However,
his fingers, which were long, though his
hands were small, could seize upon a note
in any one of a thousand ways, making it
sing in innumerable tongues. Never was
there a trace of dryness or of harshness
in his touch. He would begin a composi¬
tion with languor, indifference, almost, then
awake by degrees and, as it were, recreate
and develop anew the potentialities which
others failed to find in it It was, how¬
ever, not his habit substantially to alter
the original except by giving it different
expression.
He did not permit himself to interpolate
whole passages of improvisation, drawing
a minor note, like a silver tear, through
a phrase of delicate harmony, or, as Mme.
Boissier defines it, “like a cloud before
the sun.”
This minor tendency is a reflection of
the romanticism of the composer. Parallel
to the literary revolt of that date ran the
revolt against the classic forms, the “civil¬
ized music.” Liszt is its disciple. “He
requires grandeur, vastnesS, immensity for
his mind and his soul.” The very words
which Mme. Boissier used—“grandeur,”
“vastness,” “immensity” spell for us the
romantic names of Hugo and Chateau¬
briand.
Stock phrasings annoyed Liszt, as did
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any stereotyped musical form or device mentioned by Mme. Boissier, such as his
calculated to cause an effect and to im¬ plan to study for the priesthood at seven¬
press an audience. If we are to believe teen, his dedication of music to the various
this frankly prejudiced eye-witness, we ladies of whom he was follement amoureux
at the ages of thirteen and fifteen, his re¬
must admire his sincerity.
lations with his mother, whom Mme.
Boissier believes to have stolen him, so un¬
As Pleasant as a Social Call
like are they. These intimate and informal
A LL OF THIS information regarding
sketches give a quite different picture than
** Liszt—composer, pianist, artist—has,
standard works, which are careful studies
after all, very little to do with our main
intended for publication. This effusion was
premise or with the neglected Valerie. The
written by a woman under the spell of his
lesson periods seem to have been passed
personality at the very moment when her
most pleasantly, for the most part, in the
enthusiasm was highest.
discussion of theory, the expression of
The more rhapsodies of Liszt, a la
Liszt’s views on music or the performance
Boissier, are multiplied the more unfair¬
by Liszt of difficult selections of such
ness is felt in behalf of Mile. Valerie,
masters as Czerny, Weber, Hummel or
who, as the student, is entitled to at least
Mayer. These amicable relations were
a small place in the lesson discussion.
fortified by social calls which Liszt made
But, alas, she has it not. The intensity
at the Boissier home for tea of a soiree.
of admiration this romantic lady had for
In the meanwhile Valerie was spending
the musician completely shadows -the small
hour after hour practicing scales, arpeg¬
form of her daughter.
gios and trills. In order to secure the
But hearing a slight rustle as I write,
perfection required by Liszt in these tech¬
I look toward the dictionary. Its pages
nicalities, at least two hours a day must
seem to be fluttering even in the stillness
be spent at finger exercises. To prevent
of my room. Perhaps the little word,
boredom during this uninspiring practice,
“freedom,” is turning in her grave.
reading a book simultaneously with the
exercise is recommended.
Horrible though outlines are, they will SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MISS
shoulder their way in. Resignedly, there¬
REED’S ARTICLE
fore, we add the following:
1. How did Liszt's personality justify
1. The fingers are not to be curved on the description, “temperamental”?
the end; the flat pad of the finger is to'
2. In what way were his tenets of sim¬
be used.
plicity and of perfect technic compatible?
2. AH notes must have absolutely equal
3. What is the danger of “putting too
values.
Therefore the weak fingers, much playing into one’s music”?
thumb, third, and little fingers, need extra
4. What did Liszt recommend for en¬
practice.
livening the practice of scales?
3. Strength of wrist movement is im¬
5. What type of piece did Liszt advise
portant.
for young students?
4. Shoulder and arm movement are
detestable.
"The singer of to-day generally rushes
5. There are three classifications which
are to be mastered first. Upon these all before tile public with a vocal equipment
more intricate forms are based. They are: that would be all the better for a few
more years of hard study. There is but
(a) Octaves.
little of the grand manner nowadays.
(b) Tremolos.
(c) Double notes—thirds, sixths, and Half-baked, and even amateur vocalism
is considered quite good enough, provided
so forth.
it has a faithful claque in the Press and
(d) Single notes—scales.
in society (chiefly in society).’’— Sis
Richard Terry.
Sage Advice at Twenty-one
tfALERIE must have profited
’ by her hours of practice, for
whenever there is a comment of
any sort about her, it is favorable.
We are chagrined to find no men¬
tion of her reaction to praise or
blame, even when Liszt expressed
surprise one day at the depth of
emotion displayed in her rendition
of a certain composition. Usually
he urged her to attempt nothing
more than ingenious, naive things,
since her youth and inexperience
made her incapable of more
serious interpretations. (We do
not know how old Valerie was
at this time, but Liszt, you will
rememher, was all of twenty-one.)
At that age he was ardent in
the search of experience to en¬
rich his emotional capacity. Later
he did not have to seek it, but
at twenty-one we find him visiting
such places as hospitals, insane
asylums, prisons and the like in
its quest. He once interviewed a
man who was condemned to
death. Mme. Boissier hazards
the opinion that, had he not been
a great musician, he would have
been a philosopher or a distin¬
guished man of letters. More¬
over, his investigations were not
the indications, solely of a self¬
ish desire to benefit himself, for,
subsequent to his visits, he some¬
times gave charity concerts for
these same poor people.
Other works on Liszt will add
other incidents in his life, elabor¬
ating on some which are scarcely
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Left Hand First!
By

W. Francis Potter

.. . tn aCnUire the valTo him who wishes to 9
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“ a monthly
sight,” The ETODE furn h
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diet of excellent music
and
should take a P'ece £r0 J dfng. perplay it through at the first
at a
haps it will be necessary to play
at^

with the right hand, for in most
that hand has the melody and akjTk
easier-to the right hand. Hut let the l*gjn.
ner start with the left hand whether ft
contains. the melody or not, practice i,
correctly, then fit the other hand to the
ieft hand, and see what better results

slightly slower tempo i>
^ but then
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fB,U ‘ „hn must practice each hand
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a little melody may I* discerned in the
left-hand part when it is not muffled by
the stronger melod.c flow of the right
hand.

The Student’s Repertoire
MATTIA battistini
By Ralph N. B. Gray
A beginner's/ book should, above all
else, be interesting not only to the teacher
but also to the pupil, for he is the one
who must spend many hours on it before
it is mastered. The book should work up
gradually from the less to the more
difficult. It should contain suitable scales
and finger exercises so that the expense of
an extra book is unnecessary.
Often, difficult problems are met with
in books before the student is prepared
for them. Quite often beginners’ books
are shallow in that they do not take ad¬
vantage of the opportunity to explain mu¬
sical terms at the time when the pupil
can most readily put them into practice.
The pupil should be encouraged from
time to time to ask sensible questions, and
the teacher should do all in his power to
give the student an abundant supply of
knowledge.
On looking over recital programs, one
frequently finds inferior pieces such as
Sparkling Brooklets (by no particular
author) and other pieces containing

Tbhree VYCaster Singers on ‘Preparing for a Lyric Qareer
This Symposium appeared first in “Le Courrier Musical” of Paris; and it
has been translated from the original French, especially for “The Etude,”

®

c.By Lynne Jennings Roach

HIS symposium was collated from
the correspondence of M. Charles
Tenroc, Editor of Le Courrier
Musical of Paris, and was first
presented in that journal. We valued so
highly the ideas of this group of the most
superlative artists of the last half century,
representing respectively the acme of the
art of song in Germany, Italy and France,
that we have had made a special trans¬
lation for our readers. The young aspirant
to a career on the lyric stage—whether
in concert or opera—can do no better than
to ponder and digest thoroughly the ad¬
vice of these whose supreme art has won
the acclaim and through long years held
the affection of the entire musical world.
LILLI LEHMANN
(Born May IS, 1848)

Little Recitals
By A. M Lingelbach

A MODERN AUSTRIAN CONCEPTION OF THE YOUTHFUL
BEETHOVEN

LILLI LEHMANN

VICTOR MAUREL

technical difficulties for the particular
grade but often "void and empty" of
real music. Some other teachers go to
the extreme and try to “show off" their
pupils with the much-used Rachmaninoffs
Prelude in CS Minor. This is an excellent
piece, and beautiful when played by an
artist, but that is no reason why it should
be the one and only number in a student's
repertoire. It is much I at ter for the stu¬
dent to have at his command a small
group of classical pieces which are not
too difficult than one piece which keeps
him practicing from two to five hours, in
order to keep up an immature technic.
Many teachers overlook the opportu¬
nity of instilling musical appreciation into
the pupil. Many of our students lack
the talent ever to become great artists.
But why not give them something they
will appreciate later in life instead of the
usual number of technical difficulties found
in one or two concert pieces which they
are likely to forget in five or ten years?
Of course, more talented pupils may he
treated differently.
bex.
In music, as in every other proR
fession, one should strive for a
J,
happy medium. This we can do
by caring for each pupil individ¬
ually and attending to his parw
ticular needs.

Often the teacher and pup'*
can enjoy little recitals together,
each one taking turns at playing the performer and the au¬
dience. As the teacher sits a
little distance away and the
child begins, he has his first
sensation of playing before >
critical, remote audience, a
such a recital he plays a num¬
ber of review pieces, and ,e
may also, for fancy’s sake, as
sumc the name of some 15
tinguished pianist whose pla>’in
he seeks to emulate.
,
Occasionally some f r 1 e 11
casually drops in to listen
the playing for a few rn''lUl ’
He is given a grade on his
port-card for each recital. ^
new grade compared wl,h #f
preceding one. Such praise ^
adverse criticism will w’e{u||y
ambition to review care
his old pieces in order to
pear to better advantage
strangers.

This eminent singer, one of the superla¬
tive artists of all annals of the vocal art,
who has spoken so authoritatively in “My*
Art of Song (How to Sing),” has taken
the time to write briefly and precisely cer¬
tain essential points of her universally
recognized style; and, from this, the young
practitioners of song should find much
help and inspiration. Judging from a let¬
ter that accompanied these brief reflec¬
tions, the fervor and energy of Mme. Lilli
Lehmann for the art of song are still
ardently fresh, in fact, so much so that,
during her vacation months from Berlin,
she is actually teaching a course in the
singing of Mozart, at the Mozarteum of
Salzburg.
“Every novice in any art believes that
he will achieve success rather quickly.
Especially is this true in the art of singing.
However, all do realize the obligation to
prepare themselves in the art, either to be,
above everything else, singers as well as
musicians, or to master and to be able to
interpret properly the text of a song. Very
few people truly master even the speaking
of a language. Few express themselves,
even in their native tongue, without some
local accent.
“For that which is to be sung, it is
necessary, at the first, to know how to

articulate perfectly each letter, to know
what movements the enunciation of each
letter requires from all the muscles of the
tongue, of the palate, of the larynx, as
well as of those of the chest, of the dia¬
phragm and of the entire abdomen.
“Moreover, it is necessary to learn to
recognize the infinite variations of sound
of the voice in pronouncing and combining
the letters, and to distinguish between tones
of the scale. Ordinarily, the ear rapidly
becomes accustomed to all the faulty so¬
norities and to all the natural deficiencies of
the language of the singer. Boundless dif¬
ficulties arise from the fact that the
muscles and organs accustom themselves to
incorrect movements, from which one is
sometimes not able, after many years or
even a lifetime of effort, to free oneself
absolutely. Till one has attained freedom
from this condition, no difference how
strict the effort required, one will never be
an accomplished artist.
“It is in this foregoing condition there
dwells the principal imperfection of the
students of all nationalities. Only the Ital¬
ians are exceptions, because of their na¬
tive tongue, peculiarities of which are
based on the vowels (especially the “I”
and the syllable “GLI”) which enable them
to sing more easily.
“Everywhere one meets master artists of
the theater who know how to speak per¬
fectly, in order to be understood from the
stage. But such examples, to students of
singing, who have no idea of their exact
defects and who even do not believe in
the warnings of the master, seldom will be
sufficient to convince them of the imper¬
fection of their studies and of their
Lilli Lehmann.
MATTIA BATTISTINI
(Bom February 27, 18S7)
M. Mattia Battistini is at this time
unique, perhaps—at all events, the most
eminent representative of the Italian “bel
canto.” His age has by no means impaired
the wondrous method that he has devel¬
oped from a consummate vocal science,

and the unequaled possibilities of his voice
“of which the natural beauty has been re¬
fined and made flexible through most dili¬
gent work.”
Speaking recently of this great artist,
Felix Weingartner concluded in these
terms: “Battistini is not only a natural
genius but is also a true and correct ex¬
ample of one who has triumphed by means
of an orderly and well-directed intellect,
of one whom nature has given an ever¬
lasting youthfulness. Many years have
flown since first his glorious career be¬
gan ; but he remains always the same. This
sovereign artist not only is an inexhausti¬
ble source of the highest artistic enjoy¬
ment, but also is an infallible guide that
shows us the road to utmost perfection.”
When this article was ready to go to the
printer, news came that Signor Battistini
had suddenly passed away at Rieti, Italy,
on November 7, 1928.
“Dear Monsieur Tenroc,
I remember you distinctly,.and
I keep of you always a very pleasant,
friendly, sympathetic remembrance. Also
it is with a particular pleasure that I give
to you a few opinions and reflections on
the so-called decadence of singing, or at
least, of the bel canto, a question at pres¬
ent of great importance in the musical
world.
“Do I share this opinion? Yes! To my
mind, vocal art, in this day, is approaching
a crisis which may be attributed to several
causes. In the first place, the teaching is
bad (I speak in general always, because
there is not a rule without an exception
and the exception confirms the rule). Next,
the modern composers, with their music
written not for the voice but for an in¬
strument that they call a ‘voice,’ and this
placed among and treated as other instru¬
ments of the orchestra, are contributing
very much to the continually more accentu¬
ated disappearance of the bel canto.
“I do not believe that the speed with
which young singers sometimes precipitate
themselves upon the stage is able to harm
them; because, if the teacher is proficient
and the student intelligent, I wager that '
six months are sufficient to place the voice
well. Naturally, following this, it is neces¬
sary to study very much, to work in order

to perfect the manner of musical declama¬
tion and the little details which count to¬
wards the forming of the artist; but, in
my opinion, the essential problem of good
singing and of conserving the voice a long
time, consists in the poise of it. You see,
as an example, next December 11th, I
will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
my entrance upon a career as an artist;
for, in spite of the various reports con¬
firming that I had abandoned the theater,
that I have made a monk of myself, and
so on, all of which were stupid, until last
November I did not stop singing. Accord¬
ing to general opinion, my voice has not
changed, remaining such as it was for¬
merly.
“I beg you to accept, dear sir, my cordial
salutations,
“Mattia Battistini.”
VICTOR MAUREL
(Born June 17, 1848; Died October, 1923)
M. Victor Maurel during the last
quarter of the nineteenth .century scarcely
had a rival on the French operatic stage.
Coupled with an exquisite art in the use
of his voice, he was endowed with extraor¬
dinary dramatic powers which made his
characterizations unique. Because of these
qualifications Verdi chose him to create
the role of I ago in his “Otello” at the La
Scala of Milan, on February 5, 1887, and
also the title role of his “Falstaff” at the
same theater, on February 9, 1893, and in
these parts he has had no equal.
“Dear M. Tenroc:
“Your request brings back to me that
happy time when, giving to the world the
great struggles for my art, I circulated
through books, manuscripts, and lectures
my convictions touching the progressive
building, not of phonology which is the
domain of physicians and physiologists,
but of a true science of singing—a syn¬
thesis of past experiences of the advocates
and masters of this art.
“The lack of unity of efforts in those
earlier days, in view of the growing com¬
plexity of the tasks entrusted to the modern
interpreters, appeared to me then as con-
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A Famous Method in

aside teaching of the little expedients of
the profession or to give them only the
By Iva Dorsey-Jolly
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is at first necessary to deviate from that •VScurve4 fingers and lift them as h.gh and fourth fingers higher than those of
o curve me
-t]lc
hrst and
ana second;
secona; and
ana as he
ne did n
the first
in order to construct and impose theStefcb-j
possible. In extreme raising
permit him to throw out the elbow jn d()Vv‘
nic which will allow the satisfying,of the
strength
tb;S) f/,c
made i'um
from the
the
-..
. r simp yc__„r- tms,
*»e turn had to
■- be
“v •••”«•«
qualities of precise and comprehensive fingers one gets the
the fingers. While lifting the |hng _s
The thumb, also, was slightly curved
musicality.
moderately high, the muscle from tne ^ quite free {rom the hand Many
“No longer is it deemed essential that
whole mu,
arm --comes to bear upon
i* .
_
pede their execution by not keeping the
one hold strictly and acutely to any prin¬ wno,e
ciple; and because of this, since the be¬ tone too, is entirely different. Extreme thumb independent enough of the rest of
ginning of the present century, the inter¬ lifting of the fingers and striking with thg handi The object of turning the hand
preters have not made more attractive to force stiffens the wrist and produces a outwar<| js to favor the third and fourth
the ear the things which they love and slight jar in the hand, which cuts off the fingers and to give them a higher fall
know, the immortal masterpieces.”
singing
B quality
MLiainj. and causes
- a sharp,
. quick
.. when they are lifted. This strengthens
“Victor Maurel.”
><-- £—in«*
But, ....
letting the
fingers just ^11fall, them very much.
After practicing the five-finger exercises
. .j fuller and gives a singing tone.
. t ^ __
Deppe
emphasized in his teachings. on the foregoing principles, and practicing
“Don’t strike,1 but let the fingers fall. At to lift each finger and let it fall with a
first the tone’will be nearly inaudible, but perfectly loose wrist, proceed to the scales,
with practice it will gain every day in Begin with E major as being the most
By Charles Knetzger
er»
useful. Play the scale slowly with the
The student of the piano has much to
Staccato and Slurs.
P —■
• fingerslifted so high,
When the
- - the right hand first.
learn from his brother violinist, in the Bi.» _
_
_
_
Begin the scale in the middle of th?
tones cannot be bound so perfectly together,
way of practicing exercises. Writers of
but there is always a break. In prac¬ piano and play up three octaves with the
studies for the latter have taken care to
.c very, very
Hj slowly
_w at
_
right and down three octaves with the
ticing
first, listen
provide that each important exercise has
every tone'and'carry it over to the next left hand. Play each hand separately at
a number of different bowings which are
one, and do not let any one finger get an first and very slowly, and then both hands
to be practiced assiduously, not for a week
undue prominence over the other. This together in contrary directions, gradually
or a month, but for many weeks and
requires patient and endless practice; but quickening the tempo. After that, use
months. Take, for example, Wohlfahrt,
Using Repeated Notes.
• ‘ ir
‘ the difference thirds, sixths, octaves. and other varia-.
will feel amply repaid
Opus 45 or 74. The first exercise has ten
tions.
in the quality of the tone.
different bowings, and many pupils requir
Practicing faithfully in this way, a ligttDeppe not only insisted upon the fingers
ten weeks at least to master them. The
:ss, swiftness and smoothness of cxeciibeing as curved as possible, so that the
Kayser studies are equally well provided Holding the First Note of Each Group, pupil played exactly on the tips of them,
on, as well as surencss and elegance, will
with a variety of bowings and when it *»•*
j
be the result.
but he also turned the hand very much 0
comes to Kreutzer, No. 2, we find edi- rt. } f f (‘ A U r I—^
tions having from twenty-five to seventyWhat Are “Grace ?{otes”
two different bowings. Violinists spend .
years at this one exercise. Yet there are :
By Dr. Orlando A. Mansfield
some piano players who imagine they a
wasting time, or are not getting their
Accenting First and Third Notes of
“Grace notes” is an English term used to almost always taken out of the note they
money’s worth, if kept at one exercise
Each Group,
denote tones or notes added to a vocal or precede and not out of the <>ne they folfor several weeks. Pupils such as these B1.10
instrumental melody for the purposes of low. Amongst the most important graces
often play their exercise's and pieces 0
embellishment or decorative effect. In the arc the appoggiatura or leaning note, genfrom beginning to end, blundering here ~
seventeenth century these graces or or- erally a degree above the principal note,
and stumbling there, until they become
Arranging in Triplets,
naments were supplied by the performer the acciacciatura, or crushing note, gendisgusted and lay them aside. If they e
at will. Later on they were written out erally differing from the appoggiatura by
would only master single measures or short =
as small notes or denoted by signs. To- ,,av'n£ a stroke through its stem, the
passages, and play a single exercise in
day they are almost always written out turn' a 8rouP of from three to five notes
many different ways, they would soon
F®$f Group Legato, Second Staccato,
in full-sized notes exactly as they arc in- ( irc,inb' round the principal note, the upfind great improvement in their technic.
tended to be performed, while their ex- per antl invertcd mordents, comprising the
Needless to say they would derive in¬
temporaneous introduction into modern principal note followed by the degree
finitely more benefit from one exercise
music is as rare as it was frequent in the al>T (i" thc ca\c of ,hc uppcr n’°™
thoroughly practiced, with variations of
Transposing a Half-Step Higher,
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this °F th,C,dcRrec, Mow ln, thc case °.1 ™
dynamics, rhythm, and touch, than by prac¬
being due not only to a change of style "'V Cd, m<,rdcnt) and thc Prmc,pal °°te
ticing a whole volume of studies in an

Ma\ing the ‘Most of an Exercise

aimless, desultory way.
Let us see what might be done with a
very simple,' five-finger exercise, by way |
of variation.

Slurring the Notes.

This exercise with all its variations may
be played in the twelve major keys, using
the same fingering throughout. The ex¬
amples given by no means exhaust the
possibilities of the study, and an ingenious
pupil will try to invent others suitable to
his needs. For example, he might play
the first half of the exercise diminuendo,
the second half crescendo, then increasing
from soft to loud, or from loud to soft.
The slurs and accents may also be varied
in different ways. A pupil who follows
these suggestions in practicing his ex¬
ercises will undoubtedly improve his technic
in a short time and will realize the truth
of Sydney Silber’s aphorism in his “Re¬
flections for Music Students”: “Variety
(rhythmic and dynamic) is the spice of
pianistic life.”

"The subject of modern music has been worn threadbare There is
little new to say about it because so little that is worthwhile is being
written at present. It seems to me that most modern composers the world
over fall into three groups. First, there are the imitators of the French
They are turning out music that is bad Ravel or second-hand Debussy
IP hat they write is at best but a feeble echo of these masters. The second
group bases its compositions on the native music of the country, raising
the old folk music to the dignity of the concert hall. The third should not
be writing music at all. Its efforts are entirely insignificant."—Heifetz

or fashion in musical composi ion but
to the increased sustaining power of most aWe it

"" "ft* * 7 t ^

re^nLnfir^ inStm“' eSpeciaIly
There are many other kinds of grace
harpsichord or’clavichoT
“* "°tef. to° n“merous or unirn,., .rtHnt to be
Grace notes are nnt ’
mentioned here while an almost incredible
melody or harmony
^

Mastering Double Qhromatic thirds
By W. Frithchof Erlandson

mat,c thirds. Every finger is brought into
use, and m an almost equal degree A
well-known teacher once said “When
pianist can play these with’ the iitrmw
velocity and clearness, he can nllTi!
u?
pay the
piano.”
Pay
The fingering for the right-hand is b
given for the complete octave.
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fusing and dangerous. My opinion has
nqt changed.
“This total absence of doctrinal unity,
this absolute lack of a uniform profes¬
sional language, as applying to vocal tech¬
nic, remain always before my eyes as
some of the great causes for the real
phenomenon which it is convenient to call
the decadence of the art of singing. The
impossibility of a unity of method is evi¬
dent when many are regulating and con¬
trolling vocal teaching.
“In the presence of the multiple difficul¬
ties and complexities with which the
classic esthetics are proposed by modern
interpreters, it is quite necessary to turn

Variations in Rhythm.
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Chromatic thirds appear almost excluSlVeIy for the rlg,n
However, they
are
arc most beneficial for developing the fingers of the left hand.
hand
The left hand,
when asccnding, will use the fingering
R'ven f°r the right hand descending; an“
the left hand, when descending, will use
the
order marked for the
, fingers in the
uic orai
fight hand ascending.
• ■ •
These chromatic thirds should be playeo
.This should be practiced through twn
,mo' The upper and lower notes
octaves, the second octave, of coursP 7 should be practiced separately, with their
peating the exact fingering of the first
as^r^ j^ngenn£> before being attempted

“Jf the Steinach theory is rinks
y d
to concert performers i° *’
day sc'Cniists> may inject fish
Courier.
Jormcrs ‘o make their scales perfect’’-Mvsicav

A J\[ew Understanding of Italian djerms
of ^Musical Expression
‘By R. Drigo

E

Richard Drigo, the popular composer, received his early educa'
tion and made his first success in his native Italy. As a pupil of
Paolo Serao, he won the Diploma for Composition and Conducting,
at the Conservatory of Naples. After gaining some name as a con¬
ductor of opera in Italy, he transferred his activities to St. Peters¬

burg, where he became popular as a conductor at the Imperial Opera
House. As a composer, Mr. Drigo has been prolific in almost all the
musical forms, from simple songs and instrumental pieces to ballets
and grand operas. He is best \nown in America for his piano com¬
positions. This is his first article to appear in America.

VERY MUSICIAN realizes that one
of the first considerations, in inter¬
preting the work of a composer, is to
divine his idea so far as it is possible to
do so from the signs that he has put upon
paper. Very probably if the performer
could have the opportunity of the com¬
poser sitting beside him for a few hours
while he studies the preparation of a piece
for public performance, he would get many
ideas that it would be impossible to crowd
upon paper.
The mere notes themselves, and the
Italian terms used as a means of imitating
expression, are, after all, somewhat limited
in their ability to express the finer shades
of thought and emotion which make up the
real soul of music. In recent years pub¬
lishers in many countries have gone so far
as to introduce terms in the native tongues
of the composers. Thus we are adding
to the original Italian terms many others
in German, French, English, and various
languages, which, unfortunately, demand
retranslation and often lead to great con¬
fusion. If this practice were to be con¬
tinued, it would be just as rational to
introduce terms written in strange alpha¬
bets, such as the Russian, the Greek, the
Japanese, or goodness knows what, until
in the end we would have marks on the
printed piece that would have no signifi¬
cance whatever to the performer.

ber, thus:

Is =40;
1=208;
| =104.
•
•
a
The practical working out of this is as
follows: Let us suppose that we have a
composition with the signature 4/8 and
the eighth note is used at the speed of 80.
This means that for each beat of the meas¬
ure there is one beat of the metro¬
nome, set at 80. Now, suppose that, in¬
stead of this, the composer had chosen to
place

J = 40.

Then there would have been

two eighth notes to each beat of the metro¬
nome and the tempo would have been just
exactly the same.
Now in marking a
piece in 6/8 time, it is usually the custom to
take the dotted-quarter note as' the unit of
measure. Then, if a dotted-quarter note
equals 60, this means that every heat of
the metronome would indicate the time of
a dotted-quarter note, or half of the meas¬
ure. Thus the metronome would click
twice to the measure, and there would lie
three eighth notes to every beat.

The Careless Composer

The International Italian

THE USE OF Italian terms, as a kind

of international code on printed music,
doubtless came from the fact that the art
of music developed more rapidly, through
ecclesiastical influences, in Italy than in
any other country, and composers of
ancient times were therefore influenced by
the marks of expression and tempo which
appeared first in the Italian language. It
is also doubtlessly true that the beauty of
the Italian tongue served to preserve this
language in its position in music.
It is not generally known that in the
earliest times the names of dances, such
as the allemande, courante, sarabande
and gigue were used not so much to
designate these pieces as dances as to give
tfje performer a relative idea of the tempo
and the style, to tell him how fast or how
slow the piece was to go. There have been
many compositions with these marks which
vary considerably from the form of the
original dances. However, the terms we
have mentioned were considered sufficient
designation for the players in the early
days of music.

watchmaker, Duclos, invented the Rythnometre, which was welcomed by many
distinguished musicians of the time.
Finally in 1784 Benaudin invented a
clock mechanism with a pendulum for the
same purpose. This invention was recom¬
mended by German musicians as a means
for determining the rhythm; but up to this
time there had been no apparatus which
would convey the beat to the ear. Ihlenburg,. Chiappani, Mahagoni, and Pinfold
invented pocket metronomes; but these
had no practical value because they would
not permit one to distinguish any move¬
ment. Their main advantage, however,
was that of being inexpensive.

Early Time Indicators
A BOUT THE END of the 17th cen2*- tury, several French musicians and
mechanicians endeavored to contrive an
apparatus to determine the exact musical
measure of time. Among other musicians
Loulie invented in 1696 what was known
as the musical Cronometre. About the
same time the Parisians, LaFillard and
Harrison, produced what they called “Horlog§s Nautiques.” The latter invented a
little machine which seemed to answer the
purpose of the metronome, but it could not
be adopted on account of the prohibitively
high, cost of manufacture. In 1782 another

The Metronome Born
'T'HE METRONOME as we know it
was invented by a man named
Winckel of Amsterdam. Another inventor
known as Stoekel improved it, and Maelzel,
who was born in 1775 in Ratisbon, and
who died in America in 1838, perfected the
instrument about 1815, and gave it his own
name, “Maelzel’s Metronome,” which is
now abbreviated to the two letters we
frequently see in music, M. M.
The advantage of this particular instru¬
ment is that, while the pendulum is visible,
one can also hear a little click fixing the
beats. Maelzel took as a unit of measure

one minute of time. By the adjustment of
the weight upon the pendulum, the beats
may be increased from 40 to 208 each min¬
ute. The little pyramidical box, so well
known to all of us, has seemed to have
stood the test of time. There have been a
very great many different modifications of
the idea produced by other inventors from
time to time. The chart on the metronome
has continually been subjected to criticism,
because of the Italian terms put opposite
the numbers. These have only a relative
value and often confuse the pupil. The
pupil should understand that when the
weight is placed on the pendulum at 60 the
metronome, if in correct order, is supposed
to be moving at 60 beats to the minute, or
one beat to each second.• If the weight
is advanced to 120 the pendulum and the
click are going at the rate of 120 beats
per minute or two beats per second.

T T IS the observation of all trained musicians that many composers make the
error of marking the pace of the piece
carelessly in Italian musical terms. It
here that the metronomical accuracy
important. Many composers—and, indeec
many musicians—have anything but a def
inite knowledge of Italian musical expres
sions, although these expressions
formly adopted and therefore should be
much more carefully studied.
The spirit of rhythm is something that
is very vital and cannot always be com¬
municated through the metronomic term.
Bach laid great Stress upon the spirit of
the rhythm, but great carelessness has
arisen through the confusion in determin¬
ing the proper musical pace. Different
composers sometimes give the Italian mu¬
sical terms quite varying significance; and
it sometimes happens that the same com¬
poser employs the same term not always
for the same purpose.
Cherubini and
Clementi evidently were greatly confused
as to the meaning of Allegro. One marks
Allegro with a tempo of a half note equal¬
ing 50, and the other marks Allegro with
the same note equaling 126. Cramer, in one
of his works, used the word Moderato and
at the same time gave the metronome mark¬
ing as

J= 63, and then as J —

J

= 96; whereas Clementi used the same

metronome beat,
piece as Presto.

J=

Pair: Allegro moderato

96, and indicates the
1=50;

Mehul; Allegro moderato J=72;
The Speed Chart

H6. Mehul

placed Allegro at the head of one of his
compositions, marking the metronome time,

J=80
J=88

1=
Clementi: Allegro
J=54;
J=50
'T'HE THIRTY-NINE indications on
J=96
-*■ the chart comprise all necessary Mehul: Allegro
gradations of musical pace. The grada¬ Cherubini: Allegro J=112; J=126; JLj
tions run from 40 beats to a minute to 208
J=96
beats to a minute. Thus the composer Berton: Allegro Motto
places at the beginning of his composition Spontini: Presto
^J=72;
^ ---8S
the unit of his beat, then an equality (=)
sign, and afterwards the metronomic num¬ Beethoven: Presto J=152; J=176; J=2
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Cleme
Cramer: Presto

J=138

Cramer: Allegro agitato

J=66

Cramer: Allegronoa tanto
Cherubini- Andantiao
Catel: Andantlno

J=134

J=76;

J=104

J=126

Cramer: Moderato J=63; J=»l 16; J ■ 100; J' =25
Vkrni: Andante

JS
I =52

Paw: Andante J=SO;

t -120; J' -112

Berton: Andante J' = 152;

J=100;

There are, it should be remembered,
three principal terms: largo, meaning
slow; andante, derived from the Italian
word meaning going, and indicating the
middle pace; and allegro, meaning rapid.
In order that there may be a more ap¬
propriate definition of the meaning of
these terms, I have attempted to classify
them as will follow. Of course, even these
are subject to variation and modification,
but they do at least represent a mean or
standard for compositions, with four
beats to the measure, the i ; being a
quarter note.
Metronome
Marks

^-300
J-

Paer: Lento

I*=120

J-

Here are a few very striking variations
that may be discovered in the compositions
of the different masters, where they have
used a radically different metronome
marking for a similar Italian musical
term. Possibly some of these markings
may have been editorial or printers’ mis¬
takes. Certainly, in some of the Czerny
compositions, the marking seems to indicate
an impossible speed, something that could
not be achieved by a musical contrivance,
let alone the human brain and hand.
Marking Approximate
METRONOME MARK at the
beginning of a piece should serve to
indicate its approximate pace. It should
always be remembered that the Italian
term referring to speed may be modified
by adverbs, which may vary the original
meaning of the term quite considerably.
For this reason, every earnest student
should provide himself with a reliable dic¬
tionary and form the “dictionary habit”
of investigating the real meaning of Italian
terms. The composers gave great thought
to these matters, and they certainly de¬
serve the respect of the individual per¬
former, especially of the student who
is learning how to do things in the very
best possible manner. For instance, an¬
dante may appear as andante maestoso,
andante funebre, andante languido, andante
appassionato, andante marsialc, andante sostcnuto, andante ben ritcnuto, andante
pesante, andante solenne, and andante
pomposo.
Similarly also we may have andantino
or allegretto with the following adverbs:
grazioso, semplice, amoroso, giocoso, tranquillo and even calma. Allegro may appear
as allegro festoso, allegro brioso, allegro
selvaggio, allegro invido, allegro agitato,
allegro dcciso, allegro violento; and presto
may appear as presto vivo, presto precipitato, presto irruente, and so on.
There are certain combinations of these
time terms and adverbs which are, of
course, impossible. Andante can, never be
brioso; presto can never be funebre.

Jt ,,
J
J=60
J=«
J=80
J=100
JJ=126

THE

J=144
J=184
There is always a fear among teachers
that the use of the metronome will pro¬
duce mechanical playing. This is exceed¬
ingly rare, although, of course, no pupil
should keep the metronome going inces¬
santly. The time sense should be developed
in the pupil’s consciousness; and the met¬
ronome should be employed merely to set
the metric pattern.
The great master painter makes many
variations in the lines and curves; but he
must establish a consciousness of a straight
line, of a perfect circle, and the proportions
of perspective, before he dares to venture
away from them. A strong sense of
rhythm and of regular meter is one of the
greatest assets of the student.

By Alice M. Steede
HE TWO great essentials of Piano¬
forte playing are tone production
and rhythm. The development of
the latter, the sense of rhythm is wtthm
the power of every pupil and is the topic
to be considered herewith.
They should be worked out in five finger
Generally speaking, eight notes, espe¬
position in every key, and can with great
cially
the dott«d
dotted eighth
eighth followed by a «*- advantage be applied to the major and
daily the
minor scales, adhering, of course, to the
correct scale fingering and also to the
rarious forms of the arpeggio.
These rhythms can be applied, with truly
remarkable results, to passage work of all
kinds. Take for instance, the difficult run"mg fiK"re °f the left hand of the Rondo
of the Beethoven "Sonata in Eb,” Op. 27.
The rhythm of each four-note group is
altered. Instead ,..
of playing
the precept, “One thing at a time.
in- successively ,7
deed this -habit of tapping out intricate four sixteenth notes it is to lie practiced
rhythms should be encouraged, as it forms
and
(2)
!
(1)
an invaluable aid to correct playing.
For technical purposes, the trill on ad¬
_____
interest to the practice of such pasjacent fingers gives excellent
results. But, ad(ls
played on notes' of the same
and is a veritable -diort-cut in obtainwhen
extremely monotonous and the mg a smooth and accurate rendering.
length,
pupil will often find some excellent reason Three note passages can be altered
for omitting it from his daily practice!
exactly the same way, and i iccato touches
The following rhythms, for the applica- may also be employed.
Of course, we arc all aware that when
of which the writer is indebted
musician and teacher, Mr. Paul McNeely, Mark Hamlxiurg deplores the lack of
of Seattle, Washington, should form part rhythm in so much of the
ature playing
of the “Daily Dozen” of every pupil, of the day, he does
■ to anything
so elementary as incorrect time or notes.
He is thinking rather of the feeling of
sweep and balance, of phrase against
phrase and section against section through¬
out the composition. Just as the multiplica¬
tion table and the first principles of
geometry lead on to the mysteries of higher
mathematics, so is the tapping of the simple
phrase linked up with the majestic rise and
fall of the tone waves of a Brahms Rhap¬
sody or a Beethoven Symphony.

Score
Teacher with at least one degree or
standard diploma . 20
Piano (good) tuned and in condition.. 20
Second piano . 10
Each other instrument or teacher’s
trained Voice . 5
Dictionary . 10
Viclrola with good records fox imitation and appreciation . 15
Metronome . 10
Blackboard with permanent staffs. 15
Library . 10
Subscription to each good music maga5
Telephone . 5
Pupil’s telephone numbers. 5
Schedule card up-to-date . 10
Good lighting (day) . 15
(Night) . 15

Examination Day

Sr

-

wondering what they will get' foTtncIf of^ fiT" get throU?h! A right ^
y
8et Ior lunch^ of confidence commands success.

-An Aid to Sight'cRseading

By Norah
Score
The problem of having on hand
Baton and knowledge of how to use it 10
Drum sticks .
5
profmariaIHfor-sight-reading
f°r PRacks for ensemble (music stands).. 10 Pils of all grades is one that frequently
Watch or clock. 10 c™?i\!rh'r' °»' ««w^S
“e rt n thls way. She gathered to
Ready pen and pencils. 10
Ruled music paper . 5
Grade book . 10
Pupil’s cards . 5 ih g£dinhg “ aCCOrding to difficulty SE
Catalogues filed for pupil’s use and
reference . 10
She cut out from the pieces passages
Sight reading material . 10
Each set of good flash cards. 5

Total (approximately) .275
Good .250
Average ..
Poor ..100

Music in the Dible
<By

teenth!.PueSt!ni!lr
the small beginner. Tt
It will
wil be
be the
the more
more
quickly mastered if the pupil taps out the
rhythm before he attempts to reproduce
the required sounds c~ “
“j v,n 111
two or three
over firsMhe pupil will have very
indicating the rhythm,
little difficulty
it divides
The process really saves
the difficulties for the pupil and so fulfills

Studio Score Qard
By Evelyn Voress
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By Sid G. Hedges
Don’t get up specially early. Don\ They have not the slightest intention of
change any of your habits. Make it as eating you. Quite conceivably their wives
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
normal a day as possible.
scold them if they play the piano or fiddle
DRIGO’S ARTICLE
Have confidence in yourself!
at home when the children are asleep.
1. What is the first consideration in the
Say to yourself, “Of course I can do
Have confidence in yourself!
interpretation of the work of a composer?
Keep on saying, “Of course I can do
2. In ivhat way did Italian become
Get to the college fairly early in order it!”
an international language for musical
IT :‘3 atmosphere. Don’t get silly
Don’t trouble about them listening to
terms?
and nervous.
you. Just play your music because you en¬
Have confidence in yourself!
3. Who were the first to invent devices
joy doing it and want to give those men
for regulating time in musicf
^ Say many times, “Of course I can do a treat
4. When was the Maelzel metronome
invented?
5. Are terms and marks employed by
composers alzvays technically correct?
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How to Develop the Sense of ^Rhythm

1° Wh energy aldmin^power Thaf T'
Professionally it uses up
keep up interest in many other subim, ''\.d,E‘cu!l’ 1 know, sometimes to
student years. But I am certain tUn, ■! ■ ° t le same hmc’ especially during
tuoso to have his brain alive to everv
in.es.timable advantage to the virbroader and wore enlightened ■
a"c,‘
’"tcllrctual endeavor. For the
profounder his own art wilof Hfc'
«,e finer and
0me' ~Ma«k Hambourc.

°f

Galloway

contribute musical interest to his very readable articles upon varied
musical subjects.

‘‘Music in the Bible” is one of his most engaging

discussions.

®

NOWING THE effect of music
upon the emotions, it is but nat¬
ural that we should find, inter¬
woven like a golden thread
through all the Bible, its associations with
religion. As music and rhythm are in¬
separable and as both are ingredients of
war, it follows that in the life of the na¬
tions of that period music was as much a
part of war as of worship.
Unfortunately in the pursuit of the music
in the Bible we are not aided, as in other
ancient nations, by the discovery of artistic
treasures or relics which give us sculptured
or pictured scenes such as we have of
Babylonian, Assyrian and Egyptian life.
The Hebrews were forbidden to make “any
graven image or the likeness of anything
that is in the heavens above or the earth
beneath or in the water under the earth,”
and however lax they may have been at
times in regard to the other commandments,
the fourth was literally obeyed.
For
example, while the names of their musical
instruments are preserved, the actual re¬
mains (except for what Rome has handed
down in the way of sculptures of the
sacred trumpets, the seven-branched candle¬
stick and the table of shew-bread on the
arch of Titus) are altogether lacking.
Even despite the Divine command the
repeated and thorough devastations of
Jerusalem and the total destruction of the
Temple would have swept out of existence
all the sacred instruments and such records
of music as may have existed. These facts
together with the great dispersion of the
Jewish people help to explain the condi¬
tion that the world has to rely on the Scrip¬
ture and on tradition for such knowledge
of Hebrew music as it possesses. Tradi¬
tion in this case is not reliable for, since
the dispersion, the Jewish people have
borne, the impress of the peoples by whom
they have been surrounded, and their music
has been correspondingly affected.

Smaridge
of four to five lines. To the passages cu
from the middle of the piece she addei
the time signature. She pasted these shot
passages into her blank books, making on
book for beginners, another for interme
diates and another for advanced pupils.
Reading several of these short passages
with the variety or keys, time signature
and styles, was found to be far more bene
ficial (and incidentally more enjoyable
to the pupil than reading an entire pier*

Hon. Tod B.

Judge Galloway’s broad experience and rich human outloo\

Father Jubal
THE SCRIPTURES, then, we
must look for our most reliable in¬
formation. Early in Genesis we find the
first mention of musical instruments is
that Jubal “was the father of all such as
handle the harp (kinnor) and organ
(ugab).” The exact nature of the harp
here referred to we can only guess at by
the way the same word is used frequently
throughout the Bible and by a comparison
of such records as exist of similar instru¬
ments used by other contemporaneous and
neighboring nations which excavation and
research have brought to light. We know
that it was a stringed instrument, probably
some form of lyre, with which the Jewish
people were familiar. It was the most
prominent stringed instrument which oc¬
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curred in the richest collection of sacred
poetry the world has ever known, the
Psalms; it was played upon by Luban, the
Syrian, and by David, the Shepherd Boy;
Job mentions that “his harp was turned
into mourning,” and the captive Hebrews
hung theirs on the willow trees by the
waters of Babylon.
Perhaps the harp is the instrument most
closely associated in the Christian mind
with the Bible, for Art has depicted the
Angels in Heaven as playing upon them
and has connected it with many early
church legends and beliefs.
If the harp has Christian associations,
surely the instrument sacred to the Jews
is the trumpet. It is given prominence in
that scene of awful majesty on Sinai as
set forth in Exodus; “and it. came to pass
on the third day in the morning, that there
were thunders and lightnings and a thick
cloud upon the mount, and the voice of the
trumpet exceeding loud; so that all the
people that was in the camp trembled.”
.... “and when the voice of the trum¬
pet sounded long, and waxed louder and
louder, Moses spake, and God answered
him by a voice.” Again its notes ring
forth in the prophecy of Zachariah: “And
the Lord shall be seen over them, and his
arrow shall go forth as the lightning: and
the Lord God shall blow the trumpet and
shall go with whirlwinds of the South.”
The trumpet is the instrument most fre¬
quently referred to as used by Divine com¬

mand. By its use under the command of Law as set forth in Numbers 10: 1-10.
Joshua the walls of Jericho fell. Gideon The sounds produced by a good shophar
with his combination of trumpets and player are clear and thrilling. In the Bible
lamps put the Midianites to flight, and Saul various references are made to these sho¬
and other of Israel’s warriors used it phar calls, and tradition holds that those
against their enemies. Not only in warfare now in use are rightly liturgical.
The early mention of Jubal in connection
but in times of rejoicing and thanksgiving,
of prayer and festival, its use is constantly with the harp also records that he was
father of the organ, or ugab, thus showing
spoken of.
that he was the parent of wind as well
The First Wind Instrument
as stringed instruments. Just when man
HE SHOPHAR, the simple ram's learned to produce sounds by blowing
horn, is the oldest wind instrument in upon reeds and into hollow wood and metal
present use in the world. Since the time is wrapped, in the clouds of antiquity, but
of Moses it has been used continuously and we do know that it has existed since the
is today sounded in the Synagogue at New beginning of all peoples of whom records
Year’s and the Feast of the Atonement. have been preserved.
The Talmud gives the reason for its sound¬
ing at New Year’s—to remind those who
When Pan First Piped
hear it of the Creation, Penitence, the Law
ROM SUCH simple beginnings like
of the Prophets who were as watchmen
the Pipes of Pan has evolved that glo¬
blowing trumpets, of the Temple, of the rious instrument which through the ages
binding of Isaac, of Humility, of the
has made lofty cathedrals and churches to
gathering together of Israel, of the Resur¬
rection and of the Day of Judgment when reverberate with a concord of sweet sounds.
The organ spoken of in Genesis was un¬
the Trumpet shall sound for all.
In the Bible three different words are doubtedly a collection of pipes of the sim¬
used in connection with the trumpet, show¬ plest character. But, knowing how the
ing that there was a variation in kind and Jews adopted improvements in stringed in¬
construction of the instrument, but the struments from their neighbors, we may
Shophar was the one which was used most justly assume that, in the case of the ugab,
frequently. Rabbinical tradition holds that as time went on, it developed in form and
the calls as today played in the Synagogue power.
are identical with the trumpet sounds used
When Job says, “Rejoice at the sound
in the Temple and ordained by Mosaic of the organ” and again when he refers
to “my harp also is turned into mourning
and my organ into the voice of them that
weep” it had become an instrument of place
and character. It is interesting to know
that the Chaldean shepherds played upon
similar instruments two thousand years ago
while watching their flocks by night.
Today Neapolitan peasants play on rustic
reed pipes for nine days preceding the
great church festivals of the Madonna Immaculata and the Nativity.
When Jacob warned by the Lord fled
from his father-in-law, Laban the Syrian,
he was overtaken by the latter who re¬
buked him saying, “Wherefore didst thou
flee away secretly, and steal away from
me; and didst ’ not tell me, that I might
have sent thee away with mirth, and with
songs, with tabret and with harp?” Gene¬
sis 31:27. After the destruction of the
hosts of Pharaoh we read in the Song of
Moses: “And Miriam the Prophetess, the
sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand;
and all the women went out after her with
timbrels and dances. And Miriam an¬
swered them, Sing ye to the Lord, for he
hath triumphed gloriously.” These are
the first Biblical references not only to
singing and dancing but also to two musi¬
cal instruments, the tabret and timbrel,
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hand drums similar in construction, from
which in later times evolved the modern
tamlxmr or tamborines.
It must be remembered that, in at¬
tempting to learn what instruments were
familiar to the Hebrews of Biblical times,
we are embarrassed by the fact that
the learned translators of the Authorized
Version used various words when they
evidently referred to the same instrument.
For example in translating the word “nebel” no less than four different terms are
used, psaltery, psalms, lute and viol. The
first is the most common in the Authorized
Version and Stainer says "is no doubt the
most correct translation of the word if
the word is understood in its true sense
as a portable harp."
Also we find English words in the trans¬
lation which could not possibly refer to
the kind of instrument known in ancient
times. It is only by careful comparison
of the circumstances and conditions under
which the word given to a certain instru¬
ment in our translation is used that we
can approximate its correctness.
“The High'Sounding Cymbals’’

THE
USE of cymbals we know were
of very ancient Asiatic origin and in
the Bible were frequently mentioned, but
always only in connection with religious
ceremonies. As, for example, when David
prepared a place for the Ark of God:
“And David spake to the chief of the
Levites to appoint their brethren to be
the singers with instruments of music,
psalteries and harps and cymbals, sounding
by lifting up the voice with joy.” And
again when Solomon inducted the Ark
into the Temple, on the occasion when
the good King Hezekiah restored the true
worship and in other instances, we find
cymbals were used only on solemn occa¬
sions in connection with religious rites.
In the aforementioned passage from
Chronicles and elsewhere, the words harp
and psaltery are used together indicating
that, though they both belonged to the
harp family, there was a difference be¬
tween them. One commentator suggested
that the reason for this is that, as the harp
like every other musical instrument un¬
doubtedly improved from time to time,
the psaltery was of more highly developed
construction, possibly more akin in form
to the guitar.
To make mention of all the various in¬
struments which figure in the ceremonies,
pageants and daily life in the Bible is
impossible here, but a superficial glance
at the old Testament shows the devotion
of the Hebrew people to music both in¬
strumental and vocal.
While sacred
writers look at everything from a religious
standpoint, yet we learn that ancient

most convincing explanation is given b
the Rev. E. Capel Cure, of England, wj^
made an especial study of the poetical and
musical allusions in the Psalter,

people practiced music not only in the
Temple but at home, in tents and in the
fields, indeed, wherever their nomad exist¬
ence found them.
The Teacher’s Teacher
IT IS SUPPOSED that the Hebrews
derived their music from the Syrians.
Certainly they had musical knowledge be¬
fore their sojourn in Egypt. The Alex¬
andrian Jew, Philo, says that Egyptian
Priests taught Moses arithmetic and geo¬
metry and gave him a knowledge of
rhythm, metre and music. This is quite
probable, and we know that the children of
Israel when they escaped from Egypt
brought with them their musical instru¬
ments and sang and played before the
Lord in rejoicing.
1 Iebrew music was undoubtedly shrill,
loud and piercing, far removed from
modern sweetness. This we can gather
from the warlike character of the people,
from their instruments which were con¬
structed rather for noise than for concord
and from our knowledge of the music of
all Oriental peoples.
As to how far the Hebrews of the Bible
had advanced in vocal music and whether
they had attained a greater proficiency than
their neighbors in the rendition of songs,
we unfortunately are ignorant. And un¬
less the excavation of ancient sites in
Palestine now being carried on should re¬
veal some data we shall be obliged to rely
on what we can imagine or infer from the
Scriptures or upon that still more uncer¬
tain source, tradition. That their vocal
music was like their instrumental, warlike,
descriptive and vehement we can readily
surmise. There is no evidence of any
other than unison singing. While, like all
Oriental music, we may suppose that a sort
of rude harmony was acquired, we have
no basis for supposing the existence of
concerted singing as we have it.
However, admitting that we cannot ac¬
cept all the statements of religious writers
and allowing for the exaggerations in the
historical books of the Bible, we realize
that the consecration of music to the serv¬
ice of religion manifestly must have led
to its being developed and cultivated with
great zeal and earnestness.

• • the
tiip massed
massed soim
sound must have
overpowering,

Solomon (II Chronicles 5.12, 13)
Also
the Levites which were the singers all of
them of Asaph, of Heman ofJedu‘hun’
with their sons and them brethren being
arrayed in white linen, having cymbals
psalteries and harps, stood at the east end
of the altar, and with them an hundred
and twenty priests sounding with trum“It came even to pass as the trumpeters
and singers were as one, to make one sound
to be heard in praising and thanking the
Lord; and when they lifted up their voice
with the trumpets and cymbals and instru¬
ments of music and praised the Lord."
In such a scene of religious fervor and
solemn consecration may we not believe
that the lips of the singers were touched
with divine fire while their voices and the
music of the instruments ascending in the
wreaths of incense became the outpouring
of true reverence and holy joy?
Professional
sacred music like the
Psalms, the Lamentations, parts of Job,
the Songs of Solomon and others were
learned and rendered by families of sing¬
ers in the Temple singing either in chorus
or antiphonally, and the congregations
joined only in responses like “Amen,” and
“Hallelujah.”
While the melodies undoubtedly had the
great freedom of Oriental music, they
were earnest and majestic declamations of
Scriptures, prayers and praises.
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Selah!

for a musical interlude
for the definite purpose of allowing
an illustration in sound of- the words sung
is Rev. Cure’s explanation of this term
Such a sound picture at once delays and
sustains the imagination, impressing the
ears and minds of the listeners with the
majesty and beauty of the words sung.
The musical interlude was not always what
is known to modern critics as “pure music."
“Where it separates stanzas it may be mere
sound appealing by the beauty of its melody
or combination of instruments: more often
it represents what we now call ‘program
music’ and is consciously and deliberately
descriptive of the text which it accom¬
panies.”
The author then shows by quotations
from various Psalms how there were
flight, storm, sacrifice, war and other mo¬
tives which, when Selah was indicated,
were produced by the players on the ap¬
propriate instruments. "In this interpreta¬
tion of the word, Selah. it will be seen
that no excessive demand i> made on the
technic or resources of primitive perform¬
ers: but, while every effect was produced
by the simplest means, the instrumental¬
ists of the Temple did for the singers
what the artist does when he adds color
to the outline. In fact so much do some
of the Psalms depend upon their instru¬
mental performance that many of the
phrases are only intelligible with the due
understanding of their Selahs. In all cases
where the Selah is not a mere musical pas¬
sage between the stanzas, the interludes
deepen the glowing intensity of the words
as much as Wagner’s music glorifies his
libretti.”
Realizing that the Bible is the richest
treasury of religious experiences that the
world possesses, it is inspiring to know that
throughout this wonderful recital it is
accompanied by the soft music of the harp,
the hiir.-t of trumpet soui d and choruses
leaping from the heart. “Give thanks unto
the Lord, His mercy endureth forever!”

Songs of Zion
npHE BLIGHT which fell upon Israel
-*• with the destruction of the first Tem¬
ple and the seventy years of foreign servi¬
tude swept away all means of discovering
how this music was rendered at the time
of the first Temple. During the Baby¬
lonian captivity “The Songs of Zion” be¬
came a part of the religious exercises of
the exiles, and, after their return, through
the direction of Ezra, an elaborate musi¬
The Sacred Chant
cal service was in use in the new Temple.
U'ROM EARLIEST times poets have From that time on the service, as pre¬
SELF-TEST QUESTIO.XS ON MR.
sung to harp or pipe accompaniments. scribed in the Talmud clearly 'defined, has
GALLOWAY’S ARTICLE
As today the Arabs recite their sacred been followed in the Synagogue except
L Who, according to the Bible, was
Koran in a sort of chant, so must the where tradition has been modified by ex¬
father of all who handle harp and organ?
prophets and poets of the Bible have de¬ traneous circumstances and surroundings.
2. Name four Biblical incidents in which
livered their messages, which were later
The word Selah which occurs not less
incorporated into the solemn service of the than seventy-one times in the Psalms and music figures prominently.
3. Describe, ugab, tabret, nebel.
Temple. Today in the East a leader ren¬ three times in the Book of Habakkuk.
4. When did the “songs of Zion" be¬
ders one strophe or stanza which is sev¬ nearly always indicates, according to most
eral times repeated three, four and even commentators, some musical direction. The come favorites with the Israelitest
5. What does the word, selah, signifyt

A Greater and Finer Etude
The Etude is now appearing in its new dress. The costly new nresseg
u
•
and the appearance of the magazine will be henceforth greatly improved Tr
lnstall^d;
you to read, because the print will be blacker and clearerfand the envr i
^
^ eaSler for
thousand percent. However, we have always maintained that the
r , ^ettered one
above all things, first in our minds and hearts. The Etude, in this resne^^ °11
Etude were>
advance, particularly from the standpoint of those helpful articles whi hi’ W'I show a notable
tion of the success of thousands of ambitious musicians.
Cn have *3een t^e founda-

Tbhe (Romance of the (Plain Song
15he Abbey at Solesmes

1By Lorna Lindsley

W

E TALK of beauty as if it were a
common thing; it is only when we
find it face to face that we realize
how rarely privileged we are. It is to be
met with face to face at Solesmes, a small
village on the river Sarthe, on the border¬
land of Maine and Anjou. For ninety
years the untiring work of the Benedic¬
tine monks, in the Abbaye de St. Pierre
at Solesmes, has recreated for the 20th
century an art debased since the tenth.
Gregorian plain-chant, so long lost to hu¬
man ears, has been restored; and it is a
song to which the heedless modern finds
himself listening not with the ears alone.
Solesmes is a tiny village, remote and
quiet; there is no railway for three miles,
no cinema, no dreariness. It was probably
far bigger in the tenth century than it is
now. The principal sounds are church
bells and the waters of the river rushing
through the weir. The streets are deserted
after half past eight; the night wind blows
in fresh from the surrounding fields; and
tl twinkling of the stars is not kept at
bay by any street lamps.
There is a grass-grown square in front
of the monastery gate; over the monas¬
tery walls one has a glimpse of the an¬
cient church tower, all that remains of that
remote past; and beyond that are the high
grim walls of the modern monastery, one
of the most beautiful of modern buildings,
built in the nineties by one of the monks,
Dom Mellet, who was the architect of sev¬
eral churches in Brittany. Behind the
monastery the ground falls sheer to the
river below; the high walls reach down to
the edge of the stream. It looks impreg¬
nable. A building of military as well as
spiritual strength, it has had sore need of
the former in the past, having been many
times assaulted. It would seem that the
modern architect has not forgotten its
stormy history. The- river „is a gentle
stream, bordered with broad meadows,
filled with cattle, a smiling countryside at
the foot of these great gray walls.

porary glory under Dom Jean Bougler,
a great scholar of the sixteenth century,
but again its light was dimmed for a hun¬
dred years. It was rehabilitated in the
eighteenth century by the Maurists, only
to pass later into private hands; but it
endured the French Revolution better in
these hands than if it had been part of the
Church; its statues and tombs were saved
a id their integrity assured by Napoleon I,
omnipresent as he was in every nook of
Its great renaissance came in 1830, under
Dom Gueranger. Since then it has been
an ardent workshop for Restoration of
Roman liturgy and plain song, but has
never ceased its combat with the outside
world. Three times since 1860 the monks
have been driven from Solesmes, and in
1901 they took refuge on the hospitable
shores of England, at Quarr Abbey which
they built in the Isle of Wight. The
Great War has brought them back again
to their glorious home, and one’s ironic
thought dwells for an instant on the in¬
scription of the recent memorial tablet in
their church for those Benedictine fathers
who, sheltered by England in 1901, died
for France in 1914.
In spite of exterior misfortune their in¬
terior life has been one of unceasing de¬
votion to study, the history of the Early
Fathers, the rediscovery and transfigura¬
tion of plain-chant. To the liturgy of the
church they have given an overwhelming
beauty. The intensity and sobriety of their
services makes one feel that he is face to
face with the Christianity of over a thou¬
sand years ago, when people laid down
their lives for it.

Plain Song Restored
D Y THE RESEARCH of the men of
this monastery plain song has been
restored to the modern world. The' mu¬
sical dust of centuries had to be rubbed and
scraped from its surfaces, until the original
bright song emerged.
The work was
extremely difficult. Often the melody itself
Early History
hardly remained, and the rhythm had been
HE ABBAYE had its beginning in destroyed by the introduction of bars and
the year 1010. The walls and tower accents. Dom Gueranger said of plain
of the church date from this period; but song, that it is prayer sung by the people.
it was sacked and gutted by the English in Its text is prose, its tempo free, its rhythm
the time of Joan of Arc and its archives that of recitation; its prosody is the cur¬
lost. The monastery was restored to a tem¬ rent Latin of the Middle Ages; it is a
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“natural ladder of sound.” In other words,
the Gregorian melody is simplicity and nat¬
uralness. How far our modern ears and
voices have strayed from it is evident, for
to us it has become a music of great sub¬
tlety, to some almost as difficult to hear
as to sing.
Dom Gueranger sent monks throughout
Europe, veritable pilgrjms, to search for
early examples of plain song. Their work
became an exhaustive archeological study.
When several of the many scattered manu¬
scripts tallied on a note or phrasing, this
was considered to be the purest example
of the genuine Gregorian. There were
notably two schools faintly faithful to the
early tradition, one at St. Gall in Switzer¬
land, the other at Metz. The perfection
of these two schools was due to the acci¬
dents of travel. In 780 Charlemagne, who
considered plain chant and Roman liturgy
a factor in arousing the religious and intel¬
lectual life of his people, sent to Rome for
two experts. One fell ill at St. Gall, the
other at Metz; both remained in the mon¬
asteries which sheltered them. France, de¬
prived of their services, suffered its mu¬
sical relapse; the accretion and corruption
of centuries settled down on church music
until the studies of the Solesmes monks of
the nineteenth century, at St. Gall, Metz
and elsewhere, restored it to its pristine
form.
The Renaissance
TilE ARE just of late years beginning
’ ' to have our doubts about the Ren¬
aissance. It was the Renaissance which
killed plain-chant along with other splen¬
dors of the Middle Ages. Granted that
it was a glorious rebirth, it is a question,
perhaps, which was the more important,
the mother or the child.
By 1860 the monks of Solesmes were
recognized authorities on Roman liturgy
and song. The church first sat at their
feet; secular musicians soon followed.
Dom Mocquereau, whose great work, “Le
Nombre Musical Gregorien,” was the re¬
sult of fifty years of research at Solesmes.
entered the monastery in 1875 and still
lives there. He has been an inspiration and
a guide to such men as d’lndy and Lalo.
Debussy was notably influenced by plainchant, but the intact beauty of this ancient
music remains serenely above all their
heads; modern hands do not really grasp it.

The Services
T T IS at four in the morning that one
first hears the. tinkle of the monastery
bell. It is hardly more than an apologetic
tinkle, as if the church were loth to wake
anyone outside its walls; but the monks
hold their first service at this hour. At
six the bell of the village church, which
is only a stone’s throw over the wall from
the monastery church, rings in earnest, a
clamorous repetition of two strokes, which
is a signal for Solesmes to rouse itself.
The ringing gradually dies away, with a
long monotonous tolling, and the dis¬
turbed visitor lying abed has perhaps just
settled himself for sleep again when the
monastery bell breaks out once more, mu¬
sically and more loudly, for the second
service. The first service open to both
men and women is at nine, when tierce is
sung; the Mass is celebrated and sext fol¬
lows. Vespers at four is again open to
all. At seven the monks celebrate their
last service of the day alone.
A brother at the gate admits one to the
monastery garden, which lies before the
church. Under its old tower the new
church stretches itself along the side of the
monastery. Its interior is very bare and
high and white; its lofty austerity is dec¬
orated only with fine fifteenth century
tombs, enormous piles of pillars, statues
and canopies. In the right transept is the
“Entombment of Christ,” with a lovely
grieving Magdalen seated in the fore¬
ground. In the left transept is the “Tomb
of the Holy Virgin,” and the “Assumption
and triumph of the Holy Virgin over the
woman of the Apocalypse.” These famous
statues are known locally as the “Saints
of Solesmes.” It is up the long aisle of
the church that the fathers walk to the
choir—eighty or a hundred monks whose
sober black habits exhale an odor of in¬
cense as they pass.
Ecclesiastical Atmosphere
ORTUNATE indeed is the traveler
who can pause for some days in that
church and yield himself to the beauty of
the Benedictine’s ritual. The Mass takes
on a new significance, enhanced by the dig¬
nity, courtesy and grace of the celebrants.
The voices of the monks are perfectly
trained. Of an unusual flexibility and ex¬
pression, they are sustained by the organ,
except in Holy Week, when the singing
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I know of no place in the world where
one is so transported to the beauty of a
bygone age as during the celebration of a
Mass or Vespers at Solesmes. The very
faces of the fathers belong not to this
century. One would say unhesitatingly
that they bear the faces of sai,lts’ and then’
one must add- tlle faces of Sreat schoIars
as well- All types are there, and all ages;
‘hey resemble each other only in that they
H
hands Th/v ZZfltn/tof those who have avoided the struggle
of the world but of those who have found
it intensified and have triumphed the more
gloriously. When the spirit of Solesmes
has entered into the traveler, and he has
had to leave for other places, it seems
that none other has a face at all compared
to the interest of those faces left behind,
And all music for a while sounds ignoble
and unworthy compared to the splendor of
the plain song of Solesmes.
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Maintaining T5echnic with Limited Practice
By Charles B. Hoby
The advanced pianist who takes up the
- study of the organ in order to broaden
his musical outlook—or for pecuniary reasons—needs concentrated piano practice
during the period of organ study. Only
systematic technical work at the piano will
keep his hands in a condition suitable for
piano playing, and the practice period must
necessarily he shorter than .before.
To keep in playing condition, a system of
work should be followed for an hour a
day. The first period is devoted to the
difficult scales, one or two a day, at different speeds and with varying rhythms The
scales used are those most frequently met
with in Chopin’s works (D flat A flat
and so fS and one of the aroLS
from each of the following divS-

the coda of the familiar 7mhrombtu in F
sharp of Chopin the cadenza of Liszt’s
Thirteenth Rhapsody and other advanced
works of Chopin and Liszt The passage
1" repeated notes from this Rhapsody or
the more familiar Second Rhapsody should
be P'ayed constantly, as each demands the
greatest lightness and agility.
This completes a half hour of scales and
technic- The remainder of the hour should
be Siyen mostly to the review of old repertoire’ or’ if one tires of oId Pieces, to
twenty minutes’ review of old work and
te“ ™mutes a*a new composition. Those
studled the Sonata Appassionato
i°f .Beetboven are t0 be congratulated on
* VaIuaWe gem in their repertoire,
A
T"* prM!Cms °f wh!ch should

common chord, dominant seventh dimin-

strength and finger ^extTrity

Ih,!
A quarter of an hour at scales and arpeggios is consumed in practicing chromatic major and minor double note scales.
Most of the work is given to the right
hand, but the monotony is sometimes varied
by practicing the cadenzas in Liszt’s Sonnet
of Petrarch No. 104 or .some other work
abounding in double note passages. Oc-

keeping the fingers and arms in playing
condition, are Chopin’s Etudes, Op. 10,
Nos. 7, 8 and 12, which, if played at the
correct tempo, will give enough work for
both hands. For double notes Chopin’s
lmPr°mptu in G flat is good. For scale
passages his Prelude in B flat minor and
‘he p sharp Impromptu are best. For con-

played in single notes, presto volante.
The next quarter of an hour may be
profitably spent in a review of technical
figures which occur frequently in piano
playing. The Tausig-Ehrlich Daily Studies, Isidore Philipp’s School of Technic
an.d the Brabnas FiPy-™* Exercises contain nearly all the pianist needs m the way
of technical drill. Two daily studies, if
transposed and learned thoroughly, will
perhaps be sufficient for this quarter of
an hour The chromatic five-finger exercise of Tatung provides the long-fingered
pianist
pianist with
with the
the means
means of
of overcoming
overcoming thft
the
difficulties of contraction as demanded in
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Jelly Beans
By

Larelda Breister

, child plays double notes
As »—
SOON -- -a unm
. . -vs
. , __ _.A tn
U'
“certain teacher’stryout wi
et beans was with a class of
Sr toys from six to eight years old.
The class copied from the board the definition of an interval and the names of the
intervals built on middle-C. They then
counted lines and spaces of the notes or
scale degrees and saw how this corresponded to the names of the intervals,
The’ teacher impressed on them that the
lowest note is always “one” and the last
note the number of the interval, this being reckoned so in any key. Sharps and
flats do not affect the number.
The pupils were then sent to the piano.
Each boy sat in a different octave and
was given five different colored jelly
beans. It being near Easter the teacher
said that the Easter Bunny had left these
and that the pupils could eat them providing they thought hard to avoid a mistake.

himself. He asked the others if this was
correct; they answered m the
affirm,*:...
the affirmative
s
So George was allowed to eat "the
.... „v>.
enth.” Next the teacher asked, “What
are the letter names and what is the numher rite «^al
Hack to gr een?»
As correct answer* we fcnenthe ban,
vanished. Not one bean »a forfeited,
Then the teacher gav .lit two more
beans to each one both of the same color,
and had each place them ,,, his octave
He then directed Kenneth to form a
fifth from E-flat and I-m to form a
third from C-sharp, and
anted to different intervals in their study pieces for
them to form.
Next the class formed tonic triads from
any key. The teacher opened the front of
the piano and, by e.\]
the hammers,
showed that there were I'mir half steps
between do and mi and t' e between mi
and sol.
Next, more jelly lx-ans
n distributed
The tea.cher told them to put the rcd bcan and eacb pupil in turn formed the chord
011 C’ the yellow on D’ the black 0n F’ from thc root the tern i gave, using
the green on G’ alld the orange 0n B’ blatk ,K'a"s on b,:uk 1
T1,e beans
(With thls lay'out a11 intervals exccP‘ were left in place while
iclicr wrote
the 0ctave and the prime can be formctk lhc chords on «•« staff 1 1 explained that
These may be made by movinS the or- ,hey aPPcar ‘"her on tin
.djaccnt lines
ange from B to C temporarily for the or on three adjacent ;
that is, as
octave and Putting it with the red bean long as they arc in i
ition. The
?n C for the primP' The teacher may ,owest notc » do and •
harp or flai
dI.ustrate how a Prinle can be produced does not affect the
;
n the staff,
wlth two boys Slnsmg the same notc, After each one played
named the keys
thouSh on.e key answers for both on the lie could eat his beans
plano’ whlle> on the Panted manuscript,
This instruction required
rty-fivc min‘wo notes are used on the same degree utes for four pupils, but their attention
but touching.)
was keen every moment and a later test
The teacher thai said, George, you are at a private lesson prmed
understood
tb/ oldest. Will you tell me the names intervals and the format,
„f the tonic
f ‘he keys and the number of the interval triad better than most , ! !. pupils who

h

ThTothe? “C to bV 1 seventh,""came almls^beTore kamed"!^ lStio'n'of not

iZ

’in high^d

‘“her “ *’** •*

Precise Fingering
By Lawton Partington

rtS* Z Hg* f*

good. One way of doing it ought
Elude, Op. 10, No. Ys"
most suitable? * v.
-w utuiany c
US Polonaises
Polonaise? In
A A
A
Tt
_t. •
tcinemoer.
be decided upon-and then used all the
a,® and octaves- hi,s
in A,
It is *,„*
not enough
Passage like the time.
’ r !lat mmor and F sharp minor, or following:
Better results are obtained thus, even in
'SZt S Four*h and Sixth Rhapsodies will
cases when inferior methods of fingering
P jI^Up 'ttvenfv°U^'
•
are used, than are obtained when the
of reperto.Ve t"if f°/ reV’'eW
student knows several good ways of finto play ,through all
the
compositionsThat
—
""
urn
■
■
Bering
the passage but is never quite certain
cover the difficult*
; *
1
Choose your piece "or pieces ^d jCh"ic' Which aI1°ws of several goodd methods
nwimj.. of use.
until tbe very Iast moment which he will
leave them until you arc satisfied
your performance or until you think a
rest is necessary. Try to balance octave
practice with finger work. Once a week drop
.. and
^W0 Sides to a Question
technic and ^,^11,_u.i-,
devote the whole hour to old
new pieces. But do not try too much!
In
By GERTRUDE Greenhalgh Walker
have two aspects.01'k
WC may consider tl,c nlcaninff of
hat is the sub-dominant of a oi, ’ suh'd°minant from anotlier angle,
ey. may be reasonably answereA
en . C being the tonic, G is the dominant or
ways. Taking the key of" Qab°Ve tbe '"nic. C being the.tonic,
hon,1, with C as “nn,»
th,
Fjs the sub-dominant or fifth below the
be put out of business, for each would be "°mJ,S the fifth
dominant ' Th. " T
his own teacher
sub meaning under is
V j
p cfix
A good teacher makes deaf to the pupil ,theorists to the fourth note of ^ S°me
what is to be done and how it is done and ^ and.is called sub-domffiant or" g?”
then expects the pupil to learn it, to make the donnnant.
’ or under
it really his own. Then the teacher can
Ex l
point out the next step. Each thing well
Tonic
Sab-domin&ut
done makes the next step easier
The
Each way of figuring is correct. The
teacher knows the way.
wise teacher presents both sides of *be
matter and lets the student reach his own
Dominant Sub-dominant
conclusions.

^3he F{ext Step

By May Hamilton Helm
Dr. David Starr Jordan has said that
all wisdom consists in knowing what to do
next. During the great war the soldiers
• frequently asked, Where do we go from
hef®- ...
,
,
Would it not be easy to learn music or
anything else if we always knew what to
do next—where to go from here?” If
each person knew this, teachers would soon
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is unaccompanied. They sing almost pianissimo, but the eighty or more voices fill
the silent church. So devout is the attitude of the fathers towards their ritual
that any monk who makes a mistake in
the stress or phrasing of the plain song
steps forward from his stall and kneels for
a moment towards the altar to beg formveness for his fault
A part of the sendee is the fraternal
kiss which is passed from monk to monk,
preceded or followed by a mutual inclination of the head. One of the fathers
steps from the chon; to give the k,ss to a
brother who sits with the other brothers
below the choir stalls. After the Mass is
celebrated the monks leave the choir
through the church, the people standing
as they pass; but one is hardly out of the
church before they begin to return singly
to pray at the Jomb of_the Virgin” or
Their service t 1

Internals and 'Sonic Chard taught with

THE FAMOUS OPERA HOUSE AT CAIRO, FOR THE OPENING OF WHICH IN

Aida
(AH'EE''DAH)

A Love'Tragedy of the Nile Arranged for Presentation as a dreading at 'Music Qlubs
ADAPTED FROM VERDl’S FAMOUS OPERA

<By Edward Ellsworth Hipsher
I
Introduction
SMAIL PACHA (ees-ma-el’
pash'-a), Khedive, and one of
the most enlightened rulers of
modern Egypt, was having built
a new opera house in Cairo, (kl-ro), to be
finished in 1869, coincident with the opening
of the Suez Canal. For the dedication- of
this temple of musical art for the stage, he
invited Verdi to compose a new opera,
which, after a considerable haggling as to
prices, the master agreed to do for twenty
thousand dollars, a then wholly unprec¬
edented sum for any musical work. The
result was “Aida,” in which sensuously
beautiful yet dramatically appropriate
music and gorgeous pageantry were wedded
iu such a perfect union that it has inaugu¬
rated more opera houses and opera sea¬
sons than any other similar musico-dramatic work.
Giuseppe Verdi. (jew-sep’-pee ver'-dee)
was born at Roncole (rawn'-co-lay), Italy,
on October 10 (some authorities say the.
ninth) of 1813, the son of a keeper of
an inn and small groceries-and-wine shop.
When but a child he began lessons on
the spinet; and at the age of ten he was
organist of the parish church.
After
several seasons of study under Provesi
(pro-vay'zee), organist and choirmaster
of the Cathedral of Busetto (hoo-zet'-to),
Verdi won a scholarship for two years of
study and proceeded to Milan (mee'lahn),
where he applied - for admission to the
Royal Conservatory, which was refused by
the pedantic theorists of the institution, on
the ground of his showing “no special apti¬
tude for music.”
Verdi passed through a rather long ap¬
prenticeship, when, between 1839 and 1851,
he created no less than sixteen complete
operas, of which only “Ernani (ayr-nah'nee)” was destined for much international
success or to survive to our day. Then,
in the incredibly short period of five days
less than two years, “Rigoletto (ree'-go-

let'-to)” had its premiere at the theater
La Fenice (lah fay-nee'-chey) of Venice,
on March 11, 1851; “II Trovatore (eel trovah-taw'ray),” at the Teatro Apollo (tayah'-tro ah-pawl'-lo) of Rome, on January
19, 1853; and “La Traviata (lah trah'-veeah'-tah),” again at La Fenice, on March
6, 1853. These inaugurated what is com¬
monly mentioned as the second period in
the development of the master. Verdi had
“arrived.” “Rigoletto,”' “II Trovatore” and
“La Traviata,” alone, would have assured
immortality to any name.
In the fourteen years succeeding the ap¬
pearance of “La Traviata,” six new operas
and a revision of his earlier “Macbeth”
were heard. Then for sixteen years the
great master rested, presenting no new the¬
atrical works to the public.
Of the last and greatest period of his
art, “Aida,” first heard at Cairo on De¬
cember 24, 1871, (two years after the time
first intended, and with the still unemanci¬
pated Egyptian women peeping from lat¬
ticed stalls), remains the best fruit.
The plot of “Aida” is “a story of true
love thwarted by destiny, betrayed by jeal¬
ousy, yet triumphant in death.” ■ The set¬
ting is the Court of the Pharaohs, in that
period of strife between Egypt and her
neighboring and then powerful Ethiopia.
It was suggested by Mariette Bey (maree-et' bay), the great French Egyptolo¬
gist, was written in French prose by Ca¬
mille de Locle (ca-meel' duh lo'-cle) of
the Opera Comique (o-pay'-rah co-meek'),
and translated into Italian verse by Antonio Ghislanzoni (ahn-to'-nee-o gheez'lahn-dzo'-nee).
II
Music
Introduction to “Aida”
(Arranged for Four Hands by Conradi)
III
Act I
The scene is a great Hall, in the Palace
of the King of Memphis. The time is that
of the Pharaohs, when Egypt was at the

height of her culture and power and all
but dictated to the strongest monarchs of
the earth. Remnants of barbaric blood still
coursed the veins of her most noble; and
this, blended with the alchemy of tropical
heat, created a race fired with passion and
pride, confidence and conquest.
As the scene opens, Ramfis (rahm'feece), the High Priest, is telling Radames
(rah'-dah-maze), a Captain of the Guard,
that he has consulted Isis (l'-sis) and that
he goes to the King with a message that
the goddess has named a supreme leader,
young and brave, to command the Egyptian
forces in repelling the invading Ethiopians.
As he departs, a significant glance causes
hope to spring in Radames that he is the
favored one. Left alone, he exults in how,
if this be true, he can return, crowned with
laurels, to his sweet Aida. He then bursts
into the Celeste Aida (chey-less'-tay
Aida), one of the purest and most elo¬
quent outpourings of emotional love-rap¬
ture in the entire realm of opera.
Mystical garland of flowers and light.
Of all my thoughts thou art the shrine.
Thou of my life art the splendor bright.”
!V
Radames’ Aria—Celeste Aida

Radames’ silence and his confused man¬
ner awake her suspicions, which are
strengthened by the entrance of the agi¬
tated Aida and the intercepted glances of
the warrior and the slave. With feminine
and jealous cunning, Amneris gives Aida
an affectionate and solicitous welcome; to
which the Ethiopian maiden pleads her
fear for her native land. The King ar¬
rives with his guards, priests and courtiers,
and announces the outbreak of war. The
fine ensemble grows as a messenger brings
tidings that the Ethiopians, led by A manasro (ah'-mahn-ahz'-ro), their King, are
marching upon Thebes. As a magnificent
chorus of patriotic ardor- rises to its cli¬
max, Amneris hands to Radames the ban¬
ner which he is to carry to victory; and
all voices join in the triumphant shout:
Ritorna vincitor! (ree-tor'-nah veen'-chee-tor),
(Return, as Victor!)
Left alone, Aida repeats the victory com¬
mand, and then is immediately torn with
the realization that this means the humilia¬
tion of her own brother, her own father,
her own people, her own land. She im¬
plores the gods to annul her impious prayer
and to give victory to her own country.
Yet, this means the disgrace, and perhaps
the death, of her beloved. Tortured by
these opposed emotions, the unhappy slavemaiden, crushed to the earth, can only pour
out her heart in a great and fervent prayer:
Numi, pieta!

,

V
Amneris (ahm-nay'reece), proud princess
of Egypt’s royal house, enters and, notic¬
ing the enthusiasm over-glowing the young
warrior’s features, exclaims :
o’erfloweth!
m knoweth!”
Then, when Radames replies that his
heart “drinks from a dream of ambition
and future glory,” she insinuates:
"Is there not another dream speaks more ten¬
derly and sweetly to thy heart?
Hast thou not in Memphis a desire, a hope?”

(noo'-mee, pee-aye-tah'), Gods,

VI
Music
Aida’s aria—Ritorna Vincitor!
This is one of those rare numbers in
opera, which is almost as effective on the
platform as on the stage.
VII
The scene changes to the Temple of Vul¬
can. A mysterious light from above. A
long row of columns loses itself in the
dark. Statues of the various deities; with
an altar at the center.
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Ramfis and the priests and priestesses are
assembled to bless the expedition. Radames
comes to receive the sacred veil. Ramfis
sings his final invocation, in which Radames
joins. The warrior is clothed in the sacred
armor, and the priestesses resume their
mystic dance.
VIII
Music
Numc, custode e viiidici .(noo'-may.'coostoh'-day aye veen-dee'-chee), (God, guar¬
dian and avenger).
on(theSdiferV)d DuCt and Chorus ma>’ be had
IX
Act II
The scene is a Room in the Apartments
of Amneris.
This long act, which, in its entirety is
usually looked upon as “The Triumph of
Radames” might be called quite as rele¬
vantly, “The Triumph of .lumens.”
Amid the voluptuousness of a tropical
royal court, the haughty princess reclines
while her tiring-women complete her
toilette for the approaching festival and at
the same time waft over her great and
gorgeously colored feather fans, flatter her,
and sing the honors of the returning
Radames. Amneris’ tender dreams of the
future are relieved by a grotesque dance
of young Moorish slaves.

Music

This last scene is highly pictureso,
“The Pass of Napata,” echoes an exulask what he will and it shall be his. To
The Verdian device of showing two faf'
which he replies:
‘tt
Amanasro, as he emerges from pendent groups of actors in simultaneT
scenes is here employed with even
“Firsq deign that the captives be brought be3"“Behold Rida’s father—and the Ethio¬ effect than in “Rigoletto.” Above is tf
The guarded and dispirited captives en¬
splendid Temple of Ptah, with the prjc
ter, and after them Amanasro, the Ethio¬ pian King.”
All but dumb with horror and despair, and priestesses and their weird chanth.
pian King. Aida springs to his arms, but
Radames wails three times, “I am dis¬ Below, a dark vault in which Rad,,,^
is warned away as the King of Egypt asks
patiently awaits a slow death by starvatio,
the prisoner-king’s identity. At which he honored!”
Radames sings the despairing:
*'
“Nay, there is no dishonor,” Amanasro
equivocates by answering:
replies comfortingly.
“ ‘Tis Fate that
“The fatal stone upon me now is cln*:„ .
"Aida’s father. I also fought: but we were willed it so! Come, and in honor and
The light of day no more shall I s.»i lng!
vanquished.”
No more behold Alda!
'
power thou shalt reign with Aida.”
Aida, where art thou now?
Now commences an elaborate and colos¬
But Fate swiftly ends also this dream.
Whate’er befall me, may'st thou he i,.„ .
sal ensemble: in which Agianasro pleads
Ne’er may my frightful doom be .old to^thL,
“Traitor 1” rings the charge of a furious
for his people; the prisoners and Egyp¬
tian? join in prayers for mercy; the priests woman. It is Amneris.
In the shadows he suddenly sees a form
Amanasro rushes at her with drawn dag¬
sternly oppose this and urge the death of .
ger ; but Radames leaps between them. It is Aida who has secreted herself in t|,e
their enemies; Aida,'Ramfis and the King.
soliloquize as to the pardon.; Radames ex¬ Amanasro has just time to drag Aida crypt that she may die with her beloved
When Radames sings:
‘
away,
When
Ramfis
and
his
guard
advance.
presses tender care for Aida; whilst Am¬
neris mutters threats of vengeance. Ra¬ Radames strides proudly toward the High
d lovely!
To die, thyself
dames approaches the King to claim his re¬ Priest, with;
In all thy beaut
“Priest! I am thy willing prisoner.”
ward; which occasions an outburst from
Fade thus forei
the priests. But in gratitude to his heroic
XIX
general the King proclaims the pardon of
Act IV, Scene I
all captives except Amanasro and Aida who
A Room in the Palace, with a side door
are retained as hostages. Then as a final leading to Radames’ cell. Amneris, dis¬
reward the King declares;
On golden wings above!
traught between her desire for vengeance
I see heaven s gates are v
and her love for Radames, orders him
Where tears are never sir
ugn of Egypt c = day w
r thou’lt brought before her. She offers to save his
Where only bliss and joy
reign.’
The
and l/>«
...
life, if he will renounce Aida, which pro¬
Tlioveb!"“ *nd J°y ° nevtr ,*din*’ •»<««,
It is the hour of triumph for Amneris,
posal he scorns. At which Amneris cries:
and she gloats to Aida:
XXII
Who can save thee, wretched being?

.
And the scene closes with a tremendous
" ensemble which for sheer magnificence is And Radames replies:
scarcely, if at all, paralleled in opera.
XI
“Void of terror death now appeareth,
Since I die for her I cherish
Into this scene comes the dejected Aida,
«V,!ieJh,
<?u,r when
1 sha11
XIII
from whom Amneris is resolved to wring
With
delight
my heart
willPerish,
glow.
Music
Wrath no more this bosom feareth.
her secret. Tried beyond endurance, Aida
Scorn for thee I only know.”
breaks into the ecstatic love-lyric, Amore!
Triumphal March
(This
Amorel
ml Triumphal March ma;
Amneris, overcome, sinks into a chair;
while Radames is led off by the guards to
the judgment chamber. The scene which
XIV
ensues
is intensely dramatic and impressive.
Then advances Amneris and, in sweetly
Act III
Seeing her beloved led away, Amneris re¬
insinuating phrases begs Aida to tell her
A moonlit night on the banks of the
secret trouble. Not successful in her de¬ Nile. The Temple of Isis is half con¬ lents her harshness. She hears the voices
of the priests in their solemn imprecations;
sign, she tries, craftily:
cealed by palm trees, and from it is heard and, contrasting with these are the griefa low chanting of praise. Aida enters broken phrases of her despair. The priests
“The cruel fate of war not all alike embraces ■
Foi °“ Jhe /eW the leader bold may fall trans¬ cautiously, hoping to find Radames, and
fixed by death.
ascend from the crypt and cross the hall •
sings her tender and despairing O Patria while the frantic woman vents her denun¬
Radames by thine has perished!”
Mia (o pah-tree-ah mee-ah), (O My Na¬ ciations upon them.
At Aida’s cry of despair, Amneris ex¬ tive Land), whose loveliness she despairs
claims in fury:
of seeing again.
XX
opera5

Moorish^Slaves From

XV
Okime! Morir mi sento (oh-ee-may’1
mo-reer mee sen’-to,)’ (Ahme, ^

Seena (shay’-nah)-/.,, fatal pielra
(la fah-tahl’ pee-ayc-tralT;, (The Fatal
Stone).
This is perhaps the most intensely dra¬
matic and melodiously beautiful duet of
all Verdi wrote.
XXIII
The lovers sing their farewell to earth,
in liauntingly lovely strains. Here Verdi
indulged in intervals usually avoided in
music to be sung; and yet, by the magic
of his genius, lie transmuted them into
phrases so ingratiating to I with the voice
and the ear that they carry the auditor
quite into the atmosphere <>f the celestial.
In strange contrast the heathen chanting*
continue above. A figure, veiled in mourn¬
ing robes, advances and kneels over the
stone-of death which closes the tomb. It
is Amneris, who, broken-hearted, prays:
“O Isis, grant peace to my beloved!”
Below, the faithful lovers, clasped in
each other’s arms, have entered a blessed
sleep.

XII
XVI
XXI
Scene II
When about to depart, Aida is surprised
Act IV, Scene II
The prayer of the “Daughter of all the
A vast open space among palms and by to see her father. He reproaches her de¬
An Interior of the Temple of Vulcan-a Fharaohs” is answered.
the Temple of Thebes. At the left is a votion to Radames, tells her that his people subterranean apartment below the altar
royal dais and canopied throne, and there have risen again, that she still may hope
XXIV
is a second of almost equal splendor.
to see her country, and exacts a promise »S1^S,0,Q-fcMhh-(a.
I! . ,
Music
Grand Finale (fee-nah’-lay). Here we that she will induce Radames to betray the
fix**" inle'SSnir,
serenity and peace
P,'a«. and
“brfa”—Grand Potpourri, for the piano
have probably the most magnificent pageant plans of his army. When Radames enters,
in all stage art. There is a triumphant Aida repulses him as belonging to another. Xreb'?hrctefe
hS
sanctuary
0f
the
inthis
on^L°
sf
s»RRested
here, and others from
royal procession led by the King, followed and when he vows his faith to her, she
TprUrgb0ff0avd^|
by state officials, priests and military bids him to prove it by joining her in
beautiful of all music.” machines T* recortlinSs f°r sound reproducing
guards. Excitement mounts with the ar¬ flight.
rival of an advance guard of Egyptian
jtti deserts*1 bare £&
troopers led by a group of musicians with
^he VYtusic teacher
long silver trumpets and playing perhaps
wTere wenmayTove,aSni^d."h *° fi"d’
the most sonorous march ever written for
By Joseph C. Podolyn
XVII
a stage spectacle. Then a brilliant ballet,
' Arpeggio,
unequalled in opera for its oriental splen¬
Solfeggio,
Pizzicato,
Duet of Aida and Radames—Fuggiam
dor, relieves the tension.
Obbligato,
At the zenith of this pageantry come the gh ardori (foog-gee-ahm’ lyee ahr-daw’Rounded hand on Keys.
victorious troops, bearing aloft the statues ree), (Let us flee from the sorrows).
Pianissimo,
of the gods in the form of the bull, the
XVIII
A cappcila,
You’re
wrong!
Once
more
begin.
sacred cat and the boat of Ra. At last
The lovers are hurrying off the scene
Tarantella,
Radames is carried on, in a canopied litter when A'ida stops to inquire:
Treble clef,
Fj»e! Play it again;
on the shoulders of his officers. The King
Third on “f"
“But tell me whither shall we go?
Allargando,
descends from his throne to embrace and
A little faster, dear;
The Egyptians will have closed all the
Rallentando,
thank the savior of their country. The passes.”
■Sonatma,
“Dolce,” the last refrain.
waiting crown can be placed on the victor’s
Concertina,
“Nay,” replies Radames; “one will be
head only by the lovely daughter of the
Decrescendo here.
And
all day thus
King.
Ethiopia1” °"e Ch°Sen for 0Ur march uPon
This music fuss;
But the symbols on his brow are not
Crandioso,
“And which is that?”
What joy when city’s grovAi
enough. The King commands Radames to
Meno
mosso,
“The Pass of Napata.”
Df jar and clang
Tonic minor, please;
And shriek and bang
Come to your cars a-hou’lin,

an.d
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How to
M

UCH has been said and written in the
past regarding a singing tone; and,
from many of the prevalent ideas
abroad, one might infer that there is some
sort of a mystic current between the fingers
of a great artist and the strings themselves.
Such reasoning is indeed far from the real
facts. True, many pianists possess a beau¬
tiful singing tone; but this fact is rather
based upon the performer’s real under¬
standing of the laws that govern that
old relationship between cause and effect.
In other words the really great artist
understands fully the means by which this
most beautiful of pianistic illusions is ac¬
complished.
Then how should the pupil go about his
practice in order that he may acquire this
very necessary side to his pianistic qualifica¬
tions? First of all he must realize the
limitations of his instrument and learn how
to compensate for them. Secondly, he
should have a knowledge of the purely
physical laws of relaxation. Thirdly, he
must know in what manner to attack the
key to obtain the best results. Fourthly,
he must have a graphic pictorial comprehen¬
sion of proportion of tones, and he must
be able to use, to the best advantage pos¬
sible, the pedals as an aid in acquiring the
desired end.
Let us at this point define just what
a “singing tone” really is. As the phrase
implies, our ideal is mainly to be taken
from the singer. Song, in its most beauti¬
ful and lyric expression, has to do with
both a sustained tone and a perfect, pure
legato. The trained and experienced sing¬
er can sustain tone for many, many meas¬
ures ; and indeed the ability to do so is
one of the singer’s chief assets.
Legato, in turn, implies not only a con¬
necting of one tone to another but also a
smooth dynamic flow of tone as well. The
singer can, indeed, very easily connect two
tones; but to connect them smoothly either
in a crescendo or decrescendo requires
great skill and is the artistic end aimed
at by every great artist. There should be
no sudden change of dynamics—degree of
tone quantity—in song, except as it is de¬
liberately applied to achieve a definite
effect. So to sum up let us remember that
song has two definite requisitions, namely,
sustained tone and legato; and legato in
turn implies not only connecting of tones,
but also, as has been said before, dynamic
smoothness.
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Ma\e the Piano Sing
<By W. Ward Wright

experiment for a moment he will soon
learn that the tone of a piano Begins to
“die” immediately after its production.
And all the ostentatious mannerisms of
key-bed squeezing and constant swaying
of the arm after tone production may ap¬
peal to the’ student of Delsarte, but are
of’no value to the pianist. For the only
use that a depressed key has after the tone
has once been gotten under way, so to
speak, is simply to keep the individual key’s
damper off the string leaving it free to
vibrate itself, by its diminutive process,
into actual silence.
Sustaining by Repeating
T MIGHT BE stated here that many
clever pianists very softly repeat a
note in quick succession with the damper
pedal down, giving the illusion of sustained
tone. This treatment, however, is more
or less of a trick and is seldom used in
legitimate melody playing. Liszt himself
knew this trick and used it many times in
his compositions, as at the bottom of the
first page of the Second Hungarian Rhap¬
sody.
Now it can readily be seen that the very
first requisite of a singing tone, namely, the
sustaining element, is quite impossible on
the piano. Of course this greatest defect of
all percussive instruments is somewhat
overcome1 on a concert grand piano by the
fact that the strings are so much longer,
which gives a much longer duration to the
tone produced. Especially did Chopin and
LiSzt realize this very defect, and a close
study of their melodies will disclose that
they are seldom written above the middle
register of the piano, where the strings
become shorter and shorter. The wellknown “Liebestraum” in A-Flat by Liszt
is an example of perfect piano writing,
for the composer has placed his melody on
that part of the instrument where the sus¬
taining element of the individual tone is
utilized to its best advantage.
Those composers most skillful in writ¬
ing piano concertos have deliberately avoid¬
ed trying to make the piano sing to the
accompaniment of such a perfect singing
medium as is the modern orchestra. For
the singing tone of the piano, when placed
in direct comparison with such instruments
as the violin and ’cello, is “shown up,” so
to speak, to a great disadvantage. And
in those places where the string section of
the orchestra does take the melody, both
piano and pianist are relegated—and wisely
so—to the position of mere rhythmic and
technical display.
Furthermore', the second element of
legato, namely, smooth dynamic flow of
tone, is quite as impossible on the piano
as is the sustaining of tone; for there can
be no real and smooth crescendo or de¬
crescendo when each melody note in itself
contains the decrescendo element. In the
light of these indictments it would seem
that anything at all approaching a singing
tone on the piano would be quite impos¬
sible, but for the fact that the compensa¬
tion for these limitations of this other¬
wise almost perfect instrument lies in the
full understanding of the fourth point
vyhich we have named above and which we
shall presently take up.

I

Most Popular Instruments
'T'HE TWO MOST popular solo instruments of the’ present day are
undoubtedly the violin and the piano, and
it would be well worth our while to com¬
pare them here and to note the possibilities
of each to imitate the singer. The violin¬
ist, even in a more marked degree than
the singer, can sustain tone. In fact he can
do so indefinitely by the “continuous act”
of bowing. Consequently, this very ability
to sustain tone on the violin makes that
justly popular instrument the best mechan¬
ical medium we have for producing a sing¬
ing tone, and is without a doubt the great¬
est asset that that instrument possesses
(of course the ’cello falls into the same'
class).
And the perfect legato of the
voice in either crescendo or decrescendo,
can be accomplished on the violin by effec¬
Relaxation
tive bowing.
ELAXATION is simply doing a thing
But with the piano we have a very dif¬
with the least possible effort. It does
ferent problem with which to deal. Due
to the percussive nature of the instrument not consist of a complete devitalization
the piano cannot really sing but only seems of the arm, hand, and fingers, but
to do so, for tone production on the piano, the avoidance of a feeling of stiffness. Let
unlike tone production on the violin, con¬ the reader go to the piano at this point and
sists of but a momentary and “discontin¬ by a gentle swaying up and down of the
uous act” against the key. If one will but whole arm produce a tone. The arm must
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constantly in a state of
balance.
Let the pupil here “float” a single key
down so as to produce a medium tone.
Gradually increase: the amount of the tone
until you have a real fortissimo, constantly
keeping in mind that “floating quality” as
an ideal and avoiding any real bump of
key bottom. The arm and hand should be
in such a perfect state of balance as to
allow the performer to perceive the recoil
of the key.
In other words, he must
“weigh” the key down—use the key to
play upon the string—never strike, press,
push or jab at the key. The key must
seem as if it were a part of his playing
mechanism—one complete' “string tool”
from shoulder to hammer. Indeed it is
well to think of and consider the key¬
board as not really a part of the piano
itself, no more than is the violinist’s bow
a part of the violin, but only a “tool,” or
as in the case of the piano a “set of tools”
which we use for tone production.
A Tool for Each Tone
the violin > has but one
tool for all tones, the piano has an
individual tool for each individual tone',
namely, the key. And let us remember
that whether we be carpenters, golf or
tennis players, or pianists, our success with
the tool we employ depends upon the free
and easy manner in which we use it.
Above all, seek to eliminate any percep¬
tible percussion of the hammer against the
string, in so far as is possible. The ham¬
mer is to be aimed at the string and not
beyond it, for this latter miscalculation
give's that most unyielding quality of tone
that is so unpleasant to the ear. Allow
the string to be “coaxed” into vibration,
as it were, and not “bumped” into it. The
key is to be played “with” arid not “on.”
If these ideas are persisted in, the tone
will not be hard and metallic but round
and full at all times even to the faintest
pianissimo.
We have now come to the fourth point
of our discussion—that of proportion. In
all piano playing (except for some special
phrases, particularly in Bach) there are
in the main two distinct proportions which
for want of better words I have named
the “vertical proportion” and the “horizon¬
tal proportion.” By “vertical proportion”
I mean the proportional degree of loudness
of two or more notes played simultaneously.
Observe the following:

The horizontal proportion is the pro¬
portion of one melody note with the fol¬
lowing note of the song part. There must
always be a melodic curve up or down;
for all music is movement to or away
from a given point. For an understanding
of these two proportions, let us for in¬
stance consider Chopin’s well-known Noc¬
turne Op. 9, No. 2.

WHEREAS

The B-flat and the G in the right hand
are the melody tones and consequently
should be played louder than the left hand
notes. The E-flat in the bass is the next
important note and is played just a bit
softer than the right hand. The following
chords are merely color chords and should
be floated down with the greatest precau¬
tion so that the listener is not aware of
them, although they are softly audible.
The second chord is played softer than
the first, and the following E-flat, in turn,
softer still, for the reason that the melody
note G is rapidly fading away and our
supporting tones must consequently allow
the fading tone nevertheless to sing on.
But the melody tones themselves must in¬
crease in loudness to the second F which is
the culmination note of the phrase toward
which the dynamic movement of the phrase
has progressed.
The following E-flat
should be played with just the amount of
tone to which the previous F has faded.
This treatment produces to the 9ar almost
a perfect legato. In the same way pro¬
ceed with the next phrase keeping in mind
the B-flat in the second measure as the
note of phrase culmination. Graphically
our proportions may be pictured thus:

Esc. 3
Simply play a good full octave on
middle C in the manner described above.
Listen intently for your tone and just how
much is really sounding; then quite softly
add a C in the bass and “color” the whole
with the remaining two notes in the meas¬
ure. You will notice that the octave on
middle C is marked f—this, because these
are the notes you wish to stand out. The
C in the bass is played mf, as an unob¬
trusive foundation upon which you are
building your melody tone. The G and E
are played p because they are mere “color”
tones. The second and third measures
demonstrate what other color combinations
are possible to this same singing octave.
Likewise harmonize this octave with other
chord-color formations; at all times keep¬
ing in mind that the C tones are to float
on and above the other tones.

• melody -tone
I > color tones
- bass tone .
Vertical proportion.

Horizontal proportion.
On a little thought it will be seen that
the vertical proportion will remain prac¬
tically constant. For instance, if in exam¬
ple 1 the octave on C be played ff the bass
note will have to be played f and the
color tones mf. Or, if the melody octave
be played, let us say, mp, the bass note
will have to be played p and the color
tones pp. Musically speaking, our melody
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tone, no matter whether loud or soft
must be supported by a bass note some¬
what softer than itself and by color tones
a bit softer still.
It must also be kept in mind that a
gradual crescendo of a melodic phrase is
accompanied by a proportional crescendo
of the other voices or parts. This pro¬
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duces that beautiful musion not only of
legato but also of “swelling.” Likewise,
each phrase mounts higher to some climax
phrase.
A full discussion of the pedal cannot be
gone into here but a skillful use of the socalled syncopated pedal will result in a
most fascinating effect, for our tonal com¬

ful and coveted end. And may We
become concerned only with the scientT
SCThis study in “tone in fluid form’ should analysis of the singing tone, nor e'"C
make
the singing tone more import?!
open vast vistas of beauteous acoustic
possibilities to the thought fu and experi¬ than the sour for if our song, no matt
menting student. But let it always be however beautiful it may lie, remains cold
remembered that the acquiring of a smg- the very object of our music making
have been defeated.
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T5he Songs of Frederic Qhopin

tongue with his musical thoughts. For that language
ULIUS FONTANA, pianist and friend of Chopin,
requires its own peculiar order of ideas and an expression
left much valuable data about his great contem¬
porary. His appreciation of Chopin’s songs is un¬
of style and character to which he was not willing to
equalled in its understanding of the art of the composer.
bow. He never made the slightest attempt to write to
He says:
any other than Polish words. He often regretted,
“Chopin in his Sixteen Polish Songs, identified himself
with his friends, that the condition of the Polish
so well with the Polish national character, that three or
stage at that time did not offer a fitting field for a
four of the oldest, which he copied out, at the time of
trial of his powers. But the songs which are here
their composition, for a few friends, became immensely
presented to the musical public will give connoisseurs
popular, and, without publication, rang from one end to
an idea of what Chopin might have accomplished in
the other of his native land, equal favorites in palace
the popular and dramatic style had circumstances been
and cottage.
more favorable to him.
“Only when deeply moved by the beauty of national
poetry, did he yield to the inspired desire of re-echoing
A Growing Appeal
those poems in tones, sometimes simple and gay, more
ff'T'HE VALUE of these songs—their individual
often serious and melancholy. In this way he composed
value, so to speak—cannot for a moment be dis¬
a great number of songs during the finest epoch of his
puted ; those who study his works rarely content them¬
life, from 1832 to 1844; but, unfortunately, the greater
selves with the title of admirers—they became Chopinpart of them is lost. For it was his custom to seat him¬
lovers; and their circle is a large one, one that is daily
self at the piano, with the book of poems open before
increasing. His exotic or ethereal Mazurkas, many of
him, and to compose during the ■ enthusiasm of the
which seem to have been conceived in dreams; the
moment. In spite of incessant entreaties he continu¬
Polonaises, to whose melancholy, noble measures knights
ally put off writing them down for us. Sickness and
and dames alone should tread, among the ruins of
death overcame him and only these few artistic gems
ancestral castles; the elegant waltzes, whose aristo¬
remain, an insufficient, but yet a valuable memorial.
cratic dancers should be duchesses at least—these
poetic, romantic creations charm, not the initiated
A “Nationalist”
alone, but a large proportion of the uninitiated.
“TT IS A REMARKABLE thing, that Frederic
Chopin is not merely the tone poet of musicians, he is
Chopin, gifted with such exhaustless richness of
also the poet of the people. For he drank inspiration at
melody, and new and original ideas, did not compose an
the pure spring of national song music. And as all
opera. For is not all his music a complete expression
national lyrics are born of true feeling, in the heart of1
of that national character which he drew in with his
some man, and since man’s heart, be it Pole, Irish, Arab,
mother’s milk and breathed out in tones from earliest
or what race you will, is much the same at the bottom,
youth upwards? An expression that ennobled itself as
all over the world, the composer who most closely unites
his genius developed until it reached the highest point
his own to the genuine national voice will always find
of artistic identity? A character so strong, that,
sympathizers in a wide and understanding class.
although he lived so many years in France, and under¬
“These songs are then most interesting; not merely
stood every turn of the language as perfectly as any' from a purely musical point of view, but as lyric blos¬
cultivated Parisian, it is impossible to couple the French
soms of national tone poetry, stamped throughout with

Chopin’s peculiar individuality. Several are written jn
the graceful rhythm of the Mazurka; they are all emi¬
nently singable; it is as though Chopin had turned his
ear towards Italy while writing some of them; his wellknown friendly relations with Bellini were not without
an artistic influence on him; but we breathe the air of
Poland and hear the voice of Chopin in them all.
“Perhaps among the finest are No. 1, simple, graceful
somewhat Styrian in character; No. 9, an expressive
and noble recitative-like melody; No. 11, a quick, mourn¬
ful ballad; No. 12, a brilliant, passional, love-song, pre¬
senting uncommon chromatic effects: No. 14. of a tender
elegant, plaintive monotony of which one never wearies;
and No. 16, the persuasive, charming ! iiuanian song!
The words are doubtless fine, in the original Polish
many having been written by Stcph, u Witwickiego!
whom George Sand praises as the equal of our Byron!
and by Mickiewicz, the reading of who
poems excited
Chopin to the composition of some of 1 i finest piano¬
forte works. As much has been done ;■ them in this
edition, as was possible, since they passed through a Ger¬
man baptism, before donning their Engh-ii dress.
“Much in Little"
U^pHESF. MELODIOUS songs are eminently
A worthy of popularity; they |..
an ideal
simplicity that cannot fail to charm. The greatest
fault of the collection is that it i- t<>,> small. But,
as Murillo would have been honored as ., great painter
had he never put another face on can as than that
wondrous one of the ‘Spanish flower
I.' and as a
single gdhuine poem will stamp a pet, these few
songs sufficiently bear witness to what more Chopin
could have done as a song writer. Intelligent singers,
who understand the difficulty of selecting, even from the
most valuable treasuries, songs that are at once singable,
simple, excellent, and pleasing, will find these to possess
all those qualities and, it need scarcely 1< added, poetry
and originality besides.”

Should JYCusicians LJse Portraits in *A.dvertising

I

T IS CERTAINLY a duty for an artist to keep
in touch with the musical world at large and to
know what is going on around him. Therefore
I decided to consult this year’s Musical Directory,
which, besides a great number of useful addresses,
contains many announcements of well-known artists. I
’thought the perusal would prove instructive and inspiring.
My eyes were first arrested by a whole page picture
of a decidedly unattractive, elderly matron. I said to
myself, “Why does this lady allow her picture to be so
publicly exhibited?” This certainly is prejudicial to her
own interest as it is liable to scare managers and public
away. Let us read accompanying notice. This however
was not so easy, as it was printed in a vertical line, like
Chinese, perhaps with the view of arousing curiosity.
I found that it would take too much time to unravel the
unusual kind of print, so I soon gave up the arduous
task and proceeded to the next announcement
“ARTIST OF RE-ENGAGEMENT.” That sounds
good. However, before re-engaging an artist one must
first engage him or her. It would be like beginning with
the second time. The young lady looked pleasant enough.
I would not object to re-engaging her, but, how about
the first time?
How Much "American?”
T ET US SEE further;
“ALL AMERICAN
PIANIST.” Very patriotic, indeed! I am myself
an American citizen, 1 love my country of adoption
dearly and would do everything in my power to be
of service to her; but this has nothing whatever to
do with art. An artist can be “all American” but
a very, poor musician at that. This is not a recom¬
mendation.
The girl’s picture was lovely indeed.
Beautiful American girls are no doubt the best looking

<By Eugenio Pirani
m the whole world; and I must own that if I woul
be given the choice between a homely foreigner an
a charming American creature, even if not so prom
mTel
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1
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1

W0U'd give the Prefel

Too Much “Balditude”
LI;T, .L!p NOW turn the page. Alas! It is a total!
.
bald-headed individual, filling a whole page. He ma:
be an excellent artist, but goodness knows why h
Sh,iny b3ld pate 80 ostentatious!
displayed. This is surely not the most alluring part o
h.s anatomy. He may be sure that the ladies will b
frightened away. I would recommend him a wie‘
nnI„Pr°C?edi10W t0. a superabundant, superannuated lady
possessed of a pair of arms which would arouse th
eniT of a prizefighter. The rest in accordance Dea
Madam 1 You know very well, ethereal slenderness !
the fashion today. Better hide this enormous bulk / '
would be more! The announcement does not say i/th!
voice is of the same magnitude as the limbs
Y
™
Another masculme picture looks so deprived of
pression, so sheepish that without fnrtw ■
- ex
everybody would be convinced that this m^-flgat'°r
harbor the smallest particle of genius
d<*S no1
And still there is also some danger in the
, pic..,,. The notice my „y
'»
the singer, but, how does she look? She mav he /
ular scarecrow. Better keep on the safe Tide
The following page compensates for all nre™,
appointments. Here is a smiling young girl Th
d‘S"
sounds also familiar. Even if she Joffid \
exquisitely as she does I would enthust??? T°

sr r

looking critic, ««

Tsi: rtt £

,„d £ ^ iSrfS'SJ

appearance of a young Viennese pianist. As she came
T eVeryb°dy was struck by her unusual beauty and
charm. One of the critics with whom I was speaking
exclaimed jocularly, “No matter how she plays, she will
receive a good notice from me!” She played very badly
indeed but the critic kept his word.
mcJf neXt announ«ment is about a man with a trefnVhHM mustacbe- more suggestive of imperialism and
f g., “ ness t,lan poesy and inspiration. I would be
atraid to have him as a teacher.
ferfTr C<Tej adoub,e picture, man and wife, both indifLv n‘ vd U“ IookinK- One would be too much, to
say nothing 0f two.
namhe DeXt picture of a man with no hair, crosseyed,
abiHtvUhlPrr°Vncea.b,e- a repulsive sight! In all proby
fancies himself an irresistible Adonis!
The Futile “Puff”
E i ’^nAT 1S the use of going further? This
any vab
wf “ proved in a single instance of
eulogies?Ue'ii ^ho shall believe in all the glowing
notices
°"e sh0Uld fudge from the accompanying
would bo y °ne °f tbe'e hundred and more artists
be aweS b
°f the firs‘ magnitude. One would
genius of Jv if tremendous amount of knowledge and
world all i'Ch’ wording to the criticisms of the whole
seeks inform,? an'StS are Passed; and if anybody
a perform?
0,1 as t0 tbe choice of a teacher or of
out aml Tb ’ °ne would be at a loss whom to pick
There mu? h? reJCCt’ CXCCpt Pcrbaps-the bald pates.
Of course theT?!? i?61" Way to g£t at the trUtH'
is merelv th 6 re?der has discovered this humoresque
one is spyendLWnte?S way °f emphasizing that when
be very caret,/ P°d rnoney in advertising, one should
y careful about wasting tpace on a photograph.

Franz Joseph Haydn

Maria Jeritza

Arnold Schoenberg
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CLASSIC, MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY MASTER WORKS
A Significant Event in the World of Music
G.Francesco Malipiero, the eminent present day master composer of Italy, recently uncovered this extraordinary wor an
for The Etude Music Magazine.
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giuseppe sarti

Giuseppe Sarti was born in Faenza 1729 and died in Berlin in 1802. He was the author of a great many Operas. He occupied important positions in
ARNOLD SCHOENBERG
Schoenberg was born in Vienna, . on.
September 13, 1874. As a child and youth he
studied the violin and the ’cello; but, except
for a very brief period of instruction under
Zemlinsky, the opera writer, his knowledge
of musical theory is self-acquired. Among
Schoenberg’s notable early works are string
quartets and songs. The year 1899 saw
the birth of the string sextette Vcrklacrte
Nacht (Serene Night). In 1901 Schoen¬
berg removed to'Berlin as conductor at a
theater known as the “Ueberbrettland
two years later he returned to Vienna to
commence his career as a theory teacher.
New string quartets and songs appeared
during the next five or six years, and in
these works a definite classicalism in form
is evident. Schoenberg’s “modern” period
commenced about the year 1909, a set of
piano pieces, and the orchestral composi¬
tions forming his Opus 16, presaging the
new Schoenberg—the prophet of atonality.
In 1910 he wrote his book on Harmony
which has become famous on the continent
and in England; and the following year he
returned to Berlin to lecture on composi¬
tion. Pierrot Lunaire dates from this time.
In 1920-21 Schoenberg lectured in Amster¬
dam, Holland, thereafter returning to
Vienna to busy himself with composition
and teaching. One of the best biographies
of this contemporary master is that by
Egon Wellesz, published in 1924.
Schoenberg has conducted his own works
at various times when they have been
performed by famous European and Eng¬
lish organizations.

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ
Horowitz was born in Kieff, Russia.
His mother was a skillful musician, his
father an engineer, and both parents took
an extreme interest in all matters of ar¬
tistic moment. After preliminary studies
at home, the boy was sent to the Conser¬
vatory for a thorough musical training.
At this institution, from which he
graduated at* seventeen, with high honors,
he studied piano with Professor Felix
Blumenfeld, ta pupil of Rubinstein.
Mr. Horowitz's debut occurred in Kharkoff, after which he set out on his first
tour. Untile 1923 he played in various
towns all over Russia, often being re¬
munerated,. (jpring the war and post-war
days, with groceries in lieu of money.
During; the Siason of 1922-1923 he played
twenty-three'times in the Russian capital,
each, time , to overflowing, audiences,
wiIcily enthusiastic. In 1924 Mr. Horo¬
witz, went to Berlin, whence, after an ap¬
pearance at*, the Bluthner Saal, he de¬
parted for a long tour throughout Europe
and'England; He has played with virtu¬
ally aill of the world’s great orchestras
and is hailed by critics as! one of the
■ greatest of contemporary virtuoso pianists.
Mr. Horoivitz’s American debut was
made with the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra. Later he carried out a highly
successful American tour. In his playing,
the Russian temperament frequently shows
itself—which is only another way of say¬
ing that into his playing is injected ex¬
treme intensity of mood.

MARIA JERITZA
Jeritza—whose mother-inlaw, by the
way, was the famous Blanche Marchesi—
was born in Briinn, Austria, and com¬
menced her musical training when very
young indeed. She attended the Musikschule in her native town, later continuing
the study of voice with a Professor Auspitzer. Her debut occurred in Olmfitz,
when she sang the role of Elsa in “Lohen¬
grin.”
Her first appearances in the
Austrian capital were at the Volksoper—
the municipal opera; here she sang first
in “Tannhauser,” the part of Elisabeth
being assigned to her, and thereafter she
appeared at the Volksoper in a series of
operas of varying styles—gaining in this
way a versatility which is scarcely the
possession of every opera singer. It was
during this period of her career that she
created the title role in Richard Strauss’
opera, “Ariadne.”
In 1912 Jeritza became a member of the
Hofoper, or Imperial Opera, in Vienna.
After many other performances with the
new organization, she again sang “Ariadne”
in 1916. In 1921 she created the leading
role in Erich Korngold’s “Die Tote Stadt.”
The triumphs which Jeritza’s beauty,
voice and acting have reaped for her in
America are too Well known to need
comment here. Her first appearance at the
Metropolitan Opera took place on Novem¬
ber 17, 1921, when she sang in the afore¬
mentioned Korngold opera. Her newest
success has been in Richard Strauss’
“Egyptian Helen.” Her autobiography,
“Sunlight and Song,” is entertaining.

ERNEST BLOCH
Bloch was born on July 24th, 1880, in
Geneva, Switzerland. Early showing dis¬
tinct aptitude for music, he was placed
under the guidance of the famous teacher,
Jacques-Dalcroze. Later he studied with
Theophile Ysaye, in Brussels, Belgium,
and finally concluded his formal student’s
career with lessons under Ivan Knorr in
Frankfort. All these men were acknowl¬
edged masters, and from them Mr. Bloch
obtained an education so thorough as easily
to account for much of the immense suc¬
cess with which his work has met. During
the season 1909-1910 he conducted concerts
in Lausanne and Neuchatel, sometimes also
acting as guest-conductor when his com¬
positions were played by noted European
organizations.
In 1916 Mr. Bloch took up his residence
in the. United States, living at first in New
York City where he devoted all his time to
teaching and writing. Four years later he
was chosen as director of the Institute, of
Music in Cleveland, Ohio. At present
Mr. Bloch lives in California.
Among his outstanding writings, are his
Symphony in C-sharp minor, which has
been very highly acclaimed by leading
critics; his Psalms 117, l'l4, and 22; f„r
voice and orchestra; “Israel" a Symphony
for orchestra and voices; the String Quar¬
tet tn B; and, lastly, the recent prize-win¬
ning symphony, America. He also was
awarded a prize in the 1919 Berkshire
competition, for his Suite for Viola and

FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN
Haydn, who was born in Rohrau, Aus¬
tria, March 31, 1732, and died in Vienna,
May 31, 1809, has been rightly called the
first great master of the symphony. A
precocious child, his musical training com¬
menced in earnest at the age of eight, when
he was taken to Vienna. At thirteen he
composed a mass. During his middle and
late teens Haydn continued to study and
practice assiduously—paying
particular
attention to the sonatas of C. P. E. Badl ¬
and he became a highly proficient, if not a
great, performer. His finances at this
time were far from being in a flourishing
condition, and he was glad of the oppor¬
tunity (made possible by Pietro Metastasis,
the Italian poet, with whom he was living I
to become accompanist for the singing
teacher, Porpora.
From the latter he
obtained considerable help in music d
composition.
In 1761 Haydn entered the service of the
famous Esterhazy family as second Chapd
master, later becoming first Chapel-master.
During the many years spent in their em¬
ploy, he wrote an astounding number «.f
compositions, including very many sym¬
phonies, quartets, clavier works ami so
forth. As his music became known, his
fame rose rapidly, and lie was soon highly
popular, especially in England whither he
made several trips to conduct his own
works. In 1797 Haydn composed the
beautiful Austrian national anthem. The
marvelous oratorios, “The Creation” and
“The Seasons,” were written when the
master was nearly seventy.

Copenhagen,Venice, Milan and St. Petersburg. He died on the eve of his return journey to Italy, after^having achieve wor^®
but he is only known today through a few pieces that still are heard in the concert hall, above all by his aria: LUNGI
This present Sonata^iever published before, is one ^>f the few works for “clavicembalo” by Sarti, which have reached us, an
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near to the Sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti. Grade 3.

GEORGE GERSHWIN
Gershwin was born in Brooklyn in
1898. His family had contained no musi¬
cians before him; and, indeed, not until
he was twelve years old did the nowfamous creator of the Rhapsody in Blue
and other important works show any de¬
sire to learn to play a musical instrument
or even to have anything at all to do with
music. However, with the entry of a new
piano in the Gershwin home, George be¬
came intensely interested
in—perhaps
modernist Writers would say, rather, “in¬
trigued with”—the subject, with the result that a teacher was soon secured.
Mr. Gershwin’s progress was phe¬
nomenal, entirely warranting his later
study under such prominent teachers as
Rubin Goldmark and Charles Hambitzer.
At the age of sixteen he became a humble
member of the staff of the Remick music
publishing company, his duties being to
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j „Plan°: for this he received
w fCCg- dn arS a wcek’ At eighteen he
was hired, at thirty-five dollars a week,
o play for rehearsals of a Victor Her¬
bert operetta, “Miss 1917.”
tn „ .1?^ Mr: Gershwin was commissioned
York ft TS'C,f0r several important New
of ltheatr^al Productions. In this line
contin 'VI yi he has ever since been rather
continuously employed, and his scores are.
His Rl, ?aU!' entertaining and original.
H.s Rhapsody m Blue dates from 1923;
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One of the loveliest melodies

SLOW MOVEMENT

Ait««nm»|0M.»i = n

from “UNFINISHED SYMPHONY”
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This is the work which in its brillant
complete form is so widely heard at con¬
certs and over the radio. Grade 7.
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FIVE THEMES FROM THE FAMOUS

RUSSIAN RHAPSODY

EDOUARD HESSELBEPr
(D’ESSENELLI)

International Copyright secured
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Molto animato

Id modem style. Original
and melodious. Grade 4.
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Plantation Tunes. Grade 3*.
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Andante sostenuto
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OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES

TIME’S END
With breadth, not too fast “IF

1 C0ULD LIVE ATHOUSAND

«p,righ.-929byTh,„d„«pr.ss„co.“

Words and Music by

YEARS'-

IN THE VALLEY

JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

L vanbeethoveh^

Text and Arrangement by E. A. BAKKE.LL,

Moderato assai

*c
^
tW- cotlFfrequent use of “catch breaths” is ad7iSifl£A“catch breath” is a rapid, imperceptable inhalation. R A.B.
* Because oTthe long vocal phrases of this sonfe, Irequem u
copyright 1929 by Theodore Presser Co.
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Smaller grands are made, but <
musicians know their limitations. Larger grands
involve space and cost your needs may not call
for. This delightful model is a happy solution—
superlative musical and structural quality in
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A Schubert Song

me SINGER’S ETUDE

T

Edited for March

<By D. A.

HE TRAINING of singers has long
A Longer Period of Preparation
Clippinger
been largely a matter of voice cul¬
-HE NEED to earn a living often
ture, and the aim of all voice teach¬
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VOICE DEPARTMENT
causes singers to begin teaching w
ing is to produce a beautiful voice. Though
“A VOCALIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.’’
before they are adequately prepared n
the rightness of this cannot be questioned,
pure, singing tone, so absolutely essential
a moment’s thought should make it clear
g0?d teaching, cannot be acquired
that the voice is not the singer; it is
suddenly. A student rarely has any
“
merely the instrument upon which the
heal idea of it in the beginning, and itT
singer plays. If the voice is to produce
something one cannot work out alone h
beautiful music it must be played upon by
must
be
done
under
the
car
of
a
teacher
a musical mentality. Yet in a large per¬
who knows, and sometimes several years
cent of voice teaching, scarcely any atten¬
are necessary to establish it. A great man
tion is given to musicianship, with the re¬
The student should have ten years of begin teaching before this is completed
sult that the student’s singing shows little zation, it is difficult to keep the student
working acquaintance with the material of interested. He loses the. spirit of study, music study before beginning the study of and consequently pass on to their students
1 hen he loses heart and discontinue? his singing. It is quite common
c
to begin the their imperfect concept of tone. This is
music. He is hampered, handicapped and Then
filled with uncertainty by rhythm, melody lesson. He who might have been a good study of the piano iat the age of seven the cause of much of the imperfect tone
and form.
singer is lost for no other reason than for, if the child
is —
__.0
become a pianist, quality we hear among singers. A voice
that
conditions
of
study
were
wrong.
If
lessons
.’
'
No play of imagination can be allowed
be begun when he is very teacher is no better trained than his ear
in such a condition of mind, and this in students could have three lessons a week
His ear is his taste and lbs taste is all he
itself accounts for a large amount of medi¬ it is altogether likely that good singers
can possibly demand of lbs students.
ocrity. Though the student may have a could be made of them all.
Wc should all lie very alert and urge
In many instances the expense of one
good voice he is dec.dedly a stranger and
perhaps the word insist might be used, that
ill at ease in the tone world. The attitude lesson a week, far from being all the stu¬
those who expect to teach should’give
that once the voice is developed the rest dent can afford, is a measure of the value
themselves the liest possi! , training before
will take care of itself is wrong and must and importance he attaches to the study of
beginning the important work of teaching.
be changed. It is the work of the teacher singing. If the teacher succeeds in chang¬
It is an imposition, at lea>t, to fasten im¬
to change it.
ing the student’s estimate of singing he
perfections
on students at . time when they
Training for musicianship should appeal will find a way to have his lessons closer
are unable to defend themselves. If wc
to all students of singing as a saver of together. If this could be effected gener¬
could succeed in getting all prospective
time and money. The ability to read read¬ ally we should soon begin to see a change
teachers to give themselu-. ample prepa¬
ily at sight is but one of the advantages m the singing of our students.
ration we should see a marked effect on
resulting from such training. A good sight
singing in the years following.
reader knows a song by the time he has
The Commercial Element
In voice teaching much has to lie learned
gone through it twice. The poor reader
QLOSELY connected with this difficulty
rarely feels sure of himself. If he misses
by experience, for the teacher will never
of financing a musical education is
a note he has to be helped'to find it. If
find a voice exactly like his own. He must
that of forcing young singers into public
this element of musicianship is insisted
learn
by actual work with students howto
performance long before they are ready
upon it will add immensely to the freedom,
handle the endless number of different
From the standpoint of the educator this
the safety and security of singing. The
voices and individualities. A formula never
is deadly. The logic of it is that one can¬
old Italians attached so much importance
succeeds. It might succeed with one voice,
not be in two places or conditions at the
to sight reading as a factor in Becoming
if the particular voice that needed that
same time. Once the student has had a
a good singer that they would not accept
particular treatment should arrive. For
D. A. CLIPPINGER
few appearances before the public he auto¬
a pupil until he had mastered it.
matically becomes a professional. Then young so that his hand may be formed all others it would lie a failure.
The beneficial effect on singing would
All day long the teacher must be form¬
the thought of going back into the amateur while it is growing. The piano is the most
he tremendous if we could utterly destroy
ing judgments. Every vowel, consonant,
class is actually repugnant to him.
practical of all instruments and is of
the old idea that the three things necessary
the delivery of every word, phrase, the
Every singer should be made to under¬
to good singing are voice, voice, voice.
supreme importance to the singer. Sup¬
mood, contrast, unity, proportion—in fact,
stand that he must be a student as long as
Voice does not sing. Musical intelligence
pose one should begin the study of the
he lives. This does not mean that he must
everything included in the interpretation of
sings. If one is musically intelligent he
piano at the age of seven and continue
necessarily always be with a teacher,
the song—must pass under his critical ear
will make almost any kind of a voice
for ten years. At the age of seventeen
though, if he is a concert singer, he will
and
be judged. This is the way standards
sound well. Once, when the writer was
which is about the age at which serious
do well to keep in close touch with a good
are established. The value or validity of
quite young, he heard an excellent pianist
teacher and submit his work to him at havJa knngl,nf ma>;bC t3ken UP> he would the teacher’s judgment depends entirely
play on an execrable piano in a concert
have
a
knowledge
of
music
and
a
musical
intervals throughout his career. In any
upon the breadth of his own training.
hall in a small town. It was a final proof
judgment which would enable him to
that the music is in the man, not in the case he must preserve the habits. of the approach the study of singing w"h a Incomplete training is followed by im¬
student.. He must be in the spirit of study
perfect judgments which are passed on
instrument.
the spirit of inquiry, the spirit of learning! degree of intelligence impossible to acquire from one to another in an endless chain.
The moment this leaves him he has lost
Perhaps we need to have our consciences
Lac\ of Experience—Lac\ of Vision
contact with the world and might as well
sensitized. Some, I fancy, are a trifle too
OT TO GRASP the full meaning of wu6 !t’ for his useful«ess is at an end
elastic. At any rate courses leading to
^ what he is undertaking is no discredit When once initiative is established the
teachers’
certificates should be broadened
to a student. It is the usual condition of -tudent 1= safe. The desire to know will soundest kind of sound sense. The dis and the time extended. This also would
one beginning the study of a subject with lead him into all truth.
improve the grade of singing in the next
which one is entirely unfamiliar. Unless
few years.
he is made to understand clearly what it
means to become a musician and express
music through the voice he is likely to
'She Human Instrument
have a warped, superficial idea of it which
An opinion whlch seems reasonable,
will affect his entire study. Perhaps if he once it is voiced will often spread like an
beautiful tone. It is not going too far t0
is made to understand that learning to epidemic to become finally a general con¬
^,2 say that beginners never have it. One of
sing is an undertaking worthy of the best viction. Such is the origin of many of our thecase'‘
efforts of anyone, no matter how gifted, beliefs.
the important factors in voice training is
he will take it and himself more seriously.
forming the perfect tone concept, and usu¬
This is often brought to mind by what
At any rate, this is worth thinking about. ue near concerning vocal practice. The
ally a few years is required to accomplish
How to induce students to study in a opinion which seems to be a settled convic¬
this.
way to achieve the best results is a prob¬ tion with many is that, as soon as the stu
When the lieginner practices he is trying
lem to which all teachers should give their oent begins the study of voice culture he
to express his concept of tone; but his
best thought. That few voice students do should give a reasonable amount of time
concept of tone is still imperfect. The
study in this way is known full well, a every day to practice. He is made to be¬
tone
he is producing is not the one the
majority of them having but one lesson lieve that his growth depends upon it If
teacher is trying to develop. How can
a week. To train the voice and to develop his progress is not satisfactory his prac¬
the student develop the right quality when
a musical mind with thirty minutes a week tice is inquired into very carefully and he
vvould require more time than the average i-. urged to greater diligence.
human frfng;
™”f .°f he is persistently working to acquire a
wrong one? Either through imitation or
life of the singing voice.
Now it may be considered unorthodox
explanation he must learn what the ele¬
™*™,,”;;;,,:;;"^;."'' k”«i
With one lesson a week, in this world not to say heretical, to hold the belief
filled with the distractions of modern civili^ °ne ments of the pure singing tone are, and
that the student’s lack of improvement would produce a beautifulT5
he must hear this tone mentally as a defir
first have in mind
- °™
he must
mind a ^
definite
concept
of
(Continued on page 213)
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E ARRIVE at definite expression
only through words. Through the
action of the intellect' in reading a poem
our sensibilities are affected and we feel.
There is no definite expression of ideas in
tone combinations and progressions. The
nearest music can come to definite expres¬
sion is to create, or awaken, a feeling or
mood..
.
. .
Making a song is associating a poem
with appropriate music, music which in¬
duces a mood similar to that of the poem,
thus each supplementing, strengthening,
intensifying the other. When this is done
the song will possess that vital spark, that
indefinable something, which will make
it live.
It is not difficult to determine whether or
not a song is well made. Study the poem
carefully until thoroughly assimilated.
Then study the music. If they induce the
same mood, if each seems dependent on
the other, if they work better together than
they do apart, the song is well made. If
they fail to do this or seem to be in
opposition, then the composer has not
succeeded in translating the mood of the
poem into music, and the song is not
perfect.
It is interesting to note the unerring
skill displayed by the great song writers
in the blending of music and poetry. Let
us take a single example from Schubert’s
“The Wanderer.” The story is of one
who, like the wandering Jew, is condemned
to wander forever in search of home and
friends. The feeling awakened by the
poem is that of sadness, longing and de¬
spair, an endless striving for the unattain¬
able. The song begins with a prelude of
six measures, in which the idea of unrest
is shown by a constant repetition of triplets
in the right hand against a sullen, somber
bass. Including the introduction there are
twenty-two measures of constant motion,
the harmony of ten being full of unrest,
during which the Wanderer says:
I wander on with pain and care,
And ever ask with sighing, "Where?”
But the only answer is the echo “Where?”
Throughout the twenty-two measures the
feeling of longing, yearning, without hope,
yet ever striving, is maintained. In the
next eight measures, “The sun to me seems
dim and cold,” the feeling is of utter de¬
spondency. The motion ceases. This, of
course, is in the minor mode. Then the
thought of home suggests itself and the
music is made more cheerful by a few
measures in the major mode. But the
feeling of sadness soon returns, and at
the words, “I seek in vain,” the accom¬
paniment answers with a minor chord.
A bright picture follows this in the
words:
That land, that land, so fresh and
green.
Where richest roses may be seen.

This Schubert puts in a major key with
a bright, jovial six-eight measure which
continues until, with an agonized cry, he
says, “0 land where art thou?” at the
beginning of which the accompaniment has
an augmented sixth chord to intensify the
mental anguish.
After a short interlude
the accompaniment once more takes up
the motion in triplets to the words, “I
wander still in pain and care,” and con¬
tinues until the words, “A spirit voice doth
whisper near,” at which the melody and
accompaniment are in unison. At the
words, “There where thou art not,” the
accompaniment has a chord of the fifth
and augmented sixth full of unrest, lacking
all of the elements of repose.
Here
Schubert shows with a single chord all of
the restlessness and yearning of the
wanderer.
As Broo\ To Bed
HROUGHOUT the entire song every
shade of feeling suggested by the
words has its counterpart in the music.
It would be exceedingly difficult, if not
impossible, to find a song in which there
is a more perfect union of words and music,
the music supplementing and intensifying
the meaning of the words. The result is
one of the greatest of songs.
It must not be supposed that Schubert
worked this out mechanically. It is not
likely he gave it a thought further than to
put on paper what occurred to him. His
musical organism was so sensitive that it
responded to every shade of feeling, every
poetic suggestion, with appropriate music.
Schubert’s whole life was music. Thoughts
came to him clothed with music. If he
read a poem music accompanied it. He
did not have to make it. It was there
whenever he wanted it and in perfect form.
Wagner said that, when writing the poems
of his great music dramas, the music came
with the words. When the poem was
finished the music was practically, com¬
posed; it was after that largely a matter
of copying. It is said of Mozart that once
while in bed there was suggested to him
a theme from which he developed a com¬
plete sonata, retaining it in memory and
copying it the next day.
The difference between genius and talent
is that genius receives its ideas in perfect
forms which need only logical development
while talent gets them by a process of
pruning and remodeling.
That Schubert was a great genius no
one doubts; otherwise he could not have
produced such an enormous number of
compositions in so short a life. His songs
alone number over six hundred, and he
wrote as many as eight of them in a single
day. So versatile was he that he could
set a poem of Goethe or a laundry bill to
music with equal facility. It is said that,
had he lived, he would have set the entire
literature of Germany to music.
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An Inspiring Call

In the Voice of the

KIMBALL
T

PIANO

HERE is an almost articulate quality in the tone of a
fine piano that seems like the heartening voice of a

great teacher in the ear of the young student.
It was the appealing tone of the Kimball piano that sounded
a call to higher attainment and inspired many scores of bril¬
liant artists to high eminence in the world of music.
But a tribute equally great has been paid to the Kimball
piano by the thousands of eager students who find their
strongest stimulus to effort in the grandeur and purity of
the tones of this great instrument.
An exterior grace that is well in keeping with their tonal
beauty distinguishes all instruments produced by this great
house. From the smallest upright to the largest grand, each
Kimball is an example of how perfect an instrument can be.
Catalogs on request. If you are not conveniently
near to a Kimball dealer, we can supply you direct.

W. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
(Established 1857)
Department KE, 306 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MUSICAL READINGS

?r pianolo^ue merits a place on
Why is it that sometimes at the end of
nite entity. Before he has this, practice
a lesson we see that the student has cov¬
!s as likely to harm as to benefit.
Beginners often come with bad habits ered some ground but, when the pupil re¬
°f tone production. The most common turns for the next lesson, he seems to have
°f these is a rigid throat. This has be¬ fallen back again? It is because the right
come a fixed habit and appears automati- idea is not yet firmly established and the
caHy. If such a one js toic] t0 practice wrong habit still dominates his practice.
an hour every day he will fasten the habit He is not yet able to practice to advantage
more firmly upon himself rather than get alone. In such instance some reading
nd of it
should be outlined for him and he should
It is a serious mistake to allow such a be given some things to do that will im¬
one to practice alone. Here is a wrong prove his musicianship; but the work of
habit that must be replaced with a right
forming the voice must be done under the
one, and the student does not know how
care of the teacher.
o do it. Therefore, no practice shall be
During this period the student should
T. S. DENISON & CO.
•?ne without the teacher’s supervision unDramatic Publishers
' the student understands how to work be with the teacher as often as possible. 623 S. WABASH AVE., DEPT. 73
CHICAGO
(Continued on page 231)
at it alone.
Please mention THE ETUDE when

THE FUNDAMENTALS
OF
TONE PRODUCTION
By
Joan O’Vark
In this excellent work, tone production
is reduced to its simplest and most natur¬
al basis. Under its guidance any voice
can be formed or re-formed.
Price, $2.00
Cloth Bound
Mme. JOAN O’VARK
Studio 706 Steinway Hall
109 West 57th St., New York City
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‘Religious Hymns

T5he ORGANIST’S ETUDE

. T 1ST ot cities and churches and or- _
A gam win surprise the buyer Into —

Edited for March by
Orchestral Problems
Eminent Specialists
A NOTHER EMBARRASSMENT to
x be met and overcome (as far as may
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
be) on a two-manual organ is the sudden
“an organist’s ETUDE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF”
alternation of short phrases of varied tone. color and of a solo character, while the
accompaniment remains unvaried.
This
happens, for instance, in Beethoven’s
“Egmont” Overture, the flute, oboe and
clarinet answering each other repeatedly in
short phrases too closely consecutive to al¬
low of any change of stops. This effect,
could it be conscientiously reproduced on
the organ, would be as beautiful there as
in the orchestra, but owing to mechanical
difficulties it is almost as impossible on a
three-manual as on a two-manual organ,
and not on every four-manual organ, even,
is it at all convenient or easy. On a twomanual organ the best way is to forego
Edwin Hall Pierce
altogether the varied play of tone color
and render these short phrases on the same
Part II
solo stop, trusting to the intrinsic beauty of
the melody and rhythm to preserve the in¬ waJ a/6W P'eCeS for them after churcIi binations which have any possibility of
terest It will not lose greatly. In any
'
,
,
being useful. Only the smallest fraction
case, it is far more important to preserve aJeZ JPTel , 7 very .opportune and of these could be placed on pistons, at
the rhythm and phrasing intact than to agreeable to the lady organist, as she had least at the same time.
break the rhythm by the delay of even the
onlv
aWay ear'y; ?° she not
But’ you
ask, what have these last
most clever and agile change of stops.
few ParaSraPhs ‘0 do specially with twoHowever, there is a way in which a par¬ bu asked ml ff' T "Vf A**
iL thW°
t ^ *7 7“ at manuaI or^ans? Are they not well-known
tial variety of tone color may be obtained thelasfhvZ
hi l l!
?
postlude. Just before platitudes relating to organ playing in
without breaking the rhythm: alternate
short phrases of the solo melody may be
played on the accompanying manual, with
very pleasing effect. (To play any ex¬
tended melody with the exact tone color
of the accompaniment would, of course, be
a weak and tame proceeding, but for a
short phrase contrasting with another
short phrase on an actual solo stop, the
u*'
7 ■r'Tl
J'cai, prui-^
variety thus obtained more than makes would not be far from the truth. To be
up for the intrinsic weakness of the effect sure the organ was a small two-manual,
Names and Sounds of Stops
temporarily obtained.)
yet large enough to admit of all sorts of
variety needed in church use.
gjUPPOSE I were seated at a moderate¬
sized two-manual, and had before me
Variety by Simplicity ’
a piece
for “
a three or fourChanging Combinations
, .written- ~
N GENERAL, however, it may be
manual, in ,which
taken as a conceded truth that a two- pCOMBINATION PISTONS while an 777”
7 numerous
numerous stops
. were

Interpreting Organ Music
and .Anthems on I5wo'
Manual Organs

o™,myrr* ™1!1

ares?

T

jSr V famous large Austin!
taSS?andr°cH<£!£S ST This™
trae of all parts of the country. Smaller

of view; notice where the loud and ,
places were, and where there were S°ft
climaxes; where solid masses of trm»great
demanded, and where solo tone with !,7
dued accompaniment.
5UD'
In the latter case, I would consider what
kmd of tone best fitted the musical matt
and try not to make the mistake I £
heard some organists make of giv;„
light and agile high-lying passagf to 7
oboe when the flute tone would be m
appropriate, nor, on the other hand 2
expressive and sentimental melody to
flute. I would, so to speak, shove mys2
into the composer’s place and ask thequeT
tl0n,:J ,"ere 1S a Piece of. mine which I
would like to make sound well on this
two-manual organ.
How shall I b“
manage it? The answer has absolutely
nothing to do with the way it is played on
a fo«r-manual.” if my ideas still remained
a little nebulous, then I would commence
practicing it with some rather commonP ace and conventional registration, until
ideas of improvement (which I would be
eagerly alert to discover) should suggest
themselves.
6

sfiH5s#Sr]
Sthey extendi regStrSion^they Slow
the like excellency. Even greater propor¬
tionate Impression has been made at
times with instruments ol smaller scope.
165

GUILMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL
dr. william c. carl
Director
Students Aided in Securing Positions
Free.
Scholarships

17 E. Eleventh Street

S“LLX*r^pl hiBh s-

New York

ORGOBLO
The true Standard of Ex¬
cellence in organ blowers.

DIECES having an important obbligato
, !,art f°r chimes or celesta I fear I
should rather pass up, but, barring these
I am sure that there is no good organ
piece of real intrinsic musical content which
a capable organist may not make at least
acceptable on a two-manual instrument.
The question is not how far he may have
been able to follow literally the composer’s
or editor’s directions, hut whether what
he plays sounds well.
Incidentally I
would say, as an organ teacher, I have
found this simple and obvious fact one of
the most difficult to impress properly on
most pupils. When one can get them to
hsten to their (non playing rather than to
read the names of the stops, the battle is
more than half won. This is all the more
necessary because even in the rare cases
where* the organ in use is provided with
exactly the stops named, there is no certain¬
ty of their being voiced the same, and the
whole scheme may need revision accord¬
ingly.

Pedal Pointers

Church, Recital,
Theatre Courses

New Prospectus Ready

Listen! Listen!!

manual organ affords less opportunity for ^ adjunct of immense value intodem
TLZrT “
extreme case, which no
varied and rapid changes of tone color in organs, present an added danger to the or- ormm rt
was
played on had-and yet
the course of a piece than does the .three ganist- in the risk of falling into a rut
or four-manual instrument, but this need Properly they should be used for emer-‘ would I do^T^/bf
What
not be altogether a disadvantage unless you gency changes where there is no time to mendous as it A ^
^ 18 "ot 50 **
are willing to make it so. Too continual manipulate the stops by hand, and never the literal dwT 7 j**"1' DlsreSarding
and restless variety in the use of stops
is in itself a kind of monotony and that of
—Courtesy of The Diapason.
a most disagreeable sort. I have heard «d ,0 investigate fealty a» step aj SfftE&VS?
(Part III 0f /his interesting article will
many players of large organs who offended
appear in the April Etude.)
greatly on this score.
If you have played, say, one movement
of a sonata, with only a moderate degree
of variety—for instance, with changes of
By Helen Oliphant Bates
manuals, but few or no changes of stops
To do effective pedal work it is essential
• ,
,
—and then effect an entire change of regis¬ to have shoes with low heels, medium toes left .foot under the right Tf
is sma„ A heel of
Good organists use the toes and heels with
tration for the next movement, your total and medium soles. Solid toe and heel
equal frequency. Alternate toes are often
effect of variety will be more pleasing to work cannot be accomplished with high
used, especially for passages in the center
the listener than if your first movement had heels and extremely narrow toes; thin
ot the keyboard. Alternate heels are not
been full of a restless change of tone color soles do not give sufficient support in heavy
“*** When0 often used, but occasionally they are use¬
and your second movement likewise full of passages, causing fatigue to the muscles “t^Tofcr0'
a restless change of tone color. This does of the feet, and heavy soles are not heels should be heldTear"? tf the ful, for several notes only, in rapid pas¬
sages
where the use of the toe would
not mean, however, that one should allow pliable. Rubber heels or soles should not
throw the foot out of line. The heel is
himself to fall into a rut, limiting himself be worn at the organ because they prevent
every time theyTe
Up and down more often used preceding or following the
to a few familiar and tried combinations the feet from sliding quickly and easily
of stops.
The action should come from
toe. °f the same foot. This alternate toe
After seeing that the feet are properly
clad the next step is to put them in place Joint, which should be frldv , *7 ^ 6 and heel work is the best method of pedalAvoiding a Rut
and keep them there—this does not mean should be directed slightlv fn 7 Uj6d’ and mg ,PaSSagcs at extremes of the keyboard.
T VENTURE to narrate here an amusing curled up under the bench or hanging the black kevs Tightly f°rward toward
The flat part of the sole is used where
x little personal reminiscence which illus¬ around anywhere on the pedal-board should notte usJi
of *e legs it is necessary to play two successive
trates only too well the degree to which
ack notes with the same foot. This
When not using the swell-box, crescendo only unnecessarv b,,f ,P ahng’ 11 is not
many organists allow themselves to fall
pedal or other appliances manipulated with which should remain quSUSjusfemk"-eS’ may be done in either of the following
into a rut in the matter of registration,
°V,mg ways:
the feet, they should be kept in contact enough to remain over the f
without realizing the fact. Spending one
*7
with the pedal-board, fairly well up to the move, to bob up and down in '
!• By placing the sole of the foot over
Sunday of my vacation a few years ago
manner.
n ln an ungainly
black keys, left foot slightly behind the
me two keys and pressing first with one
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plwd ,n )hrw
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foot and then with the other.
as it happened, had never heard me play
When the feet cross, the left foot is
, ’ By sliding the entire foot so that
the organ, I was asked to attend evening
stdl held behind the right. This makes
Wth notes can be played with the center
2 W'!n 7 *'P of the toe.
service with them, meet their organist and
2. With the heel.
the right foot cross over the left or the
the foot. The outer edge of the right
• With the flat part 0f the sole.
toot will be raised in ascending, the inner
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OME YEARS ago a well-known Eng¬
lish musician wrote a book about
hymns and hymn singing and was
taken to task by an enthusiastic Roman
Catholic for starting with the work of
Luther when he might have gone back a
number of centuries earlier and given the
history of many famous Latin hymns and
their tunes. Even his censor, however, did
not go back anywhere near the beginning
of hymn singing. For such practice is one
of the oldest in the world.
The records which the Bible provides
refer to but one nation and that by no
means the most highly developed in this
particular matter. The Greeks and the
Hindoos both had their hymns which were
sung on various religious occasions, many
of them much more rhythmical and pos¬
sibly even more metrical than the Jewish
psalms. Pausanias who lived in the sec¬
ond century of the Christian Era and
wrote on the antique religions of the
Greeks says that the most important and
continuing features of their rites, which
included a large proportion of hymn sing¬
ing, was the rhythm. The hymns of the
Rig Veda, the Hindoo sacred books, are
equally old.
Tunes, as we know them now, scarcely
existed, but one must remember that in
primitive music that which is of great
importance is not the order of the notes
so much as the length of time they are
sustained and the position and recurrence
of the accent. Every city in ancient
Greece and Italy had its collection of rites
in which these hymns, along with details
of the movements, often so developed as
to become dances, were inscribed. Pindar,
Tacitus, Plutarch, Atheiiaeus and others

all mention these hymns and the way they
were used and preserved. That they were
sung by the common people is evident
from the fact that in the early days reli¬
gion was more a matter for the home and
hearth than for the temple and “in all their
religious acts they sang in community the
hymns which their fathers had taught
them.”
Among the early Romans the Io tnumphe was a refrain to a hymn sung
at the thanksgiving for victory by the
soldiers, while they marched in procession
round the altar on which the priests were
offering up the sacrifices of human victims
(the prisoners) or of animals. Like many
soldiers in our own days they were not
always as reverent as they might be, and
there was a time when it was discovered
that, while lustily singing the melody, they
did not keep to the religious words but
inserted instead some of the rough and
ribald songs they were accustomed to sing
in camp and barracks.
Some of the prayers which we find in
the plays of the great Greek and Latin
authors were actually hymns sung in the
homes or in the temples, and not only
every occasion but every article of venera¬
tion, from the sacred fire to the marriage
bed and the paternal throne, had its ap¬
propriate hymn. There was no choice, as
we have today with our scores of hymns
for all occasions, hut a single one which
tradition held fast for each event or occa¬
sion. We can thus say that before Martin
Luther, before Thomas Aquinas, before
Gregory and Benedict, even before King
David, hymn singing was more generally
practiced than it is to-day: for it was uni¬
versal.

"Miss Ward Is
Helen’s Teacher”
Parents of Melody Way pu¬
pils like to talk about their
children’s rapid progress.
Naturally, the teacher is men¬
tioned and given much of the
credit.
Other parents want
their children to have this
wonderful piano training.
Classes are quickly filled. You
become more popular and
make more money teaching
Melody Way. Many students
continue with private lessons
after completing the Melody
Way course—another source
of increased revenue.
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Faust School of Tuning
STANDARD OF AMERICA
ALUMNI OF ZOOO
Piano Tuning, Pipn and
Rond Organ and Player
Piano. Year Book Free
27-29 Gainsboro Street
BOSTON, MASS.

edge in descending. The opposite process
will be employed for the left foot. This
method is better than the first one.
Even in big skips the feet should be
kept in contact with the keys, moving
lightly and noiselessly across the tops of
them. It is easier to measure distances
with the toe than with the heel. There¬
fore, if the note from which a wide leap
is to be made has been taken with the
heel, it is advisable to change to the toe
before moving. The skip of a fifth and

an octave are both easy, because the fifth
can be measured by placing the heels tightly
together, the maximum reach between the
toes then being a fifth, and the octave by
placing the knees together, the reach then
being an octave.
Good pedaling is clean, crisp and pre¬
cise, coming in exactly with’ the manual
part. The movements are easy, natural
and graceful,, all Unnecessary motions be¬
ing eliminated. Skill with the pedals give
the organist great assurance.

"The earliest recorded attempt.at formal arrangement of church music
that has come down to us is given by the historian Theodoret. He describes
Flavianus and Diodorus as having divided the choristers of a church of An-,
tinrh into two parts, instructing them to sing responsively,
men mw
r
—Rev. Don H. Copeland.
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Melody Way lessons are
fascinating.
Little rhythmic
songs are played and sung
from the first.
Children be¬
come eager music students
and advance rapidly. Melody
Way embodies the modern
principles of music pedagogy.
It is used by schools and pri¬
vate teachers from coast to
coast. Mail the coupon for
full detdils.
Another Fascinating Course
W. Otto Miessner, author of Melo¬
dy Way to Play Piano, has applied
the same principles to violin instruc¬
tion. Indicate on the coupon if you
want details on Melody Way to Play
Violin. For class or individual in¬
struction.
MIESSNER INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
441 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Gentlemen:
Send me details on:
□ Melody Way to Play Piano
□ Melody Way to Play Violin
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ERTAIN PHASES of band per¬
formance form the basis for judg¬
ment in the various contests. I shall
' briefly discuss these and submit some sug¬
gestions as to methods for improving bands
in these particular respects. In judging
a contest I understand it to be the func¬
tion of the judge to proffer advice as well
as to rate the bands as to their relative
standing. It would seem that it is only
through these advisory comments that a
judge can clearly indicate his reasons for
rating a hand either high or low according
to the merits of its performance.
The points of greatest importance are
tone quality, intonation, tonal balance,
dynamic contrast, tonal contrast and inter¬
pretation, the latter also covering the im¬
portant matter of conducting.
A band which is lacking in good tone
quality and intonation will necessarily lack
every quality requisite in the making of
a good band. Quality of tone is the first
consideration. Whenever I hear a hand
that plays with poor quality of tone and
badly out of tune I feel compelled urgently
to recommend the studious and careful
practice of long tones and scales in unison.
If we consult the most brilliant players
of wind instruments we shall find that
they base their daily practice upon long
tones, scales and broken chords. Barrere,
the great flutist, Langerius, the distin¬
guished clarinetist, “Jerry” Cimera, the
marvelous trombonist, will all tell you that
this constitutes the first portion of their
daily practice and that it is because of this
method of study that they have been able
to develop the quality of tone and smooth¬
ness of technic they possess. They will
also tell you that, if they are unable to
practice more than fifteen or twenty min¬
utes some days, they spend this time on
long tones and scale work, not on solos.
Scale and Chord Foundation
CCALE-U KE and chordal exercises con^ stitute the true basis oi all technic and,
though there are teachers who attempt to
avoid the so-called “drudgery” of scale
practice and to sugar-coat the work of
their pupils by having them play only
pieces, we feel safe in asserting that no
person ever became an artist-performer
on any musical instrument—whether pic¬
colo, clarinet, tuba or piano—without hav¬
ing first laid a sure technical foundation
through the proper study of scales and
chords.
When dealing with adults you can
readily impress them with the importance
of this kind of practice and induce them
to do it at home, but you will not have the
same success when dealing with juveniles.
You may insist that they practice such
exercises at home but they forget about it
after the class is dismissed. The only sure
method of getting results with a school
band is to do this work in rehearsal.
When I was studying comet with a very
fine teacher I was required to spend one
hour out of four each day on long tone,
scale and arpeggio practice. When I be¬
gan directing bands I felt that this pro¬
cedure would be just as important in di¬
recting an ensemble. I never had played
with a band which used such a method but,
upon taking charge of a band that was
rough and[ unbalanced, I adopted the sys¬
tem of opening each rehearsal with some
carefully planned unisonal work. After
several weeks this band made a public ap¬
pearance, and many musicians who heard it
and had known the band for several years
vowed that it could not be the same or¬
ganization. It was the method of rehearslng that had developed a different quality
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(Extract from an address delivered by Victor J. Grabel, at a
meeting of the Illinois School Band Association at the University of
Illinois, November 23, 1928.)
of tone, a pleasing intonation and a smooth¬
ness of performance which had previously
been lacking.
It is not advisable to spend much time
in tuning -players individually, for by teach¬
ing a band to play well in unison the in¬
dividuals will learn to adjust properly
their instruments and to play in tune with
each other. They will learn to listen to
what is being produced by all the other
players and to so accommodate their tone to
the mass as to secure an evenly balanced
The practice of the various scales in uni¬
son at different speeds, with various ar¬
ticulations and with a great variety of
shading, will serve to develop a cleanness
of technic, a unanimity and a flexibility
that cannot he readily attained in any other
way.
In the various contests I attended this
year I heard several bands which might
have rated much higher except for lack of
proper tonal balance. In some cases this
defect caused a band to be awarded second
or third place where it might just as well
have secured first, had the condition not
existed. In some instances it was a eupho¬
nium, trombone or tuba being overblown
when it should have been subordinated to
the instruments playing the melody—only
a small detail, perhaps, but, from the stand¬
point of the judge, a highly important one.
Correct unisonal practice could have pre¬
vented such occurrences.
Comprehensive Interpretation

INTERPRETATION enters largely into
the art of conducting—and by that I
do not mean the mere matter of time¬
beating. A person of average intelligence
might learn to beat some of the common
rhythms with Chesterfieldian grace in a
few hours and yet know nothing of the
art of conducting. Very much intelligent
study is required to enable a conductor to
make his gestures both intelligible and in¬
telligent to his players, to make them ex¬
pressive, meaningful and impelling, to en¬
able him rightly to comprehend the in¬
tent and mood of the composer and to
infuse his players with his moods.
A conductor must employ a great deal
of imagination and dramatic instinct in his
work but, too often, this is entirely miss¬
ing. Some excellent bands at the contests,
bands which possessed remarkable possibil¬
ities, yet have failed to secure high rating.
In some cases one is forced to conclude that
the bands were more capable than their
conductors. These men gave ample evi¬
dence of their ability as teachers through
the splendid playing ability of the indi¬
vidual members of their bauds, but they
soon reached their limitations when they

of the compositions being performed or
they lacked the ability to transmit their
ideas to their players. In general they
seemed to be lacking in imagination and
sense of the drama.
Two years ago the Huldigungs’ March,
from the “Sigurd Jorsalfar Suite,” by
Grieg, was the contest number for Class A
bands. The introduction of this number
opens with a fanfare by cornets, trumpets
and drums, leading into a prolonged
massive chord by the full band. This
is followed by a grand silent pause after
which there enters a broad majestic theme
in the tempo of a grand march.
It would seem but natural to assume
that the opening fanfare was an announce¬
ment by the royal trumpeters of the ap¬
proach of thq distinguished concourse, while
the prolonged, breath-taking, massive chord
would betoken a scene of magnificent pag¬
eantry. The long silent pause would in¬
dicate the awed hush as the massive doors
of the Great Hall are thrown wide for
the entrance of the party. After a period
of hushed expectancy, the grand march
commences and the Huldigungs, in barbaric
splendor, make their stately entrance.
• Instead of conveying some such impres¬
sion all the band directors seemed to be
afraid of the situation. They played those
last imposing chords of the introduction
hurriedly (as though they feared their
players were about out of breath) and
diminuendo instead of with a mounting
crescendo and a crash of cymbals at the
finish. They actually hurried over the
silent pause and rushed pell-mell into the
grand march at a tempo that was general¬
ly too fast for dignity. The interpretation
was devoid of all sense of grandeur, dig¬
nity and splendor.
Beheading with Cymbals and Tympani

A NUMBER of bands played the Maxi-

milien Robespierre Overture the same
year. The climax of this number depicts
the beheading of Robespierre. There are
a succession of ascending chromatic pas¬
sages in the woodwinds together with a
long drum roll, all crescendo, to indicate
the commotion of the Parisian mob as it
realizes that the end of the tyrannical des¬
pot is near. There is a sudden hush just
before the guillotine descends. The fall
of the knife can be realistically indicated
by the slithering effect of “sliding cym¬
bals.” The roll of the bloody head down
the incline, as it gains in momentum and
drops with a thumpety-thump into the
basket, should be represented by a cre¬
scendo roll on the tympani. After a
breathless hush of prayer or thanksgiving,
a trumpet (in the distance) intones a
requiem against soft chords in the band.
Instead of properly dramatizing this
situation, the bands rushed up to the con¬

clusion of the chromatic passages and
followed immediately with a resounding
cymbal crash. The descent of the head
into the basket was indicated by a tympani
roll which began fortissimo and ended in
an abrupt diminuendo.
This was fol¬
lowed without pause by the trumpet which
was played from position in the band. No
tangible idea of the gruesome situation
could possibly be given by such careless
interpretation.
Such thoughtless performances of dra¬
matic tone poems cannot affect a judge
very favorably. Should you some time
chance to glance up into the balcony, at
the conclusion of such a meaningless per¬
formance, and see a judge who is utterly
broken down and shedding immense tears,
do not be greatly surprised. He may be
in about the. same situation as a gentleman
who was found weeping quite copiously at
a house party while a guest was attempt¬
ing, with ill success, to sing a Southern
melody. He was approached by a motherly
lady who exclaimed, “Oh, sir! I know just
how you feel. I am from the South also,
and I never hear the good old Southern
songs without being deeply affected.” “You
mistake, madam,” he brokenly replied. “I
am not a Southerner—I am a musician.”
The Band at Pee\aboo

THIS YEAR the contest number was
the tone poem, “Finlandia.”
This
number is supposed to depict the natural
ruggedness, the mountains and valleys, the
winter stormy and the soft summer sun¬
shine, the rushing rivers and the purling
brooks, the reverberating thunders, the
joys and tribulations, the songs and rejoic¬
ings of the Finnish people. But, as for
conveying any idea the composer had in
mind, the performance of many of the
bands might just as well have been in¬
tended as a futuristic painting of seven
green cows playing peekaboo in a Swiss
cheese factory.
Another important part of the equip¬
ment of the bandmaster is the ability to
revise printed arrangements so as to bring
out the best points of his band. Twentyfive years ago there were no players of.
oboe, flute, bassoon, alto and bass clarinets
or tympani outside of the professional or¬
ganizations. The average amateur band
numbered about sixteen players. Many of
the arrangements used today in these con¬
tests were written for such bands. Most
publishers and arrangers are commercialminded; they have to supply what will sell
to the largest number. They are not actu¬
ated by a purely artistic consideration.
Many numbers are so written that they
will sound full when played by a sixteenpiece band and, when played by a wellbalanced band of fifty to eighty players,
will offer a result that is not much better.
In the opening movement of the “Barber
of Seville” Overture there is a beautiful
melody which is sung by the oboe in the
orchestration. In a certain band arrange¬
ment you will find this same melody al¬
lotted. to the flute, oboe, clarinet, cornet,
saxophone and baritone—resulting in a
composite solo which lacks entirely the
beauty, delicacy and charm that is pro¬
duced by the oboe alone. It was fortunate
that the pedal tympani did not exist when
this arrangement was made, else the ar¬
ranger might have had the tympani join
in also. There are many other places in
this same overture that need careful re¬
vising, if a band is to produce the best
possible effect.
('Continued on page 223)
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VIOLINIST’S ETUDE
Edited by

H- HE just skipped around in the
The Storehouse of Knowledge
V-/ hook,” is the answer the new
Robert Braine
FT IS CUSTOMARY to
* ,,
teacher frequently gets from pu¬
A Kreutzer, Fiorillo and Rode stmLt
pils who have just come to him from an¬
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
the order given although some of ,1
other teacher, when he examines them to
Kreutzer studies are more difficult u, e
see what they have done in their previous
“A VIOLINIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
some of the Fiorillo, and some of
instruction. This answer is given often
Fionllo more difficult than some o £
in a rather contemptuous tone, as if
“skipping around” was a mark of inferior¬
Rode. These three great sets of SLity in the former teacher.
are a vast storehouse of violin wisdom
The fact is that “skipping around” is of
which the teacher must use in the m ’
the highest wisdom, if it is skillfully done,
.•d™Sglo“‘«order- •h*, »• -5
So that the pupil is constantly engaged in
doing the exact work which is the most
The Fiorillo studies are also graded u„
essential for his progress. The greatest studies would be beneficial for some pupils.
The March (No. 35) is a splendid solo evenly, and the “skipping around” process
teachers constantly “skip around” not only Pupils differ in ability, of course, and piece for the violin and requires good is necessary here as in the others. The
as regards the order in which the exer¬ where a very talented pupil might be able technic and musicianship to do it justice. second exercise m Fiorillo is one of
cises in a single book shall be studied but to master a certain study, another might The trill exercises scattered through the most difficult in the collection with it
also as regards different books and sets have to put it off until he had acquired work are the finest and most complete double trills and single trills with aicom
of studies and pieces. Violin study or any more technic.
ever written for the violin. Nos. 38, 39, pamment in quarter notes. It requires a'
kind of educational -work, for that matter,
41 and 42 are good examples of polyphonic virtuoso technic to play it well and should
should be done in easy, gradual steps,'
Kreutzer Studies
writing for the violin and will well repay be studied among the las, j„ the co„ec.
without any big gaps where it would VT/'HEN WE come to Kreutzer we find
every hour spent on them. They form a tion. In Fiorillo and Rode could be men¬
seem almost impossible for the student
the studies very unevenly graded. good preparation for the study of the tioned many studies which are out of their
to set his foot on the next step.
The very first exercise of all requires a
ffigical order, and the practice of which
Very few instruction books or sets of finished artist to play it effectively, and no Bach Sonatas later on.
The numbers of the exercises referred must be deferred until the pupil “catches
studies and technical work for the violin experienced teacher would think of giving
have ever been written so skillfully graded it as the first one to a pupil just beginning to above are as given in most editions of up with his technic, if he would do them
any
kind of justice.
that the studies can be used by all pupils Kreutzer. Many teachers do not consider the work. Owing to the uneven manner
Even in a single study or piece we
• in exact numerical order, as they appear in this exercise of much value at all and in which the studies are graded, some edi¬
the book without “skipping around.” Al¬ do not use it at any time. My opinion is tions have been published in which the often find certain passages which are too
ways will the teacher have to find a new that it is of considerable value for study studies have been regraded so that they difficult for the pupil at his stage of progorder, taking the material which is the for pupils who have studied half or two- will appear more in the order of their ress and which must therefore be sim¬
most necessary for the student at the exact thirds through Kreutzer. The fifth study real difficulty. A great deal of “skipping plified. There will be double trills, pas¬
moment. Very few of the even famous lies entirely in the first position and is around” must be done in Kreutzer. The sages tn artificial harmonies, passages in
books of violin studies have been graded very easy.
teacher should regard these famous studies tenths or octaves, left-hand pizzicato and
with much care by the authors. We often
as so much material from which he difficult double stops which the pupil can¬
Requiring Care
find some of the exercises towards the
should choose that best fitted for the not possibly play without further study.
front of the book quite difficult, while ^pHE TWELFTH study (arpeggios) is needs of his pupil. It is found that the A simplified manner of playing such pasvery difficult to play in tune. Jo¬
some of the others towards the middle
same order cannot be successfully followed sages is often given in tlu music as ail
or near the end will be comparatively achim used to say that the greatest of with all pupils, since one pupil may excel
ossta” (alternative). If not indicated in
easy.
violinists must “watch his step” to play
m one branch of violin technic and an¬ the music, the teacher will have to simthis study with fine tone and in perfect
other in a different branch. One may ex¬ pnfy the passage.
Degrees of Difficulty
intonation. The twenty-third study (ca¬
cel in trills, another in double stops an¬
In the case of easier studies and methods
HPAKE, FOR instance, the Kayser and denzas) requires a very advanced technic
other in velocity work, still another in tor the violin we find the same uneven
Kreutzer studies which are probably and is more difficult than some of the slow cantabile movements.
grading and the same necessity for “skip¬
used more than any other studies ever- studies in Rode which is not supposed to
Many teachers find it advisable to have ping around.” The teacher must select
written for the violin. In both works the be studied until after the pupil has com¬
teacher will find it necessary to do a great pleted Kreutzer and Fiorillo. The thirty- the pupil change to other material at in¬ what seems best adapted for the pupil at
deal of skipping, and many of the studies second and thirty-third studies (double tervals during the study of Kreutzer. That each step of his progress.
will have to be omitted for the time being, stops) require a perfect left-hand technic is, they will have the student study a cer¬
The ideal violin teacher is the one who,
that is, held up for months until the stu¬ to be played in tune, and a very fine com¬ tain number of Kreutzer studies and then like an Alpine guide taught by long ex¬
dent is ready for them. Take the “Thirty- mand of the bow to come out with a fine change to something else, returning to
perience where the climber should next
six Studies” of Kayser, Op. 20. The fourth singing tone, without scratching and in Kreutzer as the pupil advances and deset his foot in the march to the top of a
study in the first book will be found dif- adequate volume.
tht°
will make
m L Cimbing
high gradual.
mountain 0
this will
the ascenta more
mountain, is able to guide others
ncult for the comparative beginner. It is
rapidly, surely and safely to the top.
much harder than the ninth, for instance.

Shipping Around

Z

The tenth study (arpeggios) proves to
be a “jaw-breaker” for the average pupil
m first going through the book and has to
Driftir
'ifting From teacher
be omitted for the time being.
The
The very first idea of a stringed in-- turv • No fi r n- „
twelfth study (sixteen notes in one bow)
to teacher
is also very hard for the beginner to play strument undoubtedly came from the mu- Rebec, Fourteenti Centoy’- {£Sj, N°- 7>
fluently and at first has to be practiced sical twang of the string of a bow, as-° ’ Na 8> LyreBy Edith Lynwood Winn
four notes to the bow instead of six¬ some savage in the dim prehistoric ages
She came into Prof. M.’s studio with a
teen as written. Other studies in the first loosed an arrow at some swiftly fleeing
1st ess air. She looked around as if debook might be named which had best be animal. Rude harps and lyres of one
taken out of order.
ci ing whether or not to remain. Then
or more strings followed, and then, on
In the second book of these studies, the some eventful day, one of these early
s e said, “Most of my time has been
fourteenth study is three times as hard as
spent in avoiding my former teachers."
harpists made the great discovery that
the thirteenth. The twentieth (double
She thought that a good joke.
The
stop exercise) is so difficult that it must be some implement, possibly a rough stick
eac er did not. The young lady found
omitted the first time through the book. In but more probably the string of a bow
fact this study should have been placed in when rubbed over a tightly stretched
him adamant. He did not want to run
the third book instead of the second. string, would cause it to give forth' a
me risk of being another teacher to be
The three part chords in the twenty-first steady, singing tone, instead of an evanes¬
avoided. He refused her on the ground
study are so difficult for the young violin¬ cent twang as when plucked with the
t iat he was too busy to give her a place.
ist that they usually have to be omitted
Une very distinguished teacher solves that
or only the top notes played. The twentyFrom these crude beginnings the violin
second study is also impossible for the was gradually evolved, until we now have
Problem by saying, “My price is $180 for
average pupil to play in tune in the early the violin of Stradivarius, the most perfect
* 'ess°ns—in advance.”
stages of violin playing.
of all musical instruments.
e habit of changing teachers every
The last six measures of No. 25 (sus¬
In the above' sketches we have a num¬
ew months is a bad one. But the teacher’s
tained chords and left hand pizzicato) is ber of these ancestors of the violin, show¬
attitude toward a relinquished pupil is
another difficult passage which hardly one ing how the evolution took place The
Ben equally bad. A teacher who, after
pupil out of twenty can master the first instruments are as follows: Nos 1 and
6n ° S!Xteen years, resents the passing of
time through. The third book of Kayser is 2 Lyre and Cithara of Greece and Romea prize pupil to another equally good
"3 A cmf.rt
_1 -»T
, _
*
graded more evenly, but even here we find
that a rearrangement of tffe order of the
®ac er is an unjust and narrow egotist,
he moment a pupil has closed the studio

Ancestors of the Violin

(Continued on page 219)

VERYONE has heard of Paganini’s
matchless Guarnerius violin lying in
a glass case in the City Hall at Genoa,
the city of the wizard violinist’s birth. This
wonderful violin, which might be giving
the keenest musical enjoyment to thousands,
lies mute and voiceless, being taken out
0f its case and played only at rare
intervals, such as on the occasion of the
visit to Genoa of some famous violinist
or to add eclat to some great concert.
The occasion over, it is returned to its
glass case and silence. How much better
if it were the property of some great
violinist who would carry its golden voice
to every country in the world!
Similar to the case of Paganini’s violin
reduced to a mere relic, a very large num¬
ber of the best examples of the art of
Stradivarius, Guarnerius, Bergonzi, Amati
and the other famops Cremona makers
are to be found in public and private
collections where they are seldom or never
used as musical instruments. This is one
cause of the tremendous increase in value
within the last thirty years of the Cremona
violin, an increase by which the violins
of Stradivarius have risen in price from
around two thousand, five hundred dollars
to as high as fifty thousand dollars.

Tke

to virtuosi to use in concerts, thus giving
the public an opportunity of hearing their
beautiful tones. As such instruments can
be fully insured against loss, theft or
breakage, the owners run small risk by
loaning them to expert violinists who
know how to take care of them.
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tliat is a musical masterpiece

An Editorial
C PEAKING of the loss to the musical
hA world of rare violins that are hoarded
in collections, and never allowed to be
heard, the “Toronto (Canada) Globe” says
in an editorial:
“It seems essentially wrong to put a cost¬
ly violin away in a museum or a private
collection, where it is left untouched and
unused. It is a matter of public congrat¬
ulation when the opposite is done, as has
occurred more than once of late.
“Last summer Mischa Elman rescued
from obscurity and silence one of the most
perfect musical instruments in the world.
When in Paris he purchased the “Recamier” Stradivarius violin of 1717, whose
golden tone had not been sounded for three
generations. The famous young violinist
is said to have wept tears of joy when he
acquired this instrument which he calls
one of the three finest violins in the world.
The other two are ip collections and are
never played. Elman bought his, paying
Fads
OLLECTING rare old violins has a princely price, so that it might be heard
o
become a fad with millionaires similar by music lovers everywhere.
to the mania for accumulating rare paint¬
Wanama\er Collection
ings, postage stamps, books or antiques.
This collecting is stripping the market of UOOME TIME ago the Rodman Wanamaker collection of rare violins
Cremonas to be bought at a price within
and other instruments was heard for the
reason to a violinist moderately well off.
A (few concert violinists of world-wide first time at an evening concert in the New
York
Wanamaker
store; this collection
fame are able to afford violins by Strad¬
ivarius or Guarnerius, but they are very was assembled in Europe to be used sole¬
few. If, as predicted, we shall have ly for concert purposes, and was never be¬
$100,000 Strads within ten years, it is fore played on in America.
“In contrast is the story of old Luigi
doubtful if more than three or four concert
violinists in the whole world will be able Tarisio, found dead in his home with
to afford them. Even Henry Ford, the scarcely any ordinary comforts, but with
world’s richest man, has become smitten two hundred and forty-six exquisite violins
with the craze for violin collecting and is that he had been collecting all his life. An
constantly adding to his collection of fine English minister has commented on this:
old Cremonas. If Mr. Ford takes a notion, Tn very devotion to the violin, he had
he can easily buy up all the Cremonas in robbed the world of music. Others before
him had done the same, so that, when the
existence.
To their great credit, many of our greatest Stradivarius was first played,
American violin collectors are evincing it had had one hundred and forty-seven
a disposition to lend their famous violins speechless years.’”

Distinguished artists all over the country
have approved “The Concert Master. They
praise it as far superior to any violin string
ever produced, either in this country or in
Europe. It is the choice of Fritz Kreisler, the
greatest violinist in the world today.
Here is a violin string better than any string
you’ve ever known before. Under your fingers
it becomes a vibrant moving voice, rich with
emotion, capable of every delicate tonal shading. It registers perfectly in fifths. Its fresh¬
ness and strength is a guarantee of an unin¬
terrupted concert performance.
In “The Concert Master,’’ Armour has
given the world a musical masterpiece. The
largest supply of choice sheep gut permits the
selection of the finest workable material.
Marvelous new gauging and trueing machines
finish the strings with more than human skill.
So accurate are their measurements that no
string varies, from end to end, more than
1/6 the thickness of a human hair.
There is a complete line of Concert Master
strings for violins. Go to your dealer and buy
a set of Concert Master strings. There s a new
musical experience awaiting you. Prove it
with your own ears. Armour and Company,
Chicago, Ill.
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VIOLINS

HAKKERT”
“HAKKRT" Gut and “JOACHIM" Wound Strings
Violin A, “Hakkert" 30c; Violin I, “Hakkert" 3S
' D, “Joachim" (aluminum) 75c
» G, "Joachim" (pure silver) $1.00
A, “Hakkert" $1 00; 'Cello 1), “Hakkert" $1.2,
G “Joachim" $1,20; 'Cello C, “Joachim" $1.60

GUSTAV V. HENNING
302 University Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

HUGU5T EEMUNBER Si 50N5
1 Violins, Old and New
For All Kinds ol Players
Our Catalogues are Free and will safely

‘Drifting from teacher to teacher

MUSIC ENGRAVING

(Continued from page 218)
door behind him he is under no further
obligation to the teacher. He has paid
for his lessons.
But if the teacher has given a pupil
lessons free for a term of years, he is justified in believing the pupil will have manhood enough to consult him if he wishes
to change. Lack of appreciation for free
lessons is the bane of musical life. That
which comes easily is hardly ever taken
at its worth. The artist does not teach
“for nothing.” Why need the too easily
sympathetic woman (for it is usually a
woman) give her time and strength to
those who are likely to be ungrateful?
Moreover, a pupil becomes confused by
too many methods. It is onlv the very
advanced student who can cull from many

Piano, Band, Orchestra and Octavo work. We
specialize in book work; also engraved titles.
Send your mss. for estimate.
OTTO A. C. NULSEN,

methods precepts that can be used to
advantage. This type of student may get
a good deal of inspiration in a summer
school or from foreign study well chosen,
HARMONY BY MAIL
Teaching methods and repertoire may be
A practical and thorough course of 40 lessons.
Small monthly payments.
better understood by varied study. A
Send for Prospectus and Rates. Mss. corrected.
one-track mind is a dangerous mind. On
the other hand it is only the good artist
ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doc.
who can study many methods and cull the
Suite A. 171 Cleveland Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
best from all.
Mere virtuosity does not count highly n
the teaching profession. It is, however of
great importance that the teacher he able (
to illustrate inspiringly, since a good lllustration goes far toward arousing real
interest and enthusiasm. On the other
hand playing too much makes automatons,
The wise teacher will solve this problem.

"To the owners of most purses, a fine Stradivari or Guarneri is now
beyond hoping for, whilst a Bergonzi is too rare to be obtainable at desire,
so a Guadagnini, the next best instrument from the up-to-date point of Vfew,
becomes the dream of youth.’’—The Strad.
_
_ ' FIRST LESSONS IN VIOLIN PLAYING by Henry Hoars. Book. I, IIJUt Po«J,
H O A T? FT Book HI (3rd Pos.) Prise H-00each.
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Violin Questions Answered
By Robert Braine
No question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquire. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.

A Distinguished Publishing Achievement!
The Theodore Presser Co. Has the Honor of Announcing the Publication of Several Groups of

ro-ounce Bow

MODERN MASTERPIECES
For the Piano

BY

rpHE renown of Poldini is not based merely
A upon the phenomenal sales of such de¬
lightful works as “The Dancing Doll,”
“Marche Mignonne,” etc., but rather upon his
extraordinary melodic gifts, combined with
musicianship of the highest order. At times
as powerful as the tempest and then as deli¬
cate as the fragile petal of a flower, he has
been likened to Chopin, Schumann, Brahms,
Grieg and Debussy, but Poldini has an indi¬
vidual style which makes him the most dis¬
tinguished composer for the piano of the

ED. POLDINI

nm
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Theodore Presser Co.
1712-1714 Chestnut Street
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Philadelphia, Pa.

Trois Melodies

Language of the Flowers
~ (LES FLEURS PARLENT)

POUR PIANO

By ED. POLDINI
OPUS 111

By ED. POLDINI

SEVEN COMPOSITIONS FOR THE PIANO
These works in idyllic style have a charm
which is so all-pervading that we find it diffi¬

CAT. NO.

cult to single out any one for special com¬

24210

Chant Funebre. VI

.40

ment.

24211

Ricordanza . VI

.40

24212

Aureole . VI

.40

They will be welcomed by teachers

who seek to avoid the commonplace and de¬
mand color.
CAT. NO.

&hool Music

i

TITLE

GRADE PRICE

24213
24214

Lavender—Lavande. V
Sweet Heather— Bruyere.. • IV

.40
.40

24215
24216

Clematis—Clematite .IV
Red Roses—Roses Rouges.IV

.50
.40

24217

Blue Bells—Clochette ....

V

.60

24218

Anemone—Anemone.

V

.50

24219

Bridal Wreath—
Gerbe de Fiancailles.VI

.50

Mood Pictures
oand Conducting

For the Piano

J|PL

tions of the genius of this master
we find delineations of emotional
states such as Schumann loved
to write. They have a fresh mod¬
ern flavor and if Schumann could

Smooi CDusicSchool

come back at this day he would
he among the first to exclaim (as
he did of Chopin), “Hats off, gen¬
tlemen, a genius!” The pieces vary
from the fourth to sixth grade.

FINE ARTS BUILDING

GRADE PRICE

Four Characteristic
Marches

TEACHERS MAY
SECURE ANY
OF THESE SU¬
PERB PIANO
COMPOSITIONS
FOR EXAMINA¬
TION IN
ACCORDANCE
WITH OUR
“ON SALE”
PLAN.

(QUATRE MARCHES POUR PIANO)
By ED. POLDINI

°PUS 110

CAT. NO.
TITLE
24230 Spring Dawn.
24231 Elegy .
24232 Woodland Poem.
24233 Youth .
24234 Epitaph .
24235 Day Dream.. .
24236 Valse Passionnee.
24237 Gipsy Night.
24238 Dried Flower.
24239 Moon Fairies.
24240 Exaltation .
24241 Vision Infernale.
24242 La Valse De Ma Jolie Voisine.
24243 Sur Une Toile De Watteau....
24244 Bacchantes .

Opus. 117

CAT. NO.
TITLE
GRADE PRICE
24464 Marche Capricieuse. . V
.50
24465 Marche Exotique .... V
.50
24466 Marche Fantasque ... V
.50
24467 Marche Finale. V
.60

(15 Moments Musicciux)

By ED. POLDINI

In these fifteen brilliant manifesta¬

jH

TITLE

GRADE PRICE
.35
.... V
.35
.... V
.35
.... VI
.40
.... V
.35
.... IV
.35
.... IV
.35
.... V
.50
.... IV
.35
.... IV
.50
.... V
.35
.... V
.35
.... V
.35
.... IV
.40
.... IV
.35
.... IV

Where Inspiration
Comes to Poldini

MARCH 1929
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Teachers’ Round Table
(Conducted by
Prof. Clarence

G. Hamilton, M. A.

PROFESSOR OF PIANOFORTE iLAYiNG, WELLESLEY COLLEGE

(lie Waltzes, beginning with Op. 69, Nos.
'and 2; Mazurkas, beginning with Op. 7,
•• •1 and 2;, aim
Dcgii
los.
and lYuuurnea,
Nocturnes, beginning
with
1
itli Op. 9, No. 2, and Op.
On. 32,
32. No. 1.

“brass tacks.” Harmony, for instance,
may be side-tracked until they are firm on
fundamentals, and form may be referred
to only in connection with pieces which
. ,
.
Study Values in (Czerny and
they are practicing. Minimize instruction weig
™et lods would probably havi
(Chopin
about the pedal, too, telling them not to ®ashed them to pieces. With the heavie,
Sequence of Studies
use it except where you specifically in- P^0,aCtlon wblci came >n shortly aftei
L I personally heneflted i
dicate it.
Lm’ however more power was called for
Spend the first five to ten minutes of i° mee.t.ls flcma"d pianists raised thei
each lesson period on fundamental techa<! |a hit the 1keys with all
“ ... ugh, so
-t0
possible
force.
nical
incai worn—scales,
work—scales, nnger
finger exercises, anci
and
.
“Well-Tempered V€
the market that it is difficult to find
avichord”
This hammer action
of the fingerss con
c
such. See that the lessons which you assign
.—
hands. I would also Hke'some more
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Band and Orchestra Department

THIS DEPARTMENT [8 DESIGNED TO HELP THP
TEACHER upon question,
PERTA.NING TO
teach, “what To
TEACH, etc., and not
technical PROBLEMS per,
taining to musical
THEORY, HISTORY, PTC. ALL
WHICH PROPERLY BETO THE "questions
.ANSWERS DEPART.
MENT.
PULL NAME AND
ADDRESS MUST ACCOMPANY
ALL INQUIRIES.
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ncea Pupils, in goi
(Continued on page 231)

Choosethe Instrument
f^Big Professionals Use

(Continued from page 217)
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Initiative Is No Crime
only an excellent band can play a real
COME BANDMASTERS say they fear pianissimo in tune.
^ to make any changes in a score for
.
,
fear the judges will penalize them for Distinguishing Conductor and Lime
doing so. I feel sure that any judge,
Beater
any real musician, will give credit for mak- T T IS on these points of performance that
ing any changes which will improve the re- I a band will either win or lose. Some
sultant performance. Where real improve- of them may sometimes be considered as
ments are made he will give credit for dis- of but slight significance in preparing a
playing artistic taste. I know at least two band for a contest or concert, but they
directors who made quite decided changes are all highly important to the competent
in parts of “Finlandia” this year, yet they and conscientious band director. Their
won first places in the contests in which observance or neglect indicates the differminiature first violin
they participated. Some other bandmasters ence between the conductor and the timeAND SOLO CORNET PARTS I were curious to know just what they did beater.
to make their bands sound so different—
The great artist, Whistler, was apI and better. It was the matter of judicious proached during a studio reception by a
\e sent on receipt of this coupon and your i
name and address,
I revising, so as to produce a more colorful gushing lady who inquired, “Oh, Mr.
If Clarinets and trumpets in Bb; parts T|
| and pleasing tonal contrast, that helped Whistler! Tell me how you contrive to
J for all saxophones. (* indicates band I*
to secure a more artistic performance.
produce such wonderful effects in your
and orchestra are in same key.) JJ
If we are to attain the standard which paintings—such outline, such shading, such
Album of Master Classics for Orchestn
re must set for the band, we must accept lovely color, such contrast, such expresn *Jacobs’Ensemble for Orchestra, f
fattprn.
Toll me wViaf
macrir it
,
S
“°’
|
the
symphony
orchestra
as
our
pattern,
sjon!! Tell
what magic
it is vou mix
phone Band. 14 numbers; 41 separ_
.
n Jacobs’ Folio for School Orchestras and Other Yc
• especially in the matter of artistic arrange- with your paints.” The artist looked
U Instrumental Ensemblea. Parts for 47 instrumc
ments and interpretations.
her and unaffectedly replied,
□ Jacobs’ Folio of Classics for Orchestra. 2 volumes. |
The composer can put on paper only madam, brains.”
After all, musicians are artists—tone
□ Jacob? Loose Leaf Collection of Standard Marches | about fifty per cent, of what he wishes to
■ say, and it becomes the duty of the con- artists. Many in the musical profession
□ J scobs’^Musii- al Mosaics for Orchestra. 2 volumes.
I ductor to go back of what he sees on the (j0 not seem to consider that a bandmaster
I paper and seek out the indefinable and ;s an artist. But there is no reason for his
subtle changes in tempo, ritardandos, ac- not being so considered if he is a properly
sand Two Suites for Orcheslr
to three.
, „
.
■x Jacobs Select Repertoire for Young |I celerandos, rubatos, crescendos, dimmu- qualified bandmaster. We must set our
6 numbers published separately. Very 1 endos, and all the hidden and delicate standards as high as those of the orchestra
nuances. He must be able to distmgmsh conductor, We must produce orgamzaBoylston St.
Boeton. Maes. , each phrase and to round it out carefully tions of the same artistic merit as has been
_ _
- __—— — J so as to give it form and beauty, the done ;n the orchestral field. That will reIII
I
ability to do this is indicative of the artist. qujre more and more study, thinking, lis/AnrYwitn.
A dynamic range from a rousing for- tening, learning, research — and more
i kr'
*
.
tissimo to a lovely pianissimo should be brains.
TP PAN-AMERICAN developed. I have heard a shimmering It is largely because of the contests that
i. a ev tg DT AVI A few short weeks pianissimo chord played with a long drawn- bands are now playing a much better type
, ,
, of practicc
out diminuendo until the tone utterly fades of music than was generally used a few
away. The audience would lean forward years ago. Numbers now tang used by
or whatever instrument you choose.
J
detect a continuation of the many high school bands require real interEASYTOTRY!pg^^MERlCA?f lovely6 effect and when the conductor pretative ability, and the sooner we reach
c-v
n.v cr,Di Pan-Ameridrnn bis hands a great intake a full realization of the great importance
EASY TO PAY FOR.
s are ^“breath coffid be heard all over the of all the phases of band performance,
moderately priced.
)n r./vo
OI ureaui ecu n
,.,;il hands and handmasters be
--TERMS.
auditorium.
accorded by the musical public the high
The poorest band I ever heard had
EASY TO DO! ^u^ayiUC“
producing
a
big volume, but recognition which is their due.
juSO trated catalog.
difficulty
’
- u—
Band Instrument & Case Co
lean Bldg., Elkhart, Indian;

«££££?&

,
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A aul nappy
say tnat all tne
musicians in my
present band Use
BuescherTrue-Tone
Instruments.”
If you’re interested
jn a musical instrument, yOU should
ch0OSethe kind Used by
pftg famous professionals—
^

~ True-Tone
.
i Incfeiitr\pnt<!
iVLUSlCcll iHSirUUlcUlS
It is just as important that you have theright
instr^ptRSitisfor theprofrasional.
other ;nstruments possess, yet cost no more.
axoohone is eauipped with
^ nQ more cementing. This is a great improvement for beauty of tone and a great
Convenience. Found only on the Buescher.
"Pocxt tr* Pluv
_
'
— ^

Easy tO 1 ay

Besides being unusually easy to play, we
make it easy for you to pay forany Buescher
InstrUment, by our
JPaymentPlm
arrangedto su't yo^convemence-It enables
you to pby and earn wMe you pay.
g Days Trial U1 Your Own Home
on any^Bu^cherSaxophone.
101 luu ,ul„.„I„„„.i!”MenUon instrument in which
you are interested.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2722 Buescher Block
•-BUESCHER B-ND-INsiRUMENT C(

Practice Without a Piano

Attention, Piano Teachers!
METRONOMES
dent. Gives the Correct
Tempo and Teaches at
predation of lthythm.
Qur Metronomes are of

PIANO JAZZ

!. Note

By June Baldwin
How often a music student pleads release from practice, when placed where
here " no instrument, by saying he cannotPractice without a piano. But this is
redly no excuse since there are numerous
muscle-strengthening exercises whose only
rauis te is a^ table V chair arm. They
Lre found useful to all students for the
fingers and joints in creating independence
and proper formation.
1 Form the fingers correctly on a firm,
even surface, raise them to greatest heights
individually and lower to original position,
being sure that they are properly curved.
2 Press one finger at a time firmly, on
a cushion and turn slowly from side to
side always firmly: this hardens the end

of the finger for attacking the key
3. Press the first finger and thumb of
either hand as tightly together as possib e
and test resistance by trymg to separate
them with different fingers of the other
hand. Try this with the thumb and each
finger of both hands, seeing that the joints
do not “cave in” but remain curved,
Such exercises are truly valuable The
writer recalls a young girl who studied
music one summer with a well-known pro¬
fessor, taking a lesson each day. She had
piano but used these exercises, properly
and faithfully, studying scales with the
books
- before her. Her progress
markable, and her playing improved greatly
in tone and touch.

A Help Voward Getting a Piece “Under the Fingers”

MUSIC PRINTERS
ENGRAVERS a-UTHOGRAPHERS

■ PRINT ANYTHING IN MUSIC-BY ANY PROCESS |
I WE PRINT FOR INDIVIDUALS
REFERENCE ANY PUBLISHER

T°Before ^practicing a piece the scale on
Also, one is not apt to strike wrong
which it is based should be practiced notes as easily as when trying the piece
h it ten times. The fingering then comes over without getting the scale hrst under
more easily, the ear is made familiar with the fingers.”
. Stephenson.
e made limber.
the key, and the fingers

4

When yon write tS our advertiser

"By music man lifts himself directly into the world of the ideas that
ihafic events and it is to the sound of music that he will leave thc shadows
and march out of the cave and apprehend the vision after which, his whole
being strains.”—The Observer.
t identifies you a
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School
June 24 To Aug ust 3 (Six Weeks)
RUDOLPH GANZ

HERBERT WITHERSPOON

WORLD RENOWNED PIANIST

RICHARD HAGEMAN
NOTED COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

JOHN J. BLACKMORE
EMINENT PIANIST AND TEACHER
Members of the Faculty
Not Teaching Summer Are
(Arranged Alphabetically)
PIANO
Vera Kaplun-Aronson
Rudolph Ganz
Maurice Aronson
Ruby Cinsburg
Willa Bee Atkinson
Helen Greenebaum
Viola Cole-Audet
Charles D. Hahn
Elsie Barge
Myrtle Hahn
John J. Blackmore
Eudora B. Harbers
Frances Hovey Bergh
Jewell Harned
Moissaye Boguslawski
Frederick Harwood
Lillian Boguslawski
Mabel Wrede Hunter
Frances Bohannon
Herbert Johnson
Vera Bowen
Florence Booco Johnson
Paul Breitweiser
Myra Seifert Johnson
Mary Rives Brown
Carrie D. Keil
Gordon Campbell
Dorothy Kendrick
Julia Lois Caruthers
Max Kramm
Anna Ring Clauson
Grace Levinson
Edward Collins
Clarence Loomis
Kenneth Cummings
Celene Loveland
Gustav Dtinkclbergcr
Louise MacDowell
Marjorie Dwyer
Mollie Margolics
Evalie Martin Fisher
Della Tully Matthews
Faye Forsythe
Bess Clair Murray
Aurelia Arimondi
Arch Bailey
Gordon Campbell
Ella Cave
L. N. Dailey
Myrtle Dunn
Beatrice Dyke
Ernest Edwards
Willis Fleetwood
Mrs. Willis Fleetwood
Effie Cline Fones
Rose Lutiger Gannon
'•

VOICE
Maude Gutzmer
Richard Hageman
Mabel Sharp Ilcrdicn
Charles II. Keep
Elsie Kincheloe
Julia LeVine
Albert Lukken

DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AND EDUCATOR

LEONARD LIEBLING

MAURICE
ARONSON
WELL KNOWN PIANO TEACHER
Lois Dvson
Mrs. John L. Eckel
Max Fischel

CELEBRATED THEATER

Charles H. Demorest

Harry II. Ryan
Leon Sametini
L. Dean Sands

Henry {gSRff

li KPERTOIRE-INTER
VIOLIN
Herbert Witherspo'm ^Richard Ha#e> nan
Leon Sametini

Lillian H. Polley
Mrs. C. M. Robertson
• roy Sanders
Clark E. Snell
Ellis E. Snyder
Estella A. Striplin
? ..•n cl
1
Lucille Stevenson

Allene S. Miller
HerheJ'w^T°
Pauline Castleman Morris
n wlv rt„7°°n
Jesste Waters Northrop
Cari J. Wurman
T_jjjLjl

Artistic and comfortable dormitory
college building.
Piano furnished
^ ^
Make reser

i ps

found to possess the greatest gift for n/nmW, aJ’l Fr-ee Fellowships to the sturK* mu„Pl®c.heI’ Mr. Sametini. Mr Kuzdo Mr. Parks
1
■
ngorsmgmg. Free Fellowship appliraf inn
competitive examination, are

k on request.

FALL SESSION OPENS SEPT. 9COMPLETE SUM

W. OTTO MIESSNER
_. *rrk nnmir crunm MI TQlf

CLASS PIANO AND PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

AMERICA’S FAMOUS CELLIST

VIOLONCELLO
Alfred Wallenstein
Goldie Gross
HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERM
ustav Dunkelbcrgcr
Laura D. Harris
Wesley La Violette

FAMOUS RUSSIAN PIANIST

ALFRED WALLENSTEIN

ANd CHURCH ORGANIST

VIC LIN
Victor H. Jindra
Christian Lyngby
Victor Kuzdo
John McKenzie
Kllis Levy
Rudolph Reiners
CHURCH AND CON CERT ORGAN
Charles H. Demurest
C. Gordon V

Guy Hartle
Ray Huntington

INT, ORCHESTRATION. CANON AND FUGUE
Franklin Madsen
Clarence Loomis
Jane Waterman
PRETATION CLASSES

DENT
ITORIE3

accommodations
for men and women in
with
each
room.
Prices
reasonable,
Va‘^ly.
nations early.

NX/

NOTED AUTHORITY ON LITURGICAL MUSIC

MOISSAYE BOGUSLAWSKI

RENOWNED AMERICAN PIANIST

CHARLES
H DEMOREST*
U

Not Listed on This Pag(

EMINENT VIOLIN PEDAGOG AND ASSISTANT TO
PROFESSOR AUER

EDWARD COLLINS

EMINENT HUNGARIAN PIANIST
V*uar
(Mar. 1i to Sept. 1)

FATHER FINN

VICTOR KUZDO

VIOLINIST AND TEACHER

ALEXANDER RAAP

FAMOUS CRITIC AND MUSICIAN

Louise McCoy
Laura Neel
Mrs. Hal Holt Peel
Lillian Powers
Eugen Putnam
Alexander Raab
Bess Resseguie
Estella A. Striplin
Troy Sanders
Adelaide Sanford
Gaylord Sanford
Walter David Smith
Alma Steedman
Mrs. L. I. Taylor
Gertrude Towbin
Mary Voorhees
Jane Waterman
C. Gordon Wedertz
Merle McCarty West
Stephen B. Williams
Giula Williams
Gertrude Williamson

LEON SAMETINI

OPERA CLASSES (Repertoire and Action)
Richard Hageman
IITURGICAL MUSIC COURSE
MUSIC CRITICS’ COURSE
CHORM, TECHMQUE COURSE
MUSICAL LITERATURE COURSE
Father Finn
Leonard Lieblmg
ACCOMPANYING CLASSES (Vocal, Violin, Opera, etc.)
Richard Hageman
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
PIANO
Moissave Boguslawski
Rudolph Ganz
Jxilia Lois Carruthers
Edward Collins
Alexander Raab
W. Otto M.essner
VIOLIN
VOCAL
Leon Sametini
Herbert Witherspoon
Max Fischel
CLASS VIOLIN INSTRUCTION
BAND AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
COURSE FOR SUPERVISORS OF ORCHESTRA AND BAND MUSIC.
ORCHESTRA AND BAND ENSEMBLE
Raymond Dvorak
J. C. McCanles___H> Kvaa
CLARINET, SAXOPHONE
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSH
Manuel V. Santos
CLASS PIANO INSTRUCTION
DOUBLE BASS—Otto Hyna
SCHOOL MATERIALS COURSE
.
MUSICAL APPRECIATION
BATON TECHNIC AND CHORAL CON¬
SOLFEGGIO
DUCTING
Franklin Madsen
HISTORYAmTaPPRECIATION OF MUSIC EUROPEAN HISTORY
ENGLISH
V. Tubbs
Herbert Witherspoon
' TCH LITERATURE—Eslon
m?K ATI ik
CONCERT
CHAUTAUQUA, LYCEUMFRENCH—Frank Vaulry
Mabel Lewis Howalt
GERMAN—Captain Steubel
TOE. BALLET, INTERPRETATIVE. CLAS¬
ITALIAN—Amedeo Nobili
SICAL AND FOLK DANCING
CHAMBER MUSIC AND ENSEMBLE
Libushka Bartusck
Rudolph Ganz (Two Piano Music)
SCHOOL OF THE THEATRE
Alfred Wallenstein (String Chamber
DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION
Music)
Walter Pyre
David W. Gavin
FLUTE—Justus Gelfius
Mabel L. Howatt Helen Slriblcn Pyre
HARP—Henriette Gelfius
CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA—Rudolph Ganz, Director
irchestra instruments not named above are taught by members of the Chicago Syi
"
AUorchestrainstrumentenotnamedabovearetaughtbymembersoftbe,n,eagosymPnooy^..estra

Teachers’ Certificates-™ Degrees

Teachm-c’ rwc
__n^hplnr
Music, Master of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Bachelor of Oratory and
TeaMuw
,*
a,, n
ITiioebolnr of Music.
Master of ffrt1lficates and lhe ^^fthe end of each summer session upon professionals, who have the required knowledge, fulfill re¬
ared numberofSumme^sstudy to meet residence requirements, and pass satisfactory examinations. Full details in Summer Catalog
L
~
ui oumiuer ssiuuv
~
—
■■■
MER OR WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST

iCAL College
A UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC

Established

1867

HE11BERT WITHERSPOON, President
_J SAMETINI, Vice-Pre
ltllDOI.PH GANZ. Vice-President
CAUL D. KINSEY, Mum
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School Music Department

A Department of Reproduced Music
By Peter Hugh Reed
A department dealing with Master Ditcs and written by a specialist. All Master
Diets of educational importance will be considered regardless of makers. Correspondence
relating to this column should be addressed "Thi Etude, Dept, of Reproduced Music.’’

LINDSAY

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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HAT SHALL we include under
the caption of “Literature of
Music?’ Shall we understand the
term to mean musical composition, history,
development of musical forms, apprecia¬
tion or a combination of all these ele¬
ments? In Philadelphia we try to include
under this head everything pertaining to
the story of music, from the earliest be¬
ginnings of rhythmic expression to the
latest ultra-modern a-rhythmic and poly¬
rhythmic expression.
In teaching so broad a subject, striking
correlations may be drawn between the
musical topics under discussion and kin¬
Edna Davis
dred topics in the other arts in science
and history. It is through constant refer¬
must still have been taught by rote and unmeasured melody of an earlier period.
ence to these other subjects that the story
memorized, the neumes being merely a
In most existing music there is the feel¬
of music is made a vital thing. Although spur to memory.
ing of tonality, that is, a desire to return
a text book is desirable and almost neces¬
In the tenth century a decided advance to the "home tone” or tonic. Primitive
sary, any stereotyped procedure whereby
the teacher uses a question and answer was made by the introduction of a red melody, as well as ultra-modern, lacks this
line on the page. From this central point,
centralized feeling, and one tone is as good
method exclusively defeats the purpose
marked F, the singer could more accu¬ as another for closing or ending.
of the course. Our objective is to leave
rately gauge his intervals. This F line
the student with a better understanding,
The test of a good melody is its sin¬
gave
us
our
present
F
or
bass
clef.
Next
a background of knowledge, a keener
cerity, its message, its unity with variety.
appreciation, a more discriminating taste came the yellow line, marked C, later No study of melody would be complete
and a capacity for intelligent listening. developing into the C or movable clef. without considering the melodies of Franz
He or she must .be guided by skillful Soon, through the efforts of Guido d’Arez¬ Schubert.
zo, the four lined staff developed. Lines
teaching, discussion and illustration.
Harmony and Form
Although music is the youngest of the were added until there were fifteen. This
arts, there is such an abundance of in¬ number being too cumbersome, was re¬ T N HARMONY we have the glorious
culmination of tonal beauty. Its de¬
formation, such great masses of composi¬ duced to the five. Notes, rests, bars,
accidentals
came,
changed
their
forms
and
velopment can be followed from the first
tion, that one short life could not absorb
all. To choose wisely what examples of finally reached their present state. The crude combinations of a fourth or a fifth
this luxuriant store we shall present is G clef did not come into general use until tone below the melody (Organum) in the
the first step on the path of richer under¬ the perfection of the violin in the seven- tenth century to the magnificent chording
teenth century.
of modem times. Although we speak of
standing. Some of the fundamental con¬
the three elements of music, each is so
siderations are notation, the three elements
Rhythm and Melody
closely interwoven with the others that
of music, form, acoustics, the development
of musical instruments, great composers THE DISTINGUISHING feature satisfaction is obtained only when all are
present.
(their life, works and influence) and the
which marks man off from the lower
several periods into which the history of animals is a sense of rhythm. The horse
molt important
im°Wlidgf r°f
“f°rm”
is true
one of
‘he
music divides itself.
factors
in the
apprewill paw the ground; the bird will sing. most

An Elective (bourse in
Literature of JYCusic for
Lohe Senior High School
By F.

TZTT

w o .x,< .iruwus and Ail
Through The Night lend themselves to
easy analysis.
In rondo form we have the original
theme recurring after other themes have
been introduced. If we mark three themes
A, B, C, respectively, our formula miaht
be A, B, A, C, A, or, with greater eTaboration, A, B, A, C, A, B, A, Coda:
Theme and variations, as the name im¬
plies, is the same theme recurring in
different guises but always retaining its
identity, as Al, A2, A3, A4, AS. Handel’s
"Harmonious Blacksmith” redresses its
theme most skillfully, both tonally and
rhythmically, first in the treble and then
in the bass.
Sonata-form and sonata are not syn¬
onymous terms. A sonata is a composition
of three or four movement'; Sonata-form
is the plan used in one of those movements
usually the first. It is a quick movement!
sometimes beginning with a slow intro¬
duction. There are three big divisions:
Exposition — introduction, first theme,
bridge, second theme, short coda;
Development—free use of themes;
Recapitulation—first theme, bridge, sec¬
ond theme, coda.
It is in the development that the composer
shows his greatest skill, weaving and
interweaving his themes.
Fugue comes from the Latin fuga mean¬
ing flight, and truly the voices seem to
flee from each other. The theme appears
in the first voice in the tonic and is imitated
in the second voice in the dominant. This
is called “question and answer” or “ante¬
cedent and consequent.”
• This recognition of the various forms
does not come in a day but, when it does
come, it brings a joy of understanding that
well repays the student for the drudgery
of analysis through which he has gone.

But it is all a-rhythmic. Rhythm is one
it
*“ spite of the f^t that
is the beauty of the composition as a
of the most fundamental of man’s instincts.
Notation
It is the backbone of music. Rhythm whole that counts, to be able to follow
TXTK BELIEVE that there has always
gives music form, vitality and individual¬ the composer s scheme analytically makes
been some sort of music, at least
Acoustics
ity. Perhaps you have heard Yankee Doo¬ the fleeting tone picture more vivid and
since there has been spoken language.
dle played in a different rhythm and have
WE dip deeply into the physics
Perhaps language itself is a development of
£L"g J-JERE
failed to recognize it.
Inversely, you “r““,he l““> °<
of music. Acoustics is the science of
musical tones. Man was conscious of
readily supply the melody of a familiar
sound,
and
this
covers an enormous field.
bird calls and other sounds of nature. He
"style
For “*means
t0 **theconfused
with
air on hearing the rhythm “tapped out.”
style. ”In” horm
plan
Stvle
Not only the production of sound but the
imitated some, invented others, and so
y
■ . Rhythm must not be confused with its means the manner. The fitaue is
resonating, transmission and reception of
we have shouts of triumph, cries of pain
subdivisions of accent and time. Just as
sound come under this head. Sound is
tain form; polyphony
and shrieks of anger. From these prob¬
a number of notes, accented every second,
vibration. Everything vibrates. Some vi¬
ably emanated the spoken and sung word.
third or fourth note, may be said to be in aWr^V VfT: -"i; is brations are so slow and some so fast that
the
* *
, the slmPlest song form to
For centuries, however, there was appar¬
2, 3 or 4 part time, so a number of groups the most complex sonata form illustrations our senses cannot detect them. Our ears
ently no attempt to make written records of
or measures, accented in the same way, of the finest music should be used Tt
can recognize as a musical tone vibrations
tones. Everything was learned by rote and
may be said to be 2, 3 or 4 part rhythm.
handed down by word of mouth, not with¬
L !wefi!’CnCnCe for the s‘udent to rea ! as s ow as 16 a second. This is the number
The more simple rhythms fall into divi¬
produced by a 32' organ pipe. Our eyes
out change and distortion. The music was
sions of four and eight measures.
simple, sung in unison, and the text sup¬
Ca%»'2e as vioIet< vibrations as rapid
To the uninitiated the more complicated
plied the rhythm. The first attempt at
as 708 000,000,000,000 a second. Beyond
rhythms of three, five, six and seven
written music was that of the Greeks in
ese figures are the chemical vibrations
measures are chaos, but to the musician
their “letter notation.”
By means of
too rapid to be perceptible by the senses.
they give a variety that is delightful. In
letters, they tried to indicate pitch differ¬
Scientists have found that the ears of
presenting this topic to students we may vehicle for his message. Is the mm
a
ences. There was no effort in this early
are keener
than those ot
of humans.
teener tnan
draw comparisons between the metre of - .song form, rondo ion TT'™ animals- «...
notation to indicate rhythm.
Some humans can hear as high as 36,000
music and the metre of poetry and point variations, sonata form? Wha^re 7l
Then, sometime between 600 and 800 A.
vibrations
a second,
this is rrare,
. **
a«*.unu, but
Dut tnis
me
out the repetition and balance in architec¬ characteristics of these form!
jVhe
H, came the “rieume” system of notation. ture, painting and the other arts.
average is about 23,000. Keenness of hear.tell we recognize them0’”1 It ’1, 5™
The neumes were dots, “• dashes, curves,
V"1? .not only with age but also varies
We say that melody is “a succession of necessary to observe that in all good ™
hooks and were placed immediately above
tones pleasing to the ear.” Its develop¬ as m any other art we hmi
music, t 1 i, lndlviduals of the same age. Ability
the text to show the general trend of the
ment is hard to trace. We find two early variety, balance and unity ^
rePetition, , . “,Car and designate harmonically unremelody and also to show where the singer
t • • Pltch®s does not vary with musical
types, that which depended on the accen¬
should breathe (the word “neume” comes
tuation of words and that which grew
anrlTonn ^Usical ‘ones lie between 16
from the Greek meaning “to breathe”).
and 4200 vibrations a second.
out of the rhythmic structure of the dance
This system of musical shorthand was
The first, although practically unmeasured’
*
e
differentiate between noise and
very helpful but still vefy indefinite. A
had greater tonal structure than the sec¬
vihraf T , firSt is caused by irregular
certain neume would mean “Go up at this
ond, measured type.
The second or »p
Ym TT
sec°nd by regular vibrations.
point”; but how far to go was left to the
measured .type has gained tonal variety Which may be divided into baSed^h™ °f You strike a table. There is a sound,
measures and ksth,
1<i“cea Phrases,
singer. It is quite clear that the songs
i is not a musical tone. It is harsh,
and retained rhythm, thus supplanting the
lieve Me If
All Those
Ta/ Endearing
pPSj°f notesBc'
T All
Young
were pictured it would show jagged
{.Continued on page 229)
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ECENTLY some Splendid record¬
ings of works by the eminent Eng¬
lish composer, Frederick Delius, has
engaged our attention. As Beethoven has
been called the Sunrise of that period
known as the Romantic, so Delius has been
called the Sunset. He was born in 1863
in Bradford, Yorkshire; he now resides in
a small market town a short distance from
Paris, France. With all the truth of the
classification of a Romantic, no composer
belongs less to time and space than Delius.
He is, as Philip Heseltine in his book on
this composer tells us, “as one of the
company of the great masters who belong
neither to the past nor to the present but
to 411 time.” His music is expressive of
the harmonic tranquility of Nature and of
the richness and the loveliness of life. Its
message “is one of ultimate assurance and
peace.” Although diametrically opposed
to the restless spirit so characteristic of
modern music, still his works seem to be¬
long definitely to our day.
Records that Boom in the Spring
WORKS of importance have
been recorded, two of which are avail¬
able in this country. The first, On Hear¬
ing the First Cuckoo in Spring, is a song
of that first vernal season whose.beauty
defies
description
(Columbia
record
6747SD). The second, The I Falk to the
Paradise Gardens, is an Interlude descrip¬
tive of the walk of two lovers to their
dream garden. It is from the opera A
Village Romeo and Juliet (Columbia674740). Both of these are played by Sir
Thomas Beecham and the Royal Philhar¬
monic Orchestra of London. Another re¬
cording, Brigg Fair, a Rhapsody for or¬
chestra founded on a folk song of Lincoln¬
shire, is musically “redolent of the Eng¬
lish countryside.” Iti is, to our estimation,
one of the loveliest variations for orches¬
tra, and, although founded upon a modal
tune which is somewhat melancKoly in
character, is nevertheless based on a happy
tale of true love. This work will be found
on H. M. V. discs Nos. D1442-1443. Lastly
there is Delius’ Sonata for ’Cello and Piano
in one movement. It is played by the
famed English ’cellist, Beatrice Harrison,
to whom it is dedicated, and Harold Craxton (H. M. V. Nos. D1103-1104). Here
the composer proves his ability to create
beauty in the more rigid forms of the
classic.
Opera at home has its fascination and
reward for those who follow the score and
the action of the drama thereby creating
an imaginative picture with the unfoldment of the music. Not so long ago Victon issued commendable performances of
the complete operas “Rigoletto” and “La
Boheme.” More recently they issued the
third act from Wagner's imperishable lovedrama, “Tristan and Isolde.”
The story of this oper?, which, it is said,
was taken from history, we are certain is
too familiar to repeat. It is, in fact, one
of the most famous love stories of all
times. The third act of Wagner’s musicdrama is laid in Brittany at Tristan’s castle.
Here Kurvenal, his faithful seneschal, has
conveyed the mortally wounded Tristan to
Jive or die in the courtyard of his fore¬
fathers. Sorrow and yearning are ex¬
pressed in the prelude of this act. Tristan
t‘es at first unconscious on a coach under

FOUR

the spreading branches of an ancient tree.
The shepherd’s pipe soon awakens him,
however, and in the Scene that follows
he yearns for Isolde, and Kurvenal tries
to comfort him as he vainly watches for
her ship.
The Love'Death
RISTAN’S longing reaches such a
frenzy that, when Isolde does arrive,
he is able only to gasp her name and then
to sink into the wakeless sleep of death at
her feet. Overcome with grief Isolde,
swoons upon his body. Another ship then
arrives bearing King Marke, Melot and
Bragaene. Although they come in peace,
Kurvenal refuses to believe that they are
not enemies, and so he fights and dies for
Tristan. The King entering gazes mourn¬
fully upon the solemn scene, lamenting the
deaths of those whom he has loved. Soon
Isolde awakens from her swoon but only
to sing her enraptured Love-Death and then
surrender herself to oblivion’s kindly reThe singers in this set are all excellent
tists; they include the Scandinavian soano, Guta Ljungberg, as Isolde; Walter
’iddop, the English tenor, as Tristan, and
ar Andresen, the Danish basso, as
arke. Albert Coates and Leo Blech, two
ninent conductors, share honors at the
•chestral helm. The act is recorded with
screte cuts which in no way affect the
•amatic continuity.
The entry into the New Year brought
ith it some unusual orchestral releases.
i the first place Columbia issued Nuagcs
id Fetes, the first two of Debussy’s Nocirnes, played by the orchestra of the Paris
onservatoire under Gaubert (Nos. 674767477D). The first of these, Clouds, is a
icture of the sky with its “slow and melncholy march of clouds.” The second,
cstivals, also atmospheric, suggests dancig rhythms and light, with a visionary
rocession at the end passing in a pageant
f tonal coloring.
A fascinating Ballet Suite of Spanish
rigin, extremely well recorded, call be
aund on two small Victor discs, Nos.
1781-21782. It is a series of three dances
iken from De Falla’s Three-Cornered
lat ballet. The first, The Neighbors, is
illy while the second, The Miller’s Dance,
; energetic and buoyant. The third, called
ie Final Dance, is all that a final dance
hould be, brilliant and viable.
Another work of interest is Brahms’
■aviations on a Theme of Haydn played
y the London Symphony Orchestra conucted by Pablo Casals (Victor, Nos.
287-88-89). An English critic wrote of
Irahms and this work-“Brahms nraketh
ie full man; he is so full of nourishment
or mind and heart. The experienced lis¬
ter is forever discovering fresh values in
im; the inexperienced need not be put off
y an occasional profundity. There is life
nd light in every bar of him.” Casals
ives a fine musicianly reading of this exellent work and the recording is very

A New Book Just Off the Press
By
JOHN THOMPSON
(Composer “Keyboard Frolics/’ etc.)

Let’s Join The Army
The ambition of every real
boy.

of pieces written on army
tunes. Mr. Thompson appeals
to the young in all of his
compositions, but with

this

publication he has given to
the yotlth of the country the
most appealing music possible.
Not only the boys will want
it but the girls too, for every¬
Regular price, $1.00
Send for copy at

The Beloved Jester
[N THE 13th Century there was born
L jn Germany one who as a vagabond

Let him join by giving

him this unusually clever book

one delights in military music.

Special Introductory Rate of 75 cents

if the “ETUDE” is mentioned.

Also send for copy of the
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LHEVINNE

Josef

WORLD RENOWNED PIANO VIRTUOSO.

Oscar

REPERTORY-TEACHER’S CLASSES.

AUDITOR CLASSES

SAENGER

INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS MASTER OF THE VOICE. OPERA CLASSES.
TEACHER’S CLASSES. REPERTORY CLASSES

HENIOT LEVY
Classes

Pian!St

a"d

InStructor-

KARLETON HACKETT

Repertory-Teacher’s

Distinguished Vocal Instructor and Critic.
Teacher’s Classes.

SILVIO SCIONTI
Cll's'lef

P!an!St

In8trUctor-

JACQUES GORDON

Repertory-Teacher’s

Famous Violin Virtuoso and Concert Master Chicago
Symphony Orchestra.

KURT WANIECK
Teacher’s ct"'"'

^

Em!nent

Instructor.

Repertory-

HERBERT BUTLER

Repertory-

Eminent Teacher of the Violin.

LOUISE ROBYN
Pianiste

EDOUARD SACERDOTE

Special Classes in Children’s Musical Training.

Special Fet

Eminent Teacher of Voice.

FACULTY OF OVER ONE HUNDRED ARTIST INSTRUCTORS
S educators, Oaksesby emin

CREDITS ril1 be givej

*ummer <=<»*••***

taken toward(o/
Certificates, DiploHltnoi. SgreeS~Tnt-e
ty aUth°ri‘y °f the State of
Public
SclTm
Pr°SpeCt"S’,
and
Public School
Music r"
Circular
mailed ReSular
free on Catalog
application.

SUPERIOR DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS
RATES OF TUITION MODERATE

Summer Courses in

SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
O. E. ROBINSON, Director
Post-graduate and regular Courses lead¬
ing to diploma and degree—Bachelor of
Music—including Courses in High School
and Elementary methods, Harmony, Ap¬
preciation, Band Instruments, Orchestra
Conducting, and all other branches.
Send for Special Circular
CLASS PIANO METHODS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Gail Martin Haakc
Charles J. Haake

SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
AND DRAMATIC ART

THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING
FRANK VAN DUSEN, A.A.G.O., Director
Intensive courses for beginners, ad¬
vanced students, and professionals. Spe¬
cial attention to Theatre RepertoireClassic—Popular—and Jazz. Screen
Course of six weeks. Write for circular.

Direction of J
McMahill, Jr.
| Louise K. Willhour
Intensive Summer Course leading to
Diplomas and Degrees, including classes
in Expression, Acting, State Technique,
Diction, Pantomime, etc.
Send for
Booklet.

FREE
SCHOLARSHIPS

, :rregular lines. Draw the bow over
an . .jn string. The effect is sonorous,
a vl°tured it would show regular, wavelike lines.
T order'to produce a musical tone, there
t^e a vibrating body (vibrator), some®?s tQ cause vibration (generator) and
thingthine to reinforce the vibrations
nator) In the violin the string is the
Ttor the bow the generator and the
d of the violin, the resonator. Musical
1)0 ys °jjave
three properties, pitch, quality
tones
b
and intensity. Some authorities give a
fourth, duration. Pitch is the gravity or
ess ot a tone; quality is its characa r"that which enables us to distinguish
hpl en c' played on the piano and c'
Id on the violin. Intensity is the volPlayeof tj,e to)le
“pitch depends upon rate of vibration,
This can be readily demonstrated by means
f a piece of -iring. Tie one end of the
0 . Vt0 a S|l;;„lv object; pass the other
lid”around the .inn of a chair or a music
ck so that it may he shortened and
tightened While the string is loose, pluck
it The string is seen to vibrate, but no
'sound is audible. Pull the unattached end
of the string an 1 pluck again. The harder
you pull and the tighter the string, the
more rapidly ill it vibrate. Soon a sound
, ;,-li risine
iTaudible, tin pilch
rising as the string is
tightened. The rule of the stretched string
states that, other things being equal, the
shorter, more tense, less dense the string,
the higher the pitch, and, inversely, the
longer, more slack, more dense the string,
the lower the pitch. Thus, if a string 20"
long produces the sound of C' (middle C).
a string 10" long of equal tension and
density produces C".
Quality is a more elusive characteristic
than pitch. 1> depends upon the material
and shape of vibrator, generator and resonator These produce differences in the
overtones or partials which in turn produce the differences in quality of tone.
Intensity or volume depends upon the
amplitude of vibration* that is, the width
of the arc through which the vibrations
occur. Amplitude does not affect pitch;
neither does it govern carrying power.
In the building of halls, the laws governing reflection of sound must be followed.
Many times the acoustic properties of the
completed hall or auditorium are very disappointing and remedial measures must be
taken. Sometimes draperies are hung over
surfaces that reflect too much. Sometimes
fine threads are strung across, from wall
to wall, at some distance from the floor.
A hall filled with people is better acoustically than an empty one. A sounding board
at the correct distance back of a speaker
reinforces his tones. If it be too near or

Pamphlets of descriptions and pictures a
published and sold at a-:
- 'r'
Boston Museum of I
Vol. XV, No. 91, Oct. 1917, gives pictures
and descriptions of medieval instruments,
There are many of the old masterpieces in
painting from which much information
may be gleaned, “The Angel Choir,” Van
Eyck, “The Viol Player,” Bellini, “Angel
Singing,” Melozzo da Forli, are a few of
the quantities of paintings, copies of which
are readily obtained.
Volumes have- been written on the different periods of musical history. We have
been accustomed to think of three periods.
Primitive, Medieval and Modern, dividing
the modern period into Classical, Romantic
and Ultra-modern. As in the study of
musical instruments, we are indebted to
works of art more than to actual musical
record for data on the primitive period,
The conclusion is that early music was
largely rhythmic, with little melody, the
general trend of the melody being downward. Music seems to have played a very
important part in the lives of the people
emotions and events being expressed
musically.

’

*—* application

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
572 KIMBALL HALL

JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President

‘Audiences
like these songs ”
"....exceptionally well received wherever
I have used thern”, writes Minnie Carey
Stine. Miss Stine recently selected a number
of songs by Oliver Murray Edwards and Wil¬
liam Berwald for use in a "Tonal Picture”.
Your dealer can show you Oliver Music
Company songs.... or write us for thematic
folders.

THE OLIVER MUSIC COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 8, JAMES STREET
Syracuse, N, Y.

PIANISTS - TEACHERS^ ^
THOMA^M^
SCHOOL MUSIC CATALOG

j§&3£?E

^O^erett^agMKekdiniMiteri&l,

announcement
Owing to unforeseen circum¬
stances in the concert field in
England, making special de¬
mands upon Mr. Mark Hambourg, he has decided to postpone
his American tour scheduled for
1929.

IDEAL HOME COLLECTIONS
STANDARD PIANO
PIECES
One of the best collections of standard
piano pieces ever published. It contains sixty
of the greatest compositions by famous com¬
posers. All the most popular masterpieces
have been included. 128 pages. Cloth bind¬
ing. Price. $125STANDARD MODERN
PIANO PIECES
It is safe to say that no such wonderful
array of modern piano compositions has ever
before been assembled under one cover.
Many of these selections seldom found in
other collections. Contains 34, pieces all ot

CHILDREN’S PIANO

SckT separate ^^ibTTdded^t^ color

Musical Instruments

Summer Session Booklet Mailed Free Upon Applic.li<m

Where Does It Tend.
X/TEDIEVAL music, we find, was closeLV1 |v
1V1
iy linked with th
the church. Here are
the ecclesiastical modes, patterned after
but not identical with, the old Greek modes,
ln the development of secular music, a big
part was played by the jongleurs, troubadours and trouveres, groups of wandering
musicians from all walks of life. Such
men as Dufay, Lassus, Despres, Giovanni
Pierluigi, or, as he is usually called, Palestrina, developed vocal music, largely for
the church. Byrd, Bull, Purcell, Couperin,
Gibbons, bring us to the time of the father
0f modern music, Johann Sebastian Bach,
to whotn we owe the perfection of the
fugue, the tempered scale, as well as his
marvelous choral music.
Handel with his oratorios, Domenico
Scarlatti, With his one movement sonatas
added their contributions
Haydn and
Mozart established musical forms. Bee
thoven, the greatest musical genius o
time, polished, perfected and**
With Beethoven, the Classical Period
closed and the Roman ic
jj
Just as people in all parts of the world
were throwing off the yoke of au‘^racyso musicians were burstmg the bonds of
classic law and proceeding a P
along a,new way The ^ burst
Song writing of Schubert and
was a result of this ro™"‘ c ® .
Mendelssohn, although brought up
classic forms was best » “ * »
freely. Chopin, deeply express,vy^reached

new instruments and colossal effect to the

THE TRACING of the development -of
musical instruments is a most interesting phase of musical research. There is
much valuable literature on the subject,
some of it easily obtainable. We believe
that fundamentally primitive peoples are
similar, whether they are living today or
centuries ago. Consequently we piece out
the meager records of the earlier peoples

then the
find the
Weber, and finally
reforms o
dralnat;st> Wagner. Brahms
the great
standards with deep
combmed epical standard^ w^
emotio
. „|ow 0Ver an intelleccasting a romantic g
tual stpact(Ur® d
on where .the ultraSo w
leading it is hard to say.

today,What WC kn°W °f PrimitiV£ raC6S

Periiaps when our ears have become more

Bulletins 75, 80, 61, written by Frances
I Densmore and published by the Bureau of
Ethnology, Washington, D. C., are very
valuable contributions. These are bound
’woks, containing pictures and descriptions
of instruments, songs, dances and so forth,
S°me of the larger cities have in their art
museums excellent
collections of
excellent collections
01 old and
rarc instruments from all over the world,
When yon write t
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For Sale
128 pages. Beauti
f your dealer cannot supply j
postpaid on receipt of price. Money cheer¬
fully refunded if not entirely satisfied. (NOT
SOLD IN CANADA.)
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE
ILLUSTRATED FOLDER
WITH CONTENTS

PIECES
More than seventy delightful piano pieces
for the Young Folk covering Grades
1, II and III Among the composers whose
pieces children enjoy may be mentioned
Behr, Kullak. Gurlitt, Streabbog. Reinecke.
Fischer and many others. A book for recrea¬
tion or teaching. 128 pages. Cloth Binding.
Price, $1.25.
SONGS FOR THE FAMILY
CIRCLE
universally Peiovea ana us< in homes. ^ The
complete contents affords
it includes under
28 pages. Cloth Binding. Price; $1

attuned to ^er ^ds“fes po^hythmic
matt: and who^.^ ^
find ;t_ too
and ay
true that everything
□ STANDARD MODERN PIANO PIECES
__
n SONGS FOR THE FAMILY CIRCLE
satisfying.
Qjd j<liom, we must
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has been
^ ^ ^ -n the groping
find an
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thought must be transmitted
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Endorsed by over 60 years of accomplishment
Piano, Violin, Voice, every solo and en¬
semble instrument, full symphony orches¬
tra, opera all branches of theory, Dramatic
Art, Languages, -Dancing, Public School
Music (accredited).
All credits apply towards certificates, diplomas and
| aegreesj Faculty composed of outstanding and inter*

s. s»M Jw

ANNUAL SUMMER SCHOOL

Franklin Stead, Director
Renowned eacultv-Conceets, Recitals.
Diplomas and Degrees conferred—
Teacbers’ Certificates

COSMOPOLITAN

for^Mche™1"” AdvM?eTstudents.nt(SlSS,ta
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Harmony,
Composition, Cello, Opera Study—Dept, of Speech
and Dramatic Art and Public School Music. Special
und. Two Jail?
F'
f b h-fd"
catalogue addret
the Director.
Students may enter at any time.
The Starrett School Conservatory
of Music
Box E, 4515 Drexel Blvd., Chicago

(Continued from page 213)

“sr music A Dramatic
SHIRLEY GANDELL-Presid?”
Eminent faculty of 60 Artists. Normal tr ,• •
Teachers. Students’ Orchestra, Concerts |n,ng for
Diplomas. Degree, and Teachers’ CrS^
Departments—Piano, Voice Vmii..
Theory. Composition, Violoncello' OrchCal
tral Instruments, Public School M??'
nyTime Aft’ etc' Students may ente/at
ManyFr‘AaitafTyioUniPr^°lar!hip‘
For particulars address-Edwin L. Stephen Mar
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF Mlisir
lox E, 16th Floor Kimball Hall Bldg.. Chicago

~Avp TEACH YOU THIS PROFITABLE
ocnPESSION AT HOME DURING SPARE TIME
. , . free copy of the 30th ANNIVERSARY
S«n5Ji?fiwofour book. “WINNING INDEPENESGof" Read how students master tuning with
Ill. Vi iv T> A-1II ox E and WHY our graduates
our AEnmfesslon In all parts ol the world. With
Bryant’s Pp™Sd JdCTli U^^char^ rndtos.
sons, ®P.emiearjylpioma8 granted. MONEY BACK

July 31

BltVANT SCHOOLI, OF TL-NISO, 82 Bryant B

A Department of Lawrence College
Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Organ, Composition, Public School Music and
Instrumental School Music Supervision. Courses Lead to Mus.B. Degree

Mat«eS'?nS and cJLass work in aU departments
Public School MusicSSeS m Plano’ Violi"' Voice, Cello
D.U, Opera and RepeTOjy C.,«,

ILLINOIS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Professional and Teachers Courses on the Daily Lesson Plan.

Degrees granted

Departments in Piano, Voice, String and Wind Instruments
Supports its own Symphony Orchestra and Concert Band-Daily rehearsals
Catalogue on application to Lynn B. Dana, Pres., Warren Oh.o. Sl

Four year courses leading to Bachelor of Music Degree. Instruction given
by well trained and experienced teachers. For information address
ARTHUR B. WESTBROOK, Dean,

6

OBERLIN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC 1
opeu new! Catalog.1* ™ °rcqui,*le,,t required. Fall semester
OBERLIN CONSERVATORY OP MUSIC
OBERLIN. OHIO

MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS

music-opera-drama
lead to Degree, Diploma, Certificate

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music I
Coune. in tinging, piano, organ, violin and theory.
Dowses lor training supemiors and teachers dr public school minis

Unioersity of Cincinnati and St. Xavier College

THOkl AsVlfsi fc'cO?’ m JaSSiSBTl'DstroMhM l<

Bulletin tent free upon requal
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director.

Vocau„„a, and Cultura, Education in All Branches of

AddrestT College of Mu.lc, ADOLFHAHN?Director, CINCINNAlLOHm0*1''10'

rhythm playing, nmv cl:
breaks, endings. Many

Bachelor°of ^usicll3*giee*'Dipta<ma*?nd*G!rtifi>

COLLEGE
of MUSIC of CINCINNATI
One of He Earliest Endowed and Incorporated Schools in America
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I greater hardships

Second World

MASTER CLASS

TKRYTHRoniH EnBShOTAIIDIN^ which
these phases of fear and is
rhousands call it gneetessb

June 10 to July 13, 1929
(s amis) Three Classes Weekly (Total ,s Lessons)

KANSAS CITY-HORNER CONSERVATORY

F arnous
Musicians
to entertain you

1

Each March, for many seasons,
(Continued from page 222)
eminent soloists have given recitals
in the Vernon Room at Chalfontea conservatory, have been made to change have yet recently acquired a new signifi¬ Haddon Hall. The pleasant tradition
.
the position of their hands quite radically. cance.
will be continued this year, with the
A thoughtful teacher will not simply
She adds that she has always insisted on a
following artists participating:
relaxed hand and has had the arms held “copy-cat” these notions but will decide on
Hempel, Rubenstein, Pirnie, March
their
relative
values
for
himself
and
will
about level.
It is quite natural that, in accepting an use them as seems best for his own pur¬ 2nd; DeLuca, Otero, Kochanski,
March 9th; Mario, Marshall, Salvi,
advanced pupil, a teacher should at the poses.
Perhaps, therefore, it is a positive March 16th; Case, MacPherson, Shotoutset examine the pupil’s technic thor¬
oughly and suggest new points of view— gain for your advanced pupils to get well, March 23rd; Crooks, Segrera,
ideas which at first may seem strange, but into touch with different teachers’ ideas Gieseking, March 30th.
which will eventually work out to the pu¬ about playing, even if these ideas are no
pil’s advantage. If the teacher has no such better than your own; for in the end they
new ideas he would hardly be classed as a may weigh the merits of different systems Lei us send you further informal wn about
thoughtful and up-to-date instructor. With¬ and retain whatever seems most valuable these musicales, and details concerning the
hotel . . . There are ample garage facilities
in the present century, for instance, em¬ in each. Remember, too, that the different
at Ctudforde-It addon Hall.
phasis has been laid upon such matters as ideas of other teachers do not necessarily
forearm rotation, the weight-touch and re¬ discredit your own, which you will do well
to
stick
to
until
you
find
those
that
are
laxation at the instant that the tone is
sounded—points which if not entirely new clearly tetter.

CHALFONTEHADDON HALL

f ;"Tprovement^will ^wish it.
t a FREE Preliminary
P&BcSnkAnM
Price 25 Cents
C. FRANKLIN LEAVITT, M. D.
Suite 151SM, 58 E. Washington Street, Chicago, HI.

ATI ANTIC CITY
American Plan
Leeds and Lippincotl Company

{Continued from page 171)

The Psychology Of

""malit-

Madame

training of the voice being pretty largely
a matter of developing the taste, the student cannot work to much advantage alone
until this process is well under way. Only
the good judgment of the teacher can map
out what is best for him.

Musical Education in the Home
FEAR

-^^Wnt^/orCaZlSo' Tu,ti<>n and fee* exceptionally low.
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsiianti, Mich.

Daily lessons are the best way, and the
cheapest in the long run.
It has been said that seventy-five percent of the time given to vocal practice is
wasted. One is inclined to think this is
true, at least in the first year or two. The

Teachers Round Table

LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

QifbclatthJnHf itutg of (f)uatr
June 19

®hr §lamtt ^»rijnol

CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

,
su .
_i-i
own home and the progress that your enudren make in the art. Resolve therefore
to know your childrens’ teachers personally,
and let your interest in their progress, and
your desire to cooperate be known.
See that the children have undisturbed
and quiet practice hours. Open your home
to the teacher for an occasional recital.
Invite the neighborhood children into your
home for a “sing” and music story hour.
You will enjoy preparing and telling the
Stories to the children, and it will widen
your knowledge and interest while you
entertain them.
,
Keep the subject alive in the home As
Holmes has said, Let music be as much a
part of the day’s routine as eating or reading or working.”

mentals of so profound a subject as music are
nece8sarny perplexing and dull; aud any
method that can he used to maike them, inter«Hngto *>““3* cSeashore tests are hardly
pracUcai for the very tiny child You will
g^UdrZ'^hy ^EUxabeth Newman, ($1.80).
«tHow to Teach Piano to the Child Beginner,
by Louise Robyn ($1^5). Also you will get
j“cnSUifSSlon!To MTSE
Washington, D. C.
d
wiuTed
speclal training in presenting sight-reading.

....„ -a delight
I and comfort. Sold everywhere. Schieffelin & Co., 16-26 Cooper Square.

read with profit “History of Public School
Vaj‘
nable bulletins may be obtained from Paul J.
ggwer^^
listed under the^ title, “Offieialn Confcreiicc
uinifT u'l 5
sEditor.

Musical .Home Reading Table

BROWN’S
bronchial:

TROCHES .

Kill The Hair Root

(Continued from page 162)

J0SEFIN ™an vollmer, Assismnt and (ioach

Enrolled in the first World Master
Teachers from 34

.43-A Mahler Park, Providence, R.

ru
--

rentury

, cl two letters but we hope that Puch- own fault. The man who had given the
last two
•
.
Mozart’s dis- world Figaro and Don Giovanni deserved
due to his from it the reward of a decent living.”

(Concentration in 'Piano Study

Also special courses in the following subjects • A/r • •
guages, Diction, Stage Deportment, Chorus and ~S1C'ansh,P’ Harmony, Lanus and Orchestra Conducting.
Write for

When you write (o our

AXEL CHRISTENSEN SCHOOL
Suite 462. 20 E. Jackson Street, Chicago, III.

By Howard W. Rogers

Private Instruction under Madame Sehnmann-Heink.

particulars

Axel Christensen’s wonderful Instruction book shows how
garding Home Study Course and books on all instruments.
Teachers wanted where we are not represented.

Sheet Mxjsic

thrEE FREE SCHOLARSHIPS ! ! J

LEARN JAZZ PIANO PLAYING

Management: HORNER WITTF mvornm
3000 Troost Avenue Ka
“NCtRT BUREAU

With so
W
t
amusements
larger cities

many outside diversions and have a definite system of study and should
Zd today not only in the concentrate on carrying it out perfectly,
foand ^ ys’raaUer communiA plan followed by many teachers of
but
^ merit takeSj first, exercises for the de-

tieS
Lecially those who have
piano pupils, especially
Qutside in_
reached the age at w
concenterests wed, find
music studies.
trate sufficiently
Yet, concentration and study teingn^^

* dfegS* Missouri
11,0.

s
When you write to our ndvertlsers always

velopment of flexibility of the fingers and
wristS) goes on with the scales and arpeggios, follows with the studies and, then,
for recreational purposes as well as study,
doses with the piece. Pupils who follow
^ ^ ^ consistently and energetica„y

PIANO DELIGHT
Contains 47 Full-Page Excerpts of Piano
Pieces in Grades from 1 to 5, selected
from the very best recent publications
A Post-Card Brings a Free Copy
P„.........
PmVAnPPHli Pa.

SPARE TIME WORK
Piano Tuning pays easily $2 to $4 an hour. Requites
about 90 minutes to tune average piano. Pay
ranges around $5 per tuning. Player work also
brings big pay. No capital needed. We tmin you
thoroughly at home at small cost. Two diplomas
granted. Get ourfree book—“PianoTuning as

2—......- higher ideals o
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DETROIT CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
Acknowledged Pre-eminent as a Conservatory of Attainment
unrivaled Free Advantage*
Student! may enter at any time
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Detroit Institute of Musical Art

faculty. Training^in Pia°no?Voice. Violin, Cel'io?Harp, Or«m7Thcory!
Hsmnnu .ed r-«-. "--aining for Piano Teachers, Band
iward B. Manville, F. A. G. O., Mu,. D,
tiheates, Diplomas and Degrees. Desirable Boaru.^g .Accommodations,
SCHOOL OF THEATRE ORGAN PLAYIN
Examinations Free. For Catalog and Other Information Address
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, 5035 Woodward Avenue, Boa 7, Detroit, Michigan

DUNNING SYSTEM

of Improved Music Study
for Beginners

The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot
be Supplied — Why?

j

j

NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS:

Many Free Adrantages.
Ail Branches of Music and Dramatic 1 .
NOTED FACULTY OF 84 ARTISTS
K Art
Diplomas and Degrees.
Very Desirable Boarding Accommodation
MANVILLE. Business
Buaine»« Managei
M=„.—
ons
For Catalogue and View Book Address,s HENRY B. MANVILLE,
Located in Detroits
Dept. 2, 52 Putnam Avenue_Located
Detroit's Art Center
Centor
Detroit, Michigan

_

\1waraiso~

N.U.1

UNIVERSITV

Org

Swoma^aitlfe^
AUJglg ManX/X^I

SCHOOL
MUSIC

dmervatoryvf

NORTHWESTERN I
„r
UNIVERSITY
I t>.JM r„.
Year 1928-1929

^^rR^DDBB»
ESTABLISHED 1857
nnRoSi J,EAJ^RRF CARRICK; 160 E 68th St.’, Portland, Ore.
ADDA C EDDY ’26«Hiei,l *ll’iNeW Y°p Cit,> ^ GalUm 345 Cta»" Ate., Brooklyn,N. Y.

PFAROHY CONSERVATORY

IDA GARDNER, 17 E. 6th St., Tulsa, Okla., throughout the season- ParU Franco c„mm „
GUs7rf„g^,AC^L'S GLENN’1217 Bowic S>- Amarillo, Tex. Classes, June 3rd’, Amarillo; July 22nd, Colorado
FLORENCE’E. GRASLE, Michigan State Institute of Muaie Lamina Miehi.nn
HARteryEs7 UttURodT'A*^10’ 13434 De*r0i' A”- Cle”'“d.0i «U0 Belmont Ate., Dal I a., Tea.; 1422 B
MRs'KAT't DELL MARDEN, 61 N. 16th St., Portland Ore
MRS. WESLEY PORTER MASON, 302 Mid City Bank Bldg' Chicago III
MRS. LAUD GERMAN PHIPPEN, 3435 Aaburv AveDallas Te. ^Jnlv ??nd trier , c. n
ELLIE IRVING PRINCE, 1106 Foriesl Hill Ave Richmo„d V. yar j,fnr N" f l, 5'’ D'"Ver Col“VIRGINIA RYAN, 1070 Mad,son A« , New York Gty
’
”
’
’ e*ch Ye“’
STELLA H. SEYMOUR, 1419 South St. Marys Street San Antonio Ter

1

fciSsrsF

ST JSKrt-s&fc1
N-Mei”N°rmal Cl— **«
MRS. H. R. WATKINS, 124 E. 11,h si., Okllhem. City, Okla.
INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST
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LAUV/l/ 1
BALTIMORE, MD.
OTTO ORTMANN, Director

One of the Oldest and Most Noted Music Schools in America.

LOUISVILLE
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
Summer and Fall Courses
Given with Cooperation of
the University of Louisville

Send for our
Thematic Catalog of Easy Piano Pieces, Grades 1 to 3. Contains Excerpts of over 200
attractive compositions that will be of value to the piano teacher in early grade work.
Theodore Presser Co., 171244 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

BUSH

mM W

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Adrantages Equal to Those Fouod Aoywhero.
Student* may enter at any lime. Seod far
Catalog.
OBO. P. LINDNKK Director
Peachtree and Broad Street!, Atlanta, Georgia
CONSERVATORY

Member National Auociation Schools of Music
MUSIC

- DRAMATICS

- ART

Catalog

626 S. Brook St, Louisville, Ky.

OF MUSIC
OF SHENANDOAH COLLEGE
Shenandoah Valley, near Washingall branches of Music. Pupils this
let. Rates most reasonable. Large
School Orchestra id Band, Piano Tuning and Pipe
Ask for Catalogue
DAYTON, VIRGINIA

EDGAR A. BRAZELTON,
Vice-President

Summer School
jf Five and Six Weeks jl
ll
Courses
Jf

Faculty of 125 Instructors
PIANO
voice
VIOLIN
OPERA
THEORY
ORGAN

SCHOOL MUSIC
CLASS PIANO
ORCHESTRA
CONDUCTING
BAND INSTRUMENTS
LITURGICAL MUSIC

DRAMATIC ART
PLAY PRODUCING
PAGEANTRY
expression
LANGUAGES
DANCING

Private Instruction and Normal Courses
IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

•

S

CREDITS LEADING TO DEGREES

SCHOLARSHIPS

Dormitories

MASTER REPERTOIRE CLASSES

1By
2. When did he live?
3. What is tin- leading tone in the key
of C sharp minor?
4. Give an augmented fifth from F
sharp.
5. Who wrote “Parsifal?”
6. How many flats in the relative major
of F minor t
7. In what city was the first opera
house built?
8. What is an aria?
9. What does a double dot do to a
10. From what is this taken?

One Hour’s ‘Practice
By Sidney Bushell
Pauline bounced in from the room
where she had been practicing and glanced
at the clock: “There, I’ve practiced a
whole hour. Now I can go out to play!”
“Did you practice a whole hour or just
spend an hour at the piano?” asked Daddy.
Pauline looked blank.
“Don’t look so puzzled,” he said, smil¬
ing at her expression. “I just want to
tell you that there’s a whole lot of differ¬
ence between the two things. Ten minutes
real practice, with your mind fully oc¬
cupied with what you are trying to ac¬
complish will do you far more good than a
whole hour at the piano just because you
are supposed to do it.”
“Well, Daddy, I was awfully surprised
to find the hour was gone when I came in
to look at the clock.”
“Ah, that’s better! It’s a sure sign that
your mind is full of your work when the
time slips by that way, and that’s how to
make progress. Now you can run out and
enjoy y0ur piay wjt)1 t]le knowledge that
you have another hour’s real improvement
ln, your fingers.”
I never thought of that. Dad, but it’s
great> isn’t it?” She ran out singing gaily.

RECITALS
Write for Summer Catalog

Bush Conservatory is a Member of
The National Association of Schools of Music

The ^wo Little ‘Birds

1. For what was Guido d’Arczzo fam-

ton. Full Course

CONSERVATORY
ED“0N’
CHICAGO

JUNE 26 to JULY 31

???Ask Another???

Wagner
Walkiire,
And Siegfried,
Gbtterdammerung, Rheingold,
Not to forget Die Meistersinger,
Even remember Lohengrin,
•Kienzi, Tannhauser, and Parsifal.

t5he ‘Rag "Man
By Olga C. Moore

Hope Stoddard

Once upon a time there were two little
birds, and they sat together on a telegraph
wire, very cold and very hungry. The
snow shook its dust bags down on them
in little spurts and the wind curled up
the ends of their tail feathers. The first
little bird gave a chirp. “Oh dear,” said
he, “I wonder if this snow will ever stop.
I wonder if the green leaves will ever put
up their heads again!”
The other little bird puffed her feathers
around her throat and said nothing.
Then the first little bird began again,
“Sister bird, I think 1 shall go out into
the world and look for Spring. Can you
tell me where Spring is?”
The other little bird blinked one eye
and lifted one claw from the telegraph
wire. But she was very cold and very
hungry. “Dear, dear, don’t ask me!” she
said. “Ask the frozen Brook.”
So the first little bird swooped from
his perch and lit on the thin ice of the
frozen Brook. He pecked softly once,
twice, three times. “Hello!” came a
shivery voice from below,
“Oh, little frozen Brook!” chirped the
bird, “Tell me, where is Spring?” But,
though the first little bird listened with
all his might he heard only a faint sound
that seemed to say, “Away, away!”
Now, when the other little bird saw her
little brother scratching and scraping away
on the frozen Brook she flew down to
help him. And, as she flew through the
air, she seemed to hear, dim and distantly,
something that called, “I am Spring. I
am Spring!”
.
“Brother, brother!” she called. ‘ Listen!
So little brother mounted up, and to¬
gether they heard that far away calling.

I used to be afraid to hear
The rag-man on the street,
But since I’m learning music
Then their wings stretched out and their
I call his tune a treat.
little hearts began to beat, and away they
went over the snowy hills, over the frozen
brooks, over the bare trees, on and on,
always on and on, toward the Voice. And
the great North Wind tried to roar above
I lmt| Yo^s , X U*n clA. racjs the Voice, and the hissing Rain tried to
drown it out. But still they could hear
I found the tones; they sound like this,
it faintly call. One day the first little bird
All in a minor key.
saw a bright blue color, but, when he
The children mock him, for he sings
swooped down, alas, it was only a tiny
With nasal quality.
flower! Then the second little bird saw
a sparkle, but, when she hovered near,
alas, it was only a fast-flowing brook!
Then one morning a wonderful thing
t3he Ink. Spot
happened. When the first little bird woke
up a Voice, very close, was saying, “I am
By Ethan W. Pearson
Spring! Come to me!”
And when the second little bird opened
her shining eyes, the first thing she heard
Recital time was*nearing and the same
old mistake was still-;*recurring near the
was, “I am Spring! Come to me 1”
So the first bird flew and the second end of Jessie’s solo. The cause of it was
bird flew, and the Voice became louder un¬ hurried work at the beginning, entirely
til suddenly they saw great sunny clouds contrary to teacher's Advice, and Jessie
and little children dancing on the green could not seem to master the passage.
grass beneath them. And right m their
midst was an organ grinder with an organ
that laughed and chuckled and sang in
the merriest voice they had ever heard,
saying over and over:
Today teacher had hopes of hearing it
Dance and sing
better played, as Jessie arrived all smiles
In a ring;
and enthusiasm, but the enthusiasm was
I am Music,
all for the new dress that she was to wear
I am Spring!
So the first little bird sailed down, and at the recital. And sure enough, toward
the second little bird sailed down; and the end of the piece, out came the same
they fluttered over the heads of the chil¬ old mistake. Then he said, “Jessie, if you
dren trilling and warbling to each other: should get a big splotch of ink on your
new recital dress, right where everybody
Here is Music,
could see it, would you want to play and
Here is Spring!
have everybody see it?”
“No, I wouldn’t,” she answered.
“But,” continued her teacher, “if you
knew that some preparation and a little
extra work would remove the spot, you
would remove it, wouldn’t you?”
“Surely I would, if I could!”
Well, that ugly old ink spot of a mistake
at the end of your piece can be removed
if you follow my directions. It is more
important to have the piece played well
than to wear a nice dress. Of course, we
want you to look your best, but it is more
important to sound your best. You know
real music lovers always listen to music
with their eyes closed, anyway.”
“I suppose that’s right,” answered Jessie.
“I’ll practice it so well that I can play it
ten times without a mistake at my next
lesson.”
“All right, Jessie, I am sure you will,
and there will not be any smeary ink spot
in it, either.”

*
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Have You
Studied

Junior Etude Contest

Little Biographies for (flub Meetings

Pbhe Bag of Gold

Ho. 17

By Tillie Shulman

Wagner
The older you grow the more you will
hear and enjoy the music of Wagner. As
most of his compositions are operas, those
of you who do not live in or near a large
city do not often have an opportunity of
hearing them and seeing the beauty of the
stage settings. But, fortunately, there are
dozens and dozens of good records taken
from, the various operas and presented by
star artists and orchestras so that every
one should try to hear a great deal of

of Liszt; there many of his operas were
produced, and there he wrote his last
great work, the semi-religious opera, “Parsifal.”
After such an energetic career with no
time to rest, his health began to fail He
went to Venice to recuperate but died
there suddenly in 1883. Today the world
calls him one of the greatest geniuses ever
known,
The stories of Wagner’s operas are un-

a bag of gold. On the bag was written
these words: ‘This is for you who have
listened to the .words of the wise. You
have therefore succeeded. Good luck!’
The youth was overjoyed and lived happily
“Now, Betty," asked her teacher, “which
boy would you rather be?”
“The one who took the good-roads,”
promptly answered Betty.
“Well, then why don’t you follow the
fingering and marks of expression so beau¬
tifully written by the composer, to help
you to understand his music?”
Betty hung her head. And she looked
to the fingerings and expression marks in
her music and there found bags of golden
melodies forever after.

usual ** weI> as
™sic. “Parsifal”
tells the story of finding the Holy Grail.
‘Die Meistersinger” is about the old song
contests in Germany in the sixteenth ceil¬
tury.
“Lohengrin” is about a youth
changed into a swan,
“Der Ring des Nibelungen” is a cycle
of four operas telling mythological tales
0/magic gold found in the bottom of the
river and of how it was stolen and given
away in exchange for love, and of all the
troubles it caused. These tales Wagner
found in Scandinavian mythology but he
himself wrote them into stories of “librettos” for his operas. Being mythology
they are, of course, hard to present on
the stage, for it is much easier to think Dear Junior Etude:
Dear Junior Etude:
about gods and goddesses,
palaces in
in the
the
guuuesses, palaces
I am playing in a small band in our
I do a great deal of piano playing at
clouds, magic fire and enchanted things town. I love to practice and walk two
than it is to put them on the stage. But miles each way to take my lessons. I home—m fact, I am at the piano most of
the
time. I have had only two years’ les¬
they really are shown there and are very hope that I and many more may grow up
sons
and they have been somewhat irregu¬
lovely. When you see these operas acted to be good musicians.
lar, but I have gone quite far ahead. I also
you will enjoy that feature as well as the
From your friend,
do some outside playing. I have been
gorgeous music. These four operas are
Winston Thomas (Age 13),
pianist for three years at the theater, play¬
often called “The Ring.”
Cristobal, Canal Zone.
ing three times a week, and in summer
All of Wagner’s operas are still con¬
sometimes five times a week. I also play
sidered very different from other operas,
the electric organ at Sunday school and
but nowadays that makes people like them Dear Junior Etude:
the
piano in school. I played piano for
all the more and want to go over and over
I saw a letter in the Junior Etude
again to see them. To give any of his from Yoshiho Ikuna, and I wrote to her an operetta that was given here last sum¬
compositions at your club meetings would as I think she is a very interesting person. mer. I also play violin and am in the
be impossible, except a few of the lovely 1 play piano and ukulele. Do you allow school orchestra. I would like lo give les- 1
melodies in simplified form.
anyone to write to the Junior Etude sons but am afraid I do not know quite
Some of these works are:
more than once? I am very much inter¬ enough yet for that; but when I am
Bridal Chorus from “Lohengrin,” ar¬ ested in the clubs, but there is none near through high school my aim is to go to a
ranged by Greenwald.
where I live yet, so I have to play alone. music conservatory. I know that a great
deal of my success now is due to my pracMarch from “Tannhiiuser,” arranged
From your friend,
for four hands by Orem.
ticing and playing so much at home, and I
Monica Roberts,
think that every boy or girl could do the
Pilgrim’s Chorus from “Tannhiiuser”
arranged by Spindler.
same if he or she tried.
N. B. Those who are interested ^ay
Prise Song from “Meistersinger,” ar¬ write to the Junior Etude as' often as
From your friend,
ranged by Baltzell.
they please.
Pauline Nason (Age 14).
Song to Evening Star from “Tannhiiuser,”
arranged
by
Orem.
.... .
.... , „
Spinning-Wheel Chorus from “Flying
^l"nmng-Wheel
“F
Dutcllman>”
by Greenwald
-’ arranged
--*».«*uwiua.
6),T
imi
a<lies''l0ns °n Little Biographies
1.
i..*?
1. When
When zvas Wagner born
2. Name the four operas in the “Ring.’ Dear Junior Etude :
o. H hy did Wagner live for a time in
A large per cent of people where I live years and pipe organ lessons for about a
Szmtserland?
year. I get a lot of enjoyment out of my
4. Name four of his other operas.
* 70ng to the Mozart Music Club
5. What is the subject of Parsifal?
Without a musical service of some sort which consists of boys only; and which
6. When and where did he die?
given
Some of these are given free makes our studies much more interesting.
From your friend,
merely
for
the
pleasure
of
the
people
I
Dear Junior Etude:
Walter F. Anderson (Age 12).
have taken piano lessons for about five
I have been taking music lessons for
Ohio.
five years and greatly enjoy it. When I
first started to take up music I was verv

RkZTw ln thlS ”7
• T •
rJ!',
Waf!'er wf b°rn in Leipzig,
Germany, in 1813, and lived a very busy
and energetic life. He was always writing for he not only wrote the music of
the operas but the words as well, and also
many hooks and essays. Whatever he did
he did very enthusiastically and vigor°Wh;u
, , ,
,
.
Wlnle a student at the university, Wagnet- became interested in Greek plays and
then very seriously in music. After graduating he became the conductor of a theater
orchestra and married one of the players
m the company. At this time he wrote
his early operas, “R.enz,” and “The FlydifficultV in-an of"' He en,counte.red many
difficulties m the way of getting these
produced.

..Then he wrote two more operas, “Tannhauser” and “Lohengrin.” By this time
began to take
an interest in rhim
1people
• . —
iaivc dii
and his reputation grew rapidly. But, as'
as
his operas were very different from other
operas, ncupie
people oiten
often ODjectei
objected to them.
Consequently he had enemies as well
friends. There were a great many “proWagnentes” but also many “anti-Wagnerites.
To make matters worse, he ex¬
pressed himself so freely on politics and
questions connected with the French Revo¬
lution that things became unpleasant and
lie had to go and live in Switzerland.
Here he wrote several books as well as
his greatest operas—the four operas, “Der
des Nibelungen,” .“Das
Rheingold, "
uas Knemgold,”
Die Walkure,
Siegfried” and “Gotter-

“Once there were two youths who
started out to seek their fortunes. One
followed the highways and paved roads
that are well recommended and safe. The
other boy decided to do as he pleased. So
he went through forests and alleys. He
paid no attention to the signs of good or
bad roads. He didn’t mind the warnings
of detours and dangerous curves. He
broke all the rules of travel that others
had so carefully made for his benefit. At
last he stumbled into a fence and fell in
the deep mud. And no one has heard since
of this boy who didn’t follow the right
road.
“The first boy who had taken the road
built to help him to succeed came to the
end of his journey, and there he found

ttr^i!w'lg 73“T ‘he °Per,fS; “Die Mds‘ discouraged and sometimes would cry over
tersinger and ‘Tristan and Isolde.”
a piece that 1 would laugh at now. I hone
His success by this time was enormous no one else will ever feel that badlv over
sTde Afterntr^nfriteS’lI>egaL 7 SUb‘ music~if they do they should just re¬
side After a long tour through Europe, member what it will mean to them when
conducting orchestras and operas, Wagner they get older.
h
was invited by the King of Bavaria to
From your friend
make his home in Munich. There, for
Betty Anderson (Age 12)
his second wife, he married the daughter
Ne® j ”

Answers to As\ Another
1.
the
2.
2.
4.
5.
6.

For systematizing and
methods of notation.
In the eleventh century.
B sharp.
C double sharp.
Wagner.
Four flats,

improving

7. In Venice.
A melodic, though somewhat elabo¬
rate, solo in an opera.
9. One dot adds one half the value
o the note, and the second dot adds half
,«Value.of the firs‘ dot.
?■ Prize Song from the opera “Die
Meistersinger,” by Wagner,

PERSONAL FOR SALE
or WANTED

uOO Desirable for pianist and teacher,
failed grades). J. Krand. Maguire? 2310
CoUingwood Ave., Toledo, umo.
_

» cT

E 5th St., Tucson, Arizona.__
'ATTsALF—Three used A. Ii. Virgil
,
Good condition. Oak cases. Price
goo each Address J. Y, B., care of Etude.

The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original stories or essays and a
swers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month—
“Cate of the Violin.” Must contain not
one hundred and fifty words. Any
boy or girl under fifteen years of age may
compete whether a subscriber c
All contributions must bear
and address of sender written plainly, and
be received at the Junior Etude
Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

before the tenth of March. Names of
prize winners and their contributions will
be published in the issue for June.
Put your name and age on upper left |
hand corner of paper, and address on
upper right hand corner of paper.. if
If your You need it
contribution
takes more
more than
than one
one piece
piece of
of ^q complete yOUt
contribution takes
paper do this on each piece.
musical education
Do not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with Practical knowledge of HarALL of the above conditions will not be
jg absolutely essential
considered.
•’
,
-;—i
to round out your musical

(fare of the Piano
y

announcements

[

CORRESPONDENCE singing course.
00““ Small Monthly Payments.
„
Dr. Wooler, Cleveland Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
" MUSIC COMPOSED to your words—MeloHarmonized Manuscripts corrected and
other works, Ridley Park. Pa.
PAPERS on n...„.— -for club use. Programs arranged.
Brown. Lansdowne, Pa.
ART OF CONDUCTING <12.000 words).
Cooper! MnSc'a"/Director, Mech A?en£
Blackpool, England.
_
irten Course, Price,
mrtrigbt Card, 116
LEARN TO PLAY THE
THIE WEEK .
.. Sun Francisco, Calif.
Royle, 3.->.-'D Missj._
CANARY BEI.LS—A silver hell will make
canary happy. He will sing and ring bell for
yon. Bell fasten, ,I in cage. Only ‘he. Send
25c in coin. George Co., 78 Llnsley Ave.,
Meriden, Conn.

If You Teach Piano Ask Us to
Send

You

Without

Charge

Some of these Helpful Catalogs
ELEGANT PIANO COMPOSITIONS
BY PROMINENT COMPOSERS.
Thematic excerpts of almost 100
Sieces in the upper medium and dlicult grades are shown in this cata_|__
. PRACTICE
S AMPLE HOOK
PROMOTING PIECES.
Shows full-page portions of 48 out! standing piano compositions in the
first three grades, excellent teaching
and recreation material.
CATALOG OF JUVENILE MUSIj CAL PUBLICATIONS.
1 Every teacher of child music students
and director of children s entertain¬
ments should have this catalog, which
covers piano works for the enter• tainment and instruction of the
young, action songs, juvenile plays,
musical games, etc.
monthly announcement of
NEW SHEET MUSIC PUBLICA¬
TIONS.
This bulletin Is an invaluable aid
, to music teachers who are particu¬
larly desirous of securing the very
latest publications in our catalog.
ADVANCE
OF
PUBLICATION
SPECIAL OFFERS ON NEW
MUSIC WORKS.
Each month this folder Is issued
for the purpose of acquainting music
teachers with new' works which can
be obtained In advance of publica¬
tion at remarkably low prices.
•”e will gladly place your name to
receive either of the above folders
each month upon receiving your
Postcard request.
A GUIDE, A PRICE LIST AND
CONVENIENT ORDER FORM.
For Piano Teachers seeking the best
in Methods, Studies and Albums of
' nmposition in All Grades—A most
convenient order blank for the
teacher desiring immediate and unerring service. Similar folders on
, Violin. Voice. Organ, Choir and
i Chorus publications sent on request.
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(Prize Winner)
More pianos are ruined through neglect
than use. We must love and respect the
piano in order to know how to care for it.
Sudden changes of temperature or damp¬
ness are the greatest source of harm. Do
not place it near a window or heater. A
new piano should be tuned often and then
kept in tune by being tuned regularly.
Pianos should always be tuned by reliable
tuners. The hands should be perfectly
clean when playing and the keys should
be .cleaned with a soft cloth moistened in
water. The piano should be closed when
sweeping or dusting the room. Camphor
balls in a cloth bag will prevent moths.
The piano should not be pounded. This
cuts the hammers, wears the felt and puts
the instrument out of tune.
Rachel Anne Tillman (Age 9),
Mississippi.

(fare of the Piano
(Prize Winner)
If one wishes to keep a piano in good
condition great care should be taken of it.
The piano should be closed at night to keep
all
dampness out. It should be left open
-11 Hornnne«
a few hours each day so the ivory will
not turn yellow It should be kept free
from dust Do not put it by an open firelace or stove as the varnish will crack,
Dust it with something soft that will not
scratch. Have it inspected and tuned twice
a year by an expert.
Edith Clancy (Age 13),
Oklahoma.

Pare of the Piano

Harmony?

Answer to December Puzzle
education.
It adds wonder¬
. Guitar—Tardy
fully to your equipment, as
1 Zither—Heron
Teacher or Performer.
We
i Violin—Lindbergh
1 Ukelele—Elephant
offer you a complete course of
i Trumpet—Petty
Harmony Lessons at small
Prize Winners for December
cost. These Lessons are given
Puzzle
Virginia Erdman (Age 12), Maryland. ^
]yjr Adolph Roseilbecker
Robert Winters (Age 10), California.
J
1
Ruth Steizer (Age 12), Nebraska.
and Dr. Daniel Protheroe.
_
j
rUZZle
By E. Mendes
The middle row reading down and across
ive musical instruments.
6
*
* * *
* * * * *
* * *
*
In “Holland”
To make a mistake
A musical instrument
A small animal
In “Holland”

Each lesson is clear, thorough and
correct; not the mere mechanical
application of dry-as-dust rules,
jjUt an interesting, intelligent, thor¬
oughly practical method. A writ¬
ten examination on each lesson in
connection with ample original
work, develops your knowledge
and firmly fixes the important
principles in your mind.

Why don’t you, too.
Improve your knowledge and make your
work more interesting and your services
more valuable? You can do this in
Dear Junior Etude
your spare time, as hundreds of other
I have been taking
takin; piano lessons about business piayers have done, with the
six years, and also study history of music hejp of our Extension Courses, j
and harmony, and I intend to start the
pipe organ very soon. The nearest teacher MOST PEOPLE WANT SUC¬
is about ten miles from here. 1 am a
CESS, BUT THEY DON’T
sophomore in high school.
From your friend,

Dfar jDNIOr etddi
. I shall now proce
that
havc

1

o write about s

KNOW

HOW

^~ 7

working blindly,

(Prize Winner)
\
.
*
-v sensitive 1 was fourteen at that time.
The high-class piano is a very sensitive
1 wag exceedi^ly m on the day I received

in the dark;
struggling
against
trai„ed thinkers, is

carefully treated. Some great enemies o
the oiano are sudden changes of temperatne piano a
i„mnmpw tuners
ture, dampness and incompetent tuncis.
You should always have the piano tuned
regularly, but much harm can be done y
incompetent tuners. The piano should be
inside wall, in a dry room.
placed by a.Keep the temperature of the r
as possible. It is well to keep camphor
wrapped
cloth inside
to . keep
wrannea in ciuu*
— the
— case
—
u away from
from the
the felts.
felts. Yoi
You should
moths
m0t^77fy,,ieT,inforPeriods of weeks,
not keep it closed up for periods oi weeas,
,
.. Havlieht should be allowed to shine
for the daylignt snuu.u
on the ivories to prevent them from tu
■ a yellow
The piano should not he
loaded with' bric-a-brac, for this sometimes
causes a rattling sound. This is called
sympathetic vibration and is very annoying.
Mildred Musslewhite (Age 12),

^ tl.uthfully sny that j suddenly got
better ■ perhaps it is foolish to write ab—t
this event, hut I cannot possibly help
^ T stm’ have_ anU cherish my “three
llin3.padline Sheehan (Age 17)
Mlehigar

Honorable Mention for December
PUZZLES
T
iTiiiriurcik Virginia
L^“0nS^n.C«»g«taS®vSJf;
ert Winters, Hilda
TPffries Jackson
loin. Anita Loonns, Hope Je
»
beth
Henerrs0nanVaferiay’ James, John Martlndale,
Virginia Dodge.

Curtis y.Tones. Canton’ia Hull, Thelma Goldberg, Elsie Spector, Sarah Weltman, Clara
Rossen. Martha Saymore, Harriet Holmes,
Cawleyf^mroth^H^od!1'Jeanne'^TuUw!'*Jane
Johnston, Evelyn Dusbabek, Gladys Gelhaus,
Flora Williams, Marcella Mote, Sara Latham.
|earl Ehlenfeldt, Sylvia Khenfcldt, Mabel

TO

GET

IT!

Most people seeking success are sincere
enough in their de¬
sires—but they don’t
WE HAVE COURSES
Harmony

handicap
handicap upon
upon the
person who wants to
succeed,
lacks definite certaiii Advanced Compos
knowledge
fundamentals that underlie all music.
Let us give you, free, a practical demon¬
Letter Box List
stration of the thoroughness of the
Louise Rupert, Oila McCollum, Nedra Mun>n, Iona Judd, Charlotte Paul, Calvin Hess, methods and of how easily you can
Hetty Hesher, Dorothy Standley, Henrietta L. master any of our courses.
Now. Lois
_ Butler.
_ Lucille Fellows, Mildred
: obligat
RMeUlimt, Liman Schek, Wanda Wolfe,
yheony Mitotan, Charlotte Wheeler.
Only by making an examination of the
Jackson Jennings. Edith C. Hoyt,
Naomi Smith. Bella Patry. Dorothy .. actual lessons can you form an intelli¬
Ruth chapman, Marian P. Story, Miriam
gent
opinion
of
the
real
merit
of this rewilliams, Sylvia Cook.
_ markable method of music instruction.
Hoyt, Gladys Gelhai
^ Rece^ur bek,abel
Rachel Anne Tllli
®re' They will show you how quickly you
lyn L. pinni :, Harriet Holmes.
n equip yourself for greater things in
musical
way and
an make more money
musical way
HONORABLE MENTION FOR DECEMBER from music than e
before.
Essays
Write today for sampIe ,easona> calalos and
1 1 cour«e you are interested in.
University ExtCHSiOIl COIlSemtOry
. ..
Ri ia pv . R 97
Siegel-Meyers Bldg. Dept. B-22
Chicago, Ill.
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I now have learned a lesson
From birds,and trees, and air,A song is always ringing

MORNING SERVICE

EVENING SERVICE

From out the great Somewhere.
And if you listen clearly
Youll hear that music sweet
Come softly o’er you stealing
With melody complete.—

c^TdSn?cUr?d’eSons--Ucey
Magnificat
F

!ti Sw° pS“is's’KS

-<vfc>-

A LESSON

(Suiti?

FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1929

Date
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

NO 5 of the Senes:
“There's Music, Everywhere'.' Grade

mathilde bilbro

And so I’ve learned a lesson
From sea, and birds, and air,
A message they are. bringing,
And, ringing, and singing.
God’s message they are bringing.There’s music everywhere.
.

(a) The King ShaTuoy’In Thy Strength
(b) Hark, Hark, My Soul.xlark

u’" °m“v.
POSTLUDE

Plane: ^%So»«

^

T

T
H

0 Lord, W?th™°RLrts We're
Yearning
Engelmann
(A. solo)

n

sbs irStecttss
6

«S _

!

--^

5

^ " '
4

S Now

1S

2

-

3
1

4
1

--5

___

ft

Acqmi„tNo!rnYtG°d.,iker
N
H

«

POSTLUDE
Organ: Hero's March.Mendelssohn-

POSTLUDE

Copyright 1929 by Theodor* Presser Co.

8S?

(Violin, with Organ* or Karto)8^

LITTLE PINK SLIPPERS

A very easy gem.
i
f

ReVe(V?olfnTwith Organ' or'
T

Not fast m.m.

.
POSTLUDE

H. P. HOPKINS, Op. 125, No 1

J=

\

POSTLUDE

Teachers!
MOST EXTENSIVELY USED TEACHING MATERIALS

book

by

Elihu

Hubbard

Every Teacher will find this information Vali

Est.

Just ask us for our “booklets and lists giving information umn
extensively used teaching materials” and if there are any particular
teaching problems now confronting you do not hesitate to ask for our
suggestions solving those problems. Always remember that the Theodore
Presser Co. stands ready to give the teacher every possible service.
We also carry the World's largest stock of music publications
and our direct-by-mail service is unequaled
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
I

1712*1714 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

N« Yo*. „ r
10. In 1700, for the Episcopal
Church of Port Royal, Vir¬
ginia. About 1860 it was
Vir-

pgg

u f?nUonralUhe timeW* It
* ■
rned. With enough practk

SsfeSF-

CoPyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Co.

_ on<3

Dther Music Sections in this issue on pages 163,195,20 J

jl

British Copyright secured
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Suggestive of lively chatter. Grade

Allegretto

m. m.

J=

2

A MERRY TALE

HELLER NICHOLLS

MARCH 1929

ffjlE ETUDE
An excellent rhythmic study,
introducing “Grace notes” Grade 24
Moderato m.m.

HUMPTY - DUMPTY WALLACE

A.

Page 239

JOHNSON,Op. 181, No.4

J• -

108

British Copyright secured
Copyright 1927 by Theodore Presser Co.

Copyright 1929 by Theodore Presser Co.

SANS SOUOI
Vivace

*

m.m.

J=

126

Prom here go back to 58 and play to Pine then play Tr,

SECONDO

SANS SOUCI

British Copyright secured

GEORGES BERNARD

Vivace

m.m.

J=

FRIMO
126

GEORGES BERNARD
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ROBIN REDBREAST
Ar ideal First Grade number.

ELLA KETTERER

Exemplifying

1928 by Theodore Preseer Co.

"

—*—

^

’

1

the

Tull

Orude 1

THE BUMBLEBEE

ANNA PRISCILLA RISHER

—-

SONG TO THE EVENING STAR
See Junior Etude, Miss Gest’s Article.

from“TANNHAUSER”

r

Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Ca

D- s.

British Copyright secured
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PI2ASAI>fTS’
Triangle
Tambourine
Castanets
Cymbals
Drum
Violin

PAUL

For Rhy thmic Orch estra

i *SJ
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1 3 t ./J
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1 3 \ ./J
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310 West 92nd Street, New York City (At Riverside Drive)
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Starting May 15th Students Can Enter Any Day, Six
and Ten Weeks Courses. Regular Faculty of Celebrated
American and European Artists in Attendance All
Summer.
Dormitory in School Building, Beautiful
Rooms, Private Baths, New Pianos.
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
1
School of Music

^ZECKWER-HAH

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Foundedby the late A.^K. VIRGIJL ^ ^

cresc.

x

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director

120 Claremont Ave.
New York City
FRANK DAMROSCH, Dean

THACA CONSERVATORY
A

tlCAliebranche» taught horn eiemenury^tt^the hfeheit

—
~yTp--—
•..
J .3j
-tsfl-H—•—
™f # A

!
**

A School of Individual Instruction for the Beginner,
Ambitious Amateur, and the Professional
No Enhance Requirements except for Certificate, Diploma and Degree Courses
, Voice, Violin. C
lie, leading to D<
luding supervised

Send for Catalogue, Summer Leaflet and Biographies of Teachers

%

aif2

PHILADELPHIA
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Easter Music
In Christian churches the music program
is especially stressed on Easter Sunday
and those in charge of the musical activi¬
ties strive to present works which, in
many instances, are the most ambitious
musical undertakings of the entire year.
Easter is pre-eminently a time of joy
to the Christian soul and it is but fitting
that music of a joyful character should be
chosen for rendition at this season. By
the time this issue of The Etude reaches
our readers we will have placed on the
market a new Easter cantata, Life Eternal
by Norwood Dale, that breathes the joy
of Eastertide in every line of its melodi¬
ous score. If you have not selected your
Easter cantata, be sure to send for a copy
of this work.
Some choirmasters prefer to present a
varied program of their own choosing
consisting of anthems and solos. A list
of excellent material for this purpose will
be foupd in our folder, “Easter Music,”
a copy of which will be sent gratis upon
request. This informative circular also
lists special musical services for Sunday
School and Choir, appropriate pipe organ
music and cantatas. Send for this folder
today, or, if you prefer, ask us to seind
for examination a selection of material in
any of the above classifications, in which
you are interested.
Commencement Music
The thought of Commencement and the
--close
of the school and college year
bring
to mind many activities leading up to the
great climax m the Commencement Exercisesshape of choral, instrumental ensembles,
solo and other program features, or a
cantata or musical play. Then there are
the Spring outdoor fetes, dances and
musical pageants and finally the solos,
choruses, orchestra, piano ensemble and
other musical combinations desired to give
a glorious setting to the graduation
occasion.
There
_ many responsible for such
details, who have already sought out things
inT J.Ih" 1 r
T1
n0W r?hearsals
hot til
°h I,'6"1 haVe b^n aadertaken’
mt those who have procrastinated, for any
reason, the seeking of music for such
tb^T>i«d.nSh+Ul+l,n0t jde#aL-any furthe.r
than reading to the end of this paragraph
the^TL, f P
and Pn>er and. wrde
IwhJ 3d
Presser Co setting forth
needs and naming material desired.
Our liberal Examination Privileges are
certain to prove helpful, m addition to
the wide variety of suggestions made
possible by our experienced organization
and unequalled stock of publications.

THER. F. D. BOX UNDER THE BIG ELM TREE
One enthusiastic friend recently remarked to us.
It never entered my head, that, located as I
was in the country I could have all of the ad¬
vantages of the great metropolitan music store
brought right to my little R. F. D. box down
on the road under the big elm tree. Presser
has given me all of the advantages of the serv¬
ice I had when I taught right in the heart of
New York City.”
There are doubtless thousands who have
never had it “enter their heads” to send the
initial order or inquiry to the Theodore Presser
Co. that invariably leads to years of satisfac¬
tory and delightful relations. No music com¬
pany in the world combines the vast experience,
the immense stock and huge staff of musical
educational experts operated by the Theodore
Presser Co. No matter where you live, no
matter how remote, our doors (Thanks to Uncle
Sam) are wide open to welcome you.
Send the initial order or inquiry today and
we promise that we shall be confreres for
many, many years to come. Thousands of cus¬
tomers prove this.

Advance of Publication Offers-—March, 1929

Paragraphs on These Forthcoming Publications will be found under These Notes.
These Works are in the course of Preparation and Ordered Copies will be
delivered when ready.
_..
UAN Dances—Piano—R. S. Stoughton.60c Necessary Jingles for the Piano—Blanche
„
Ridge
Idyls—Piano—Lily Strickland.60c
Fox Steenman .30c
Rl
T^T^^AME^J^CoufiN^iALi;350
Collection—Jos. E. Maddy and Wilfred
Ryckoff .30c
P^TI*I^«N^PARTS, EACH.o.?5c Requiem Mass for Two-Part Chorus^
Orchestea^Folich^-Partsff™*..... " Shepherd,
~ ”
The—Musical Play.35c
Six Study Piec
: Left Han
tASY
w
Alone-Berger
Tei
•..25c Stories to Sing To—Glad’
e Tempest—Sur
R Organ—H. J.
Fidd!
_.... __
Master the Violin—Frederick
^
VTnA,,.;." w-.".1,’
\V,VV ' nV ’
Lehrer’s 'Ensemble' Method ' Viola' Cello’00
German .
’
Pianor and Bass Parts—'Will H. ’Bryant—each.35c To a Katydid^-Chil'i" " ’"~. "
Light Opera Production—Gwynne Burrows.60c
Busch .
__

Every Summer there are hundreds, both
young and old, who become more thoroughly informed on musical matters and
increase their musical proficiency through
the guidance of a progressive teacher.
Some teachers are so alert as to realize
that> even though the pupil goes away on
an extended vacation or for some other
reason does not attend Summer Classes,
it is wise to keep up musical interest
in seeing to it that the pupil takes along
for reading and self study, such works as
Cooke’s “Standard History of Music”
Cooke’s “Great Pianists on Piano Play¬
ing,” the same author’s “Great Singers on
Summer Music Classes
‘^tU.rt ,of, s!neing’” or
the more
XT
. ,,
,
earnest student, a work such as Orem’s
Now is the time for teachers to instil “Harmony for Beginners” or his more
m the minds of their students a desire to advanced book “Theory and Comnositi
gam further progress in music during the of Music.”
.
Summer months, rather than through
Summer inactivity to lose facility gained
T
A
„
through months of study and practice.
LITTLE AMERICAN OOUSINS
Students of school ages and their parents
By Lalla Ryckoff
also should be inspired to take advantage
The vnm. „im„
, . ,
of the nnnnrhmifr nf
„„ ,JL
1!’e young piano students of today
ty of taking on some confronted WitVaVondeTftd tot'of teach!
onf“ummLd3
the early months of
the Summer, when “S material. Everything pos^Vdot
there is ample time because of release
from regular school studies. In fact, the
tactful teacher will not present the matter
as study to substitute for school studies,
but as an opportunity to get acquainted
with musical history, musical biography or
harmony in the weeks that there is chance
for such pleasurable and profitable occu¬
pation of time.

r ^

'-

An Epoch-Making Achieve¬
ment in Music Publishing
Classics in music are essentially musical
compositions that become permanent.
Every publisher aspires to add such clas¬
sics to the catalog. There must have been
a great thrill to bringing out many of
the works of Beethoven, Schubert, Schu¬
mann, Wagner, Chopin, Liszt and Grieg,
knowing that one hundred years hence
they would be even better known.
It is with such a thrill that the Theodore
Presser Co. announces the publication of
over Thirty New Compositions by Edou¬
ard Poldini, the foremost composer for
piano since Grieg.
These are not compositions to be read
over, played a few times and then for¬
gotten, they will become a part of the
permanent literature of the piano. Every
one will repay careful study and practice.
Poldini’s extraordinary idiom has been
compared by some to Chopin, by some to
Mozart, by some to Brahms, some to Grieg
and by others, at times, to the moderns.
However, most of the great pianists find
his delightful melodic and harmonic gifts
wholly unique and individual—“there is
only one Poldini.” All of these works
were written at the very height of Poldini’s
iridescent genius. Everyone is a master¬
piece of its type. A complete list of them
is given at the end of this paragraph and
any may be had for examination (On
Sale) by our patrons.
24464 Marche Capricieuse .50, 24465
Marche Exotique .50, 24466 Marche Fantasque .50, 24467 Marche Finale .60,
24213 Lavender .40, 24214 Sweet Heather
.40, 24215 Clematis .50, 24216 Red Roses
.40, 24217 Blue Bells .60, 24218 Anemone
.50, 24219 Bridal Wreath .50, 24210 Chant
Funebre .40, 24211 Ricordanza .40, 24212
Aureole .40, 24230 Spring Dawn .35, 24231
Elegy .35, 24232 Woodland Poem .35, 24233
Youth .40, 24234 Epitaph .35, 24235 Day
Dream .35, 24236 Valse Passionnee .35,

tion .35, 24241 Vision Infemale .35, 24242
to lighten the task of study and to present La Valse De Ma Jolie Voisine .35, 24243
vivid and interesting material. Our Little Sur Une Toile De Watteau .40, 24244
American Cousins is a book planned along Bacchantes .35.
modem educational lines. It contains six
Every one learned will become a lasting
pieces, all in highly characteristic vein, asset in the repertoire of pianists, students
We feel sure that the works of this new and teachers. The whole collection is a
veritable casket of musical jewels of the
composer will meet with much favor.
The special introductory price in ad- purest water.
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy.
postpaid.
P^r copy,
Blue Ridge Idyls
Suite foe Pianoforte
By Lily Strickland
Lily Strickland, herself a native of the
south, is right in her own atmosphere
when composing a set of pieces such as
comprise the suite entitled Blue, Ridge
Idyls. In this characteristic work the
composer depicts
aepicts the
tne river,
i
the pines, the
old mdl
mill and mountain scenes. The pieces
are m abouti the fourth
"
” grade throughout,
lying well under the hand.
b
vance
inftrod“ctory P^ce in ad£Publlcatlon cents per copy,

I will study and get ready for maybe my chance will
come.
ali
T
Abraham Lincoln

Classic and Modern Band and
Orchestra Collection
By Joseph E. Maddy and Wilfred Wilson
Great attention has been paid to the
compilation of this new work and to the
arrangements. Although the contents of
the two departments will be practically
the same, the parts for Band and Orches¬
tra are not interchangeable, each depart¬
ment has it own special arrangement. This
is a genuine Public School work and, while
the parts are not difficult, they are so
written as to give an effect of fullness
and richness to all the arrangements. The
pieces are by classic, modern and con¬
temporary writers, such numbers as are
not to be found in any of the ordinary
collections.
The low introductory price on advance
of publication orders for instrumental
Jiarts is 25 cents each, and the advance of
publication price on the piano accompani¬
ment of the orchestral version is 40 cents,
in ordering, please be sure to name the
instrument desired and whether the band
or orchestra compilation is desired.
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The Tempest
Suite foe Organ
By H. J- Stewart
Wc are about to publish an important
5Vork for the organ. It is by the
np6 known Pacific Coast Organist, Dr.
Humphrey J- Stewart This work is in
ST form of a Suite, based upon scenes
from Shakespeare
Shakespeare’s “Tempest ’’
It is
,ru,u
[n six short numbers, as follows: The
Enchanted Isle—Ferdiqhin0 ^yreck—The
Wreck—The Ench
° L and Miranda—Caliban—A riel— The
Mosaue of Ceres. The work will be pub*
lished complete. We can recommend this
’ rv highly
who
i are
— seeking
—*-*—
lug.„j to
... organists
--C-.
.
„
VClJ recital
S,
. I-vv.’.ll and
iinrl fllen
*r'r' picture
new
material
also for
nlaving- It is of onl>' moderate difficulty
and it is written in the modern organ
ctvle melodious throughout and very
characteristic.
,e special introductory price in ade of publication is 60 cents per copy.

1

Fiddling for Fun, or Playtime

Easy Compositions for the

Six Study Pieces for the Left

Necessary Jingles
For the Piano
By Blanche Fox Steenman
This little work may be used in con¬
junction with any other beginner’s book
for tiny tots. The author has made a special study of the musical training of children and is eminently fitted to write such
.
. The
..r
an interesting
book.
technical points
.
-wr ... Jingles’
r:_1_»-constituting
the “Necessary
Independence
of Fingers,
_^
a . Thumb Preparation for Scales, Triads and Arpeggios (Crossing Hands), Wrist Work and
Chromatic Scales. Each of these problems
’ ’
with
is cleverly and.
tunefully worked
appropriate verses and pen drawings,
which appeal to the child’s imagination,
While this book is in preparation orders
are being accepted at the special
ductory
price in advance of publication
J "-.#
of 30 cents a copy’ P0StPaid-

Hand Alone
For The Pianoforte

^
^
TT
, 7TTT
THREE DANCES FROM HENRY VIII

Development of Technic
and Tonality
For The Pianoforte
By N. Louise Wright
Miss N. Louise Wright’s studies and
- ?ces f°r young players have been re-, are popular
ceived with „great
favor. They
alib-A nrUU
-.1- and ...
alike
with teachers
pupils. vInr the
new little work now being
. offered, the
pieces
quite up to Miss Wright’s usual
stands
standard. They are tuneful and characteristic,,-,
but they depart
_r„. somewhat from
the easier ’keys
and
"‘ _
‘ a very great
—
-’ this
—
a(luontn™n
advantage.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
postpaid.

J

By Francesco Berger
We have a very great admiration for
Prof. Berger and his work. This veteran
musician in his career links up the present
with the Golden Age of Music and through
bio nwn teacher, Moscheles, he reaches
..
back to Beethoven
himself. His Six Study
Piecg8 for the Left Hand Alone constitute
an admjrable educational work. pupiis
of intermediate grade who take up this
b(|ob wjj| derive great advantage therefr(Jm
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
. jd 1
P0S>tPala'

for the Young Violinist
A Method fob the Youngest Beginner
By Rob Roy Peery
The material
material in
is1 ...
The
in this method
, .
arranged that the youngest beginner will
be genuinely interested at the very first
lesson. Jhe first studies are illustrated
with stories m rhymes, t test: urn .
g
the rhythmical basis of the flrst two parts.
The finger position
on the G’
*. of‘ *the notes
""f"° *"
string (2nd and 3rd fingers close together)
ail strings.
is used as a finger pattern on all
The book may be used either for private
or class instruction, the clear concise
How to Master the Violin
manner in which the elementary points are
taken up making it especially practical
By Frederick E. Hahn
for the latter use. Little melodies are
introduced at an early stage, giving the
little beginner added incentive to practice. ..----^
The special introductory price in ad- playing. The subject matter, however, is
treated in a T^milnr
popular, nlmnst
almost rnnversational.
conversational,
vance of publicatl
’ 40 cenU
-_A- a'"copy,
^
40 cents a
py,
.g F F to understand on the part
postpaid.
of students, and it goes right to the heart
.T
_
.
v
of the matter in every case. Such a work
New Piano Album FOR YOUNG js almost indispensable to the violin
Players
This is the most recent addition to our
series of collections printed from special
large plates. Our albums of easy pieces,
which have heen
been added to this series from
time to time, have been extraordinarily
successful. The new one will prove to be
one of the best. This Album will be con¬
fined entirely to first and second grade
pieces, nothing more difficult. All of the
best of the contemporary writers will be
represented.
,
f publication is 35 cents per copy.
postpaid.
Stories to Sing To
An Easy, Effective and Interesting
Method of Developing the Sense
Pitch in Young Chh.dben
By Gladys Taylor
This little work is now about ready but
the special introductory offer will be continued during the current month. This
book embodies a very interesting method
of establishing definite pitch in the minds
of young students, through the imitation
of the sounds of animals and of bell tones.
The best way of learning pitch in the be¬
ginning is through association and the
m°re picturesque and characteristic this
oan be made, the better.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
Postpaid.
Concert Orchestra Folio
Rv n, r.,. .
, ,,,
is in th l'"1!, thlSf ISSUe °t T -hPrs the
of,,0ar SubfTbeS tb"
preTs w;1e1m F°':h t
. who have
ordered "th- feel SiUre -natK 11 h mdantlv
Xased wm. rrkXTW‘U bec t "daheen
spared tn tbvlt-.. No.,pa^ Ir,
Tbe
special :nJna,ke .1<: aS ll. sh°U-n u„ ron.
tinned *atroducJx)ry Pr,ce W1
b
The special
hlS -m,°nth
°",ly•
• add
The
introductory
price
in
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World of Music
(Continued from page J57)
SCHUBERT’S “GERMAN MASS” nad wha
i believed to have t
*—•
*j-~

lyric thi
UU‘f’
,

iriab^r conducted by 1

THE WOMEN’S SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
OF PHILADELPHIA, with J. W. F. Leman
as conductor, opened its third season with a
highly Atccessful concert in the Ballroom of the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, on the evening of
December 6th, 1928, _with Mildred Dilling, harp-

THE D’OLY CARTE OPERA COMPANY,
For The Piano
after
Edw. German
This
The three dances from the incidental
Sulliv;
professional standing, it having be
music to the play Henry VIII, have befor more than forty years. It h
come great popular favorites. The three
ily ^Gilbert and Sullivan operas, ai
numbers are Morris Dance, Shepherd’s these with Sulli
of Philadelphia has giv
j)ance
be
Dance and Torch Dance. They will
v
iruuucuuns ... the Gilhert and Sulliv;
played and enjoyed for years to
dusively, for twenty-eight years.
While usually heard as orchestra numbers
they make very effective and acceptable
piano solos. A new edition of this celebrated work will add to the Presser
it La Scala. Proi
Collection.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents a copy,
postpaid.

The Shepherd
Musical Play
By Mathh.de Bilbro
With the introduction of dances this
play may be made to furnish an entertainment of an hour and a half. It may be
produced with a cast of children of almost
any age.
The play is based on two of Aesop s
Fables and the story is cleverly told with
song and dance interpolations. There e~~
The special introductory price in ad- three acts but the operetta need not have
vance of publication is $1.00 per copy, an dabonte jiettin^ and mayjejtaged
at very little expense. In advance of
nostl)aid
publication orders for single copies are
" *
being booked at the special price of 35
Algerian Dances
cents, postpaid.
Suite for Pianoforte
By R. S. Stoughton
Light Opera Production
ln]s is
Jg a
a typical
T. modern
r,_. ....
This
Ballet Suite,
For School and Community
the several numbers of which also make
very effective piano solos. The work was
By Gwynne Burrows
nrlcrinflllv
•ieinally written for Ruth St. Denis and
This new work will be eady very s
used for »
a iseries of
-- Oriental novelties.
„
It should be in the hands of all those who
These numbers would prove very ettec
expect p, produce light opera in any form.
in picture playing and there are many -pjlere are maI1y technical details which,
scenes for which they would be just right. (|ncp tb
are understood, add greatly to
In point of difficulty, they lie in grades ^ vajue
any production. A close
four and five. Mr. Stoughton is we
attention to the instructions given In, this
known through his many successful piano ||o(||. wd] resu]t jn greatly improved preand organ compositions and .S0"SS’ . " sentations, taking many productions out
... work
—-1- he has c-aught the Oriental spirit ^ tbe am.deur class and bringing them
this
more toward a professional basis. This
admirably,
The special introductory price
book covers all the various subjects from
centsa n<
per copy, a’ll angles.
vance of publication “s (iO
’ ”””
The special introductory price in adpostpaid.
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
Requiem Mass
postpaid.
For Two-Part Chorus;
Gbremia M. Fabrizi
To a Katydid
Many Catholic organists and choir lead¬
Cantata for Children’s Chorus
ers will be pleased to learn ot the ap¬
By Carl Busch
proaching publication of this easy ReThis cantata may be used very effective-

THE WESTMINSTER CHOIR, of Dayton,
Ohio, will make a tour of Europe during the
spring and summer, for which fifty-three engage¬
ments already have Been made.
4 MEMORIAL TABLET has been placed, by

COMPETITIONS
THE HORATIO PARKER FELLOWSHIP,
' ‘ total allowances of two thousand dollars, '
the gudy of Composition at the American Academy
'^ZsmltTm°dnot /merThanApril' l, mt
0f the A
101 Pari
THE PRIZE OF ONE THOUSAND DOL¬
LARS. offered by Alfred Seligsberg, through the
Society of the Friends of Music, for a sacred or
secular cantata suitable for use by that organiza¬
tion, is again open for competition till Novem¬
ber 1, 1929. Particulars may be had from
Richard Copley, 10 East 43rd Street, New York
$40,000 IN PRIZES
composers. $25,00"
work in any form ithin the ph
$10,001
w;fi be ^ven for 1
positions within th
van dance, jazz ;
*ad SthePpopular
Full particulars to
id from the Viet
Machine Con
,|,^history’ of mm
Riven to the proft
was received with
•*A PRIZE OF $1,000
performa.

entire fboir is not available, it is mo. -ng ability Gf school children, or it can be for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and French horn,
desirable that the repertory ot a cnoir aflapte(j w[th equal success to a chorus of or for piano and four wind instruments, is open
include an easy Ma^°frietbisandes"eparaConvent schools, seminaries ana pieparu
torv colleges will find this Requiem Mass
useful as will, of course, parishes where
the week-day Masses are sung by pupils
of the upper grammar grades. It may be
rendered’either by a choir of treble voices
or by an adult choir of mens voices. Thu
Requiem has the approval of the Society
. f st Gregory of America and is strictly
liturgical. An occasional
the
fiturgicaL
an added touch
dignity.of The

n

1!mjte<?sizeis a rauusic?,Vsettinfuofihn
wep known poem by Oliver Wendell
Holmes and is not to be sung in costume
- h ^
Althou h bitten for a
two_part d,0ruS) it may he turned into
three-part chorus by the introduction
of an Jto part Scl/ool superviSors or
directors of children’s singing groups will
welcome the opportunity to secure this
w(jrk at tbe special introductory price in
dvance of publication
of 30 cents a single
1

ance of publication for the instrumental Gr g ,nt£,3nctorv price in advance of
py
.
is 15 cents, eacli, postpaid, and of sJZ'Lfinn js 35 cents a copy, postpaid.
(Continued on page 246)
ae piano part, 30 cents, postpaid.
Pu
Advertisement

“jEnSfc

WSo h offered ToT a‘suite
extended composition for two pianos (two players), open only to composers who are citizens
ifnr?1helsUn11‘?d States The ,competItmn .closes
ftiic DivisiofL'to of Congress, Washington, D. C.
.3A p
;s 0ff<
Music
'TZ cc
«
Jhe
Richar
city.

3 East 43rd Street
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The Pressed
Personnel
Introducing our
patrons to the
highly trained
members of our
staff ivho serve
hem daily.
Back in 1020, when the Circula¬
tion Manager o£ The Etude was
j seeking a stenographer, one of the
J applicants was a young lady juftt
! graduated from High School, who
i gave promise of being a willing
worker who would soon develop
from an inexperienced beginner to
a competent aide.
That young lady, Miss Alice M.
| Slean, was given the position and
!'th'° thn^] kas ^x’eu Quite happy
ary-Stenographer to our Circu¬
lation Manager, because she hardly
I realizes that she has been with The
I Etude for the number of years that
|| have given her the knowledge and
1 experience that make her quite a
valuable individual in the Circulal Manag
i be
well imagined, the correspondence of
Circulation Manager of The Etude
is world-wide and there is considerjl able important work in the direction
of a department that endeavors
to keep The Etude and its re¬
markable monthly message of music
known to all music lovers, as well as
those who are developing into music
lovers through the study of music.
We know Miss Slean will blush
modestly at these words of comII mendation, but she is well deserving
| of all the adjectives at command
o express the high .degree of deI pendability and conscientiousness
*
d in taking a perspective of the
ner in which she has executed
pleasantly and efficiently the duties
placed before her.

Concertinos No. 1 and
Violin and Piano

No. 2

By F. Seitz
Violin teaciiers who are familiar with
these Concertinos by Seitz, that are ac¬
cepted as standard teaching numbers
everywhere, will be delighted with these
new editions of them when they appear in
the Presser Collection, particularly, if
opportunity to make acquaintance with
these new editions is taken through a
money saving advance of publication order.
Any violin teacher who, perchance, has
never used these Concertinos with pupils,
never will have a better opportunity to
make their acquaintance than that pre¬
sented now to place an advance of pub¬
lication order, which will insure delivery
of the fine new editions, as soon as they
appear from press.
These Concertinos are virtually step¬
ping-stones into real recital compositions
for the student violinist, the Number 2
in G, Opus 13 being within the reach of
students still in the first position and the
Number 1 in D, Opus 15 being for pupils
who are essaying third position material.
Advance of publication orders may be
placed for either one of these Concertinos
at 35 cents each or if both are desired, the
advance of publication price on one order

Book of Trios for Piano,
Violin and ’Cello
The material in this album is especially
adapted to that large group of young
amateur players who delight in playing
ensemble music but who find the classic
and modern works too difficult. This
collection is made up of special arrange¬
ments of some of the finest numbers in
our catalog together with some other

THE ETUDE
numbers by modern writers which are not
to be found in any other collection. All
are exceedingly effective and playable.
At the special introductory price in advance of publication of 75 cents a copy,
s believe there will be a great demand
for this album.
Viola, ’Cello and Bass Parts to
Lehrer’s Ensemble Method

teachers as material for progressing students. Price 80 cents.
Tunes for Little Folks, by M. L. Preston.
A little book of easy pieces for young
pianists that many teachers will want to
use as supplementary material to the
instruction
author, well known
' ' " n book. The ai
for her many popular piano pieces, is
now making a great success as a writer
of piano music for first grade students.
Price 60 cents.

By Will H. Bryant
With the increase in orchestral activity
...
public schools many teachers have
adopted the class idea in teaching the
violin to aspirants for chairs in the school
organizations. Lehrer’s Ensemble Method
for the Violin, price $1.25, with each exercise written in three parts of approximate
equal difficulty, one of the first of its
kind on the market, was eagerly seized
upon by many teachers as ideal material.
The success of this method led to the
arranging, by Mr. Bryant, of these exercises to include the violas, cellos and
basses, so that they too may receive the
benefits of class instruction. The parts
for these instruments are now being prepared for publication and orders for them
may be placed at the low price of 35 cents
each, postpaid.
AdVANCE OF Publication Offers
Withtw AW*T
WITHDRAWN
With this issue of The Etude Music
Magazine we are withdrawing from the
advance of publication offer the following
works which have now been received from
- delivery.
Life Eternal, Easter Cantata by Nor¬
wood Dale. This melodious and wellwritten cantata is rich in impressive choral
numbers, pleasing and tuneful solos and
has an effective organ accompaniment.
Price 60 cents.
The Pirate’s Umbrella, Operetta for
Boys, by Mrs. R. R. Forman. We believe
this little operetta will fill a long-felt
need, an easy musical play that may be
performed by a group of school boys.
The title and the story will appeal to the
boy imagination, and the music, as with
aU of Mrs. Forman’s writings, is tuneful
and characteristic. Price 60 cents.
Sonatina for the Organ by James H.
Rogers. An excellent opus in three movements, written in true organ style but with
decided originality in its musical content
and arrangement. It makes an attractive
program number and may be used by

Fraud Magazine Agents
We a/abl warn aI1,.masiC lovars ,to be~
'v'are° grangers soliciting subscriptions
for The Etude Music Magazine. Daily
comPlam .tbat
bas been Paid and
n°magazines received forces us to warn
subscribers that we cannot be responsible
f?r casb Pa,ld unless our officIaI receipt is
glve"' Look out for the so-called “college
boy. working for votes, the • fake “exfefvlce man, ln fact> an>’ one offering a
talk soliciting sympathy rather than sub®cnPtlons- Read any offer carefully be,e PayinS cash to any one- It is your'
?niy Protection. We cannot be responsible
for the work of swindlers,
c
SPECIAL SPRING BARGAIN PRICE
OFFER qn Th£
See announcement on another page offering The Etude Music Magazine at the
sp,eciai low rate of $3.00 for two full years’
subscription. This is a saving of $1.00 in
,casb and insures registering you regularJy tor th® next two years without further
'',°rry- .The offer is open only from March
Ist. antil April 15th.
^ No two year sub¬
e».,n*,ons at the g—
accepted a
STANDARD EDUCATIONAL WORKS

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
BEGINNER’S BOOK bj THEO. PRESSER
School for the Pianoforte—Volume One
Price, $1.00
The greatest of first piano instructors
STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES
For the Pianoforte
B, W. S. B. MATHEWS
In Ten Grades, Ten Volumes
Price, $1.00 each
The original and most successful graded course
HARMONY BOOK FOR BEGINNERS
By PRESTON WARE OREM
price «1 2S
Every Music Student should have this wmk
STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price $1 50
Adopted by many leading schools and colleges.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-14 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Gardens of the Presser Home for Retired
Music Teachers

THE PRESSER HOME IN GERMANTOWN, PA., OCCUPIES OVER THREE agrpc v
OF MICH IS LAID OUT IN LAWNS, GARDENS AND l5S t„T'
VIEW SHOWS THE PERGOLA AND OLD SPRING HOUSE.
Advertisement
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<Bhe Inspiration of Great Personalities
The Presser
Personnel
Introducing our
patrons to the
highly
trained
members of out
staff who serve
them daily
Miss Elmira M. Rles came to the
Theodore Presser Co. as a new
employee when the Fortieth Anni¬
versary of the founding of The
Etude Music Magazine was being
marked in October. 1923.
Miss Ries’ first duties placed her
with a number of other young ladies
assigned to make sortings of stacks
of returned music into individual
pieces find groups that are neces¬
sary for replacing the music back
in stock. Thousands of composi¬
tions are sent out under the "On
Sale” plan for examination and it
is the returned unused music that
After several seasons at this
work, It was noted that Miss lties
was a capable young lady and pos¬
sessed a certain aptness, fitting her
to take up duties on the threshold
of real music clerking, so in 1925
she was transferred to our Order
Department, taking up order filling
in the division handling Presser
Book Publications,
April, 1926, she has been in
I the Vocal Department,
if her duties being . ,,,
e filling of stock wrappers with
music ordered of other publishers
to replenish the shelves of the Vocal
Department, but frequently s
a willing and efficient aide to other |
! departments when they are faced
with an overflow of work.
No matter where Miss Rles Is, I
she is always found cheerfully and
quietly performing her duties in a
manner that gives assurance tin
she is doing her utmost to see thi
our patrons lire receiving prmn]
I and accurate service upon the pari
of the order she is handling.

T5he 73roublesome Anvil
Accidents are bound to happen in the
. best regulated operatic performances but
seem peculiarly irrelevant when they oc¬
cur in Wagnerian productions. David
Bispham, in his “Quaker Singer’s Recol¬
lections,” tells of a mishap that more than
once took place at the close of the first
act of a New York production of Sieg¬
fried, where, “in the scene of the forging
of the sword, the young hero proves the
temper of his blade by bringing it down
upon the anvil, cleaving it in twain.
But more than once the anvil split
apart while the sword was still poised
high in mid-air for the blow, leaving the
actor looking silly at having nothing to
do except to wish that he could hide the
enchanted weapon and his own confusion
as well. The Germans with one accord
blamed the American management, though
the fault lay wholly with the German sub¬
director who had, at the wrong moment,
pulled the string that parts the anvil.
Often, too, when the curtain fell, it
e t the anvil, split as it was, outside for
awkward removal by the stage hands,
ruining the climax of the act. Here again
the blame was attached to the English-,
speaking persons who paid the German
stage manager his salary not to leave the
anvil outside. That worthy ever insisted
upon placing the unfortunate object so
near the curtain that the usual draught
trom the auditorium was bound to sway
it back too far. It was a law of nature
and not an American plan for Teutonic
confus'on. b t no German,
or ^ q{ (hp
cast, would have it so.”

The New Gallery of Musical Celebrities, which appears in another part of
his issue, embodies a form of educational inspiration which is of particular value to
the young- The goals of life after all are vital, determinative factors of larger success.
The progressive teacher knows that progress depends upon incentive. Keep incentive
h fore the pupil and initiative will not flag.
6 Many years ago music leaders, club workers and teachers expressed their grati¬
ng to The Etude for the Gallery of Musical Celebrities introduced in the journal for
three years. Now we shall present these picture biographies in far finer form,—better
engravings, better printing, better paper, making an inspirational educational feature of
signal importance and real permanent value. In order that those of our musical friends
and readers whose pupils have sought to preserve these biographies in an album may
have one of appropriate kind, we have made a very attractive book which may be pro¬
cured at the slight cost of 50 cents. We have also arranged to give one copy of this
album as a premium for each new subscription to The Etude Music Magazine. We
strongly recommend the album because this series will be of great value to thousands
of conductors, students, music leaders, program makers, club workers, teachers,
librarians and music supervisors.

Scarlatti’s Gift to Orchestration
By

George

A.

In every community there are ambitious tegchers, who know the
advantage of new inspiration and ideas for their pupils, but still neglect
to keep up with the best that is offered.
It is too easy for teachers to say “I am busy and haven’t the time
for more study myself.” They find that excuse instead of making the
effort to use the minutes each day which so often go to waste.
The most successful teacher of course is a very busy teacher. The
demands upon his attention are never ceasing—yet he is the one who
can find the extra time for something worth while.
It is for such a

Sand

but his persistent use thereof established
teach” chiefly, that the Extension Courses are the greatest benefit.
a precedent of permanent value.
"In three-part writing, not only the vio¬ For him it is hard to give up his interesting class and go away for
loncellos and basses progressed simultane¬ instruction.
ously in unison or octaves, but also the
The Increased Demands for DEGREES have Resulted in
viola, if present, reenforced the bass in
Larger Classes for the ADVANCED COURSES offered by the
slavish imitation. It is obvious that the
practice was the result either of sophism UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY.
or of indifference and of ignorance. And
You may have seen our announcement many times. You know that it is
the fact that as late as the eighteenth cen¬ possible through our Conservatory to gain new ideas which will result in your
tury no less a composer than Haydn and own increased efficiency.
even Mozart should have continued fre¬
Look back over the last year. What progress have you made? Perhaps
quently to employ three-part writing for you’ve wanted to send for our catalog and sample -lessons before—just to look
the strings is certainly a paradox. How¬ into them. That is your privilege. We offer them without obligation to you.
ever, Haydn and Mozart had such perfect Ours is one of the leading musical institutions and we urge you to take advantage
command of florid counterpoint that no of the spare moments you are sure to find. You must not rely upon your good
matter what the distribution of string parts intentions, as you have in the past, or you will miss this opportunity.
might be, the results were invariably effec¬
The service offered to teachers in our classes continues long after the diploma
tive.”
or degree is awarded.
There is a greater demand all the time for the courses we offer, as they fit
teachers for better positions. This is an age of specialization and the specialist
is earning fully double or more the salary of a musician with only a general
knowledge. Openings in the music field are growing very rapidly. There are
big paving positions for those who are ready for them.
This Dollar Saving Opportunity Good From March 1st to April 15th j
A Diploma is the key to the best teaching position. Do you hold one?

Coerne’s interesting book, "The Evolu¬
tion of Modern Orchestration," gives
Scarlatti—presumably Alessandro of that
name—credit for the modern division of
violins into first and second.
“He accepted the already established
supremacy of strings,” we are told, “but
soon realized that three-part writing did
not produce even balance of tone. Con¬
sequently he adopted a manner of writing
which comprised a division of the violins
into firsts and seconds. He added, more¬
over, an individual part for the violas,
and thereby established a canon of pho¬
netics that has been accepted by all erudite
composers since his time. It is true that
these characteristics of orchestration can¬
not be said to have originated with him,

THE ETUDE

Our Diplomas and Degrees are Awarded by the
Authority of the State of Illinois

zMusic ^Magazine
Regular Price $2.00 a Year-Twelve Issues)

Makes This Bargain Offer

\

Two Years

#

(Twenty-four issues to one address)

to,

$3^®

•

M

It is up to YOU. On your own decision will rest your future success. Fit
yourself for a bigger position—demand larger fees. You can do it! You can
easily and quickly fit yourself right at home through Extension Courses.
Now is the opportune time for you to clip the coupon below. Get it in the
first mail. Don’t waste any more time! The coupon will bring you information
about the lessons which will be of untold value.
More than 200,000 ambitious men and women have gained proficiency in these
various branches of music by the University Extension Method. And to you we
offer the same advantages which were given to them.

This Is

f

•

Your

Opportunity—Mail the Coupon TODAY!

University Extension Conservatory
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Save One Dollar

#} JS5SS^£«s»tsES£SS',,,r“ *

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B-20.
Langley Avenue and 41st Street Chicago, Illinois.
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information regarding course
I have marked with an X below.
□ Piano, Normal
□ Trumpet
□ Guitar
Course for
□ Cornet
□ Ear Training and
Teachers
□ Organ (Reed)
Sight Singing
□ Piano Course for
□ Voice
□ Mandolin
Students
□ History of Music
□ Adv. Composition
□ Public School
□ Harmony
□ Choral Conducting
Music
□ Violin

Order Now! This Otter Expires April ISth, 1929!

Name .Age .

"TAKE advantage of this special offer °f twenty-four issues
alone,™

kSffi

and progress—and SAVE ONE DOLLAR!
\\ I f vou are already on our list, send us $3.00 kndwe will

[/

—Send S3.00 Today to-

Street No...

The Etude Music Magazine

How long have you taught Piano?.How many pupils have

Theodore Presser Co., Publishers

1712,1714

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

City .State .

you studied Harmony?.Would you like to earn the Degree of
Bachelor of Music?.

the etude.

...

you now?..Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate?.Have

iviili the higher ideals of art and life.
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Master Discs

Plants—Shrubs—Ferns—Seeds

(^Absolutely Without Cost!
Just Secure New Subscriptions for THE ETUDE

Three Magnificent
. Cannas

-iiSsis

with Gargantuan vigor.

Send All Subscriptions With Payment to

Theodore
Co.
— Publishers

TWO YEARS #3.50
hunts as TWO Subscription
(Canadian and Foreign

1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

It is beyond a

^Van^^Uerth^hf practiced Franz Josef Hirt, aP noted pianhtTnThe
without discrimination.” This character in- Continent, has recorded Liszt’s most beauspired Richard Strauss to^write a tone- tiful tone-poem^ for ^piano FuneraiUes. It
his best. It is called^after the trickster’s
name. Two recordings of this work is-

Cathedral, apother toiie-poem ior^hno
which^tells the legend of a cathedral

point^Tiv^an^orchL^'a^narrative.4 ^The
first, issued by Columbia, is played by M.

with great solemnity (Polydor”discs*No”
95133-134).

Conservatoire (Nos. 67478-67479D). Here brated C Minor Fantasia, for piano (which
the rogue is presented with energy and is often united as a preface to the sonata
•
“
l of his sit- in the same key). It is coupled with
surging tonalities.
The
drama
uations is stressed. The second r
issued by Victor is played by Albert Coates all g
y fine recordings and pianistic
s (last two, Polydor discs Nos.
(Nos. 9271-9272). Here the rhythmic remore piquant in the delineation of the Major and C Sharp Major from “The
rogue’s impishness. Coates gets the genius Well-tempered Clavichord.”
They are
of the piece and by so doing tells a more excellently played by Wilhelm Kempff,
graphic story.
f .
the German pianist, on Polydor disc, No.
that project a faithful reproduction of that
one instrument which too often has defied

The Etude wishes to ,
discs made by the dramatic

SECURING ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

Distinctive Albums for the Pianist

(Continued from page 227)
ploits, “the stories of which are household

Organ Questions Answered
(Continued fro
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You May Have Your Choice

MT»h> worlds «ir«»at music is on Victor Red Seal Records

FROM • It TROVATORi
The slow bell tolls, the hidden chorus chants. . . . Under
the frowning walls a young girl lifts her face. She calls.
Her lover answers from his cell. Clear and enrapt the
questioning voices rise . . . tender . . . poignant . . .
burdened with grief and longing. They swell and mingle
in a long farewell. They fade. The poison claims her.
There are few people in the civilized world today who
are not, in a measure at least, familiar with the “Miserere"
from II Trovatore. For this scene, set like a jewel in the
florid libretto of this gorgeous old opera, is genuinely mov¬
ing, melodically superb. . . . The music finds Verdi at his
best, a natural master of the lyric line. It is the sort of
thing that one remembers.

VICTOR

The

Miserere

from II Trovatore has recently been

recorded on Victor Red Seal Records by Rosa Ponselle
and Martinelli, of the Metropolitan Opera Company,
with the full Metropolitan Chorus and Orchestra. It is
marvelously clear, marvelously realistic. The Orthophonic
Process has captured every breath and nuance of their art.
The foremost artists, the leading orchestras, the most
beautiful and important compositions, are always at your
command on Victor Red Seal Records . . . that distin¬
guished collection of interpretations, by recognized
masters, which is Victor's permanent contribution to the
good music of the world.

.

.

. Victor Talking Machine

Company, Camden, New Jersey, U. S. A.

fyd Seal

RECORDS

